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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, April 10, 1922.

MINE STRIKE AT
GALLUP WILL BE

INEFFECTIVE
TODAY, IS CLAIM

President

of the

Local

Branch of the U, M, W, of
A, Predicts Complete
Cessation of Coal Digging!
READY FOR A LONG
STRUGGLE, HE SAYS

Operators Claim a Number
of Men Have Asked to
Resume Work; Expect

uo

oi iNuimui

ruiue,

JOHN S. GOTSHATX.
.
The
Gallup, N. M., April
strike of tlio miners hi the Gallup
coal mining district, now under
martial law, will be 100 per cent
effective by Monday morning, according to a statement issued this
evening by Leo Lewis, president of
the newly organized miners' local,
which has not been recognized by
tho operators hero.
"A number of the few miners
who wero still working Saturday
joined the union today," Mr. Lewis
stated, "and T do not believe a
single miner will report for work
at any of the mines Monday morning."
Opcrntors In the district report
that a number of men have asked
to resume their work Monday and
believe that probably 20 per cent
of the men now out will resume
work then under military proteci
tion,
"With almoit 1,000 miners now
members of the local here we are
ready to continue the strike until
our objectives are reached," Mr.
Lewis, president of the union, declared today. Tho objects of the
strike here are the closing of the
universal wage contract for all
miners In America nnd the recognition of tho union here by the
coal operators.
The miners nro in a financial
condition to continue the strike for
(in Indefinite period, according tu
Nick Passas, financial secretary of
the unrecognized local, for the
few who have not sufficient money
to tide them over a long period
without work, arrangements have
been made by tho union for furnishing them money for themselves and ramllleg.
Cleaning up of the alleges places
of Immorality and of alleged
continued today under the
direction of the military authorities. The peaceful atmosphere of
tub cny ana mining aismct continued today.
D.V

i.

boot-leggea- rs

I

INJUNCTION IS ASKED
TO HALT AWARDING OF
CONTRACT FOR PAVING
fn The Journal )
(Spwlal Crrrfi)nndcnr
Raton, N. M
April 9. Complaint was filed Thursday In tho

district court by Charls Doggett.
J. A. Langston, Louis Garcia,

Charles Rupert, G. F. Tanquary,
Howard Williams, Anna Content,
Charles West1, Wilfred Jacques and
J. B. Garton against the mayor,
city council and city clerk to restrain them from letting the contract for the paving, curb and gutter Improvements in district No. 9.
The complaint la based on the statutes of New Mexico which provide
a hearing on all Improvement districts before bids are called for and
is awarded.
before the contract
The city council set April 6 and 7
as the days for the hearing but on
March 28 advertised for bids which
would be opened on April 7.
The complaint further sets up
that It was the duty of the city
clerk to certify the election of the
new mayor and four members of
the city council on April 7, and
that such new mayor and members
of the city council would qualify on
ssaiuruay, ftpiu o, anu mat ins
present outgoing mayor and city
council were attempting on tho
last day of their Incumbency In
office to bind the new administration by an Improvement contract
which the new administration
would have to carry out, Involving
many thousands of dollars.
The complaint further alleges
that because of the several Irregularities In ithe proceedings of the
city council and because of failure
of the city council to follow the
statutes, tho council would not he
able to secure the lowest bid for
tho work and tho property owners In the district would thereby
be subjected 1o the payment of n
higher price for tho work than if
the proceedings had been regular.
The case is set down for final
hearing on Tuesday, April 11, at
10 o'clock a. m. In tho meantime,
the present council is enjoined
from proceeding in tho matter.

'

CIVIL WAR LOOMS IN
ERIN, SAYS COLLINS

LIQUOR DISCOVERED
IN GARAGE; 36,000
GUARTS CONFISCATED
New York, April 9. A bootlegger's quarrel in a West Side
garage tooay in which several
shots were fired, brought police reserves to the place whe-they confiscated 38,000 quarts
of wine, whisky and brai.dy.
Crowds attracted by the raid,
attempted to rush the garage
when the quantities of liquor
became known, breaking windows and throwing the neighborhood into disorder until dispersed by police with drawn
clubs.
,"It required 10 hours to remove
the liquor in patrol
wagons and motor trucks to
the West Thirtieth street pollco
station, officers with drawn revolvers riding on each vehicle
after a rumor had spread that
bootleggers would attempt to
recover tho contraband.
on duty at
A patro.lman
Ninth avenue and Sixteenth
street heard loud talking, followed
by several shots. Ilo
traced the disturbance to the
garage and rushed 'in with
drawn- revolver. Reserves were
called and search of
garage revealed 3,000 cases of imported liquors.
-

fe

POLICE PROTECT
ROCKEFELLER

Feared That His
Presence in the New Edifice Might Attract the

Officer's

Criminally Inclined.
(Il.v The Afwoc-laleNew York, April

rrrnn.)

1).
Police precautions were taken today at the
e
first services in tho New Park
Baptist church to giwrd John
D. Rockefeller, Jr., whose presence
in tho congregation, it was feared
Inmight attract the criminally
clined.
Tho
edifieo cost more than
$1,fi00,000 and will take tho place
of the Fifth avenue baptist church
in which the Rockefellers
have
worshipped for years. The elder
Rockefeller is still in the south. .
His son, who Is leader In the bible class, said lie. was surprised at
the, bodyguard assigned him, not
thinking it would be necessary for
the department to look after him
at church. All persons entering
the building were carefully scrutinized and tho vigilance was continued until Mr. Rockefeller
had
finished his address to the Wble
class and left for home with his
wife and four children.
After tho morning service, members of the congregation crowded
around Mr. Rockefeller and congratulated him for tho part he
and his father had taken in bringing the erection of tho building to
completion. Elevators are one of
its features.'
Mr. Rockefeller told the bible
class that one thing above all others he admired was that, "in the
great business he had built up, ha
applied the principle of sticking to
that business and building It up."
He has never nttemptcd to go Into
a thousand undertakings in which
he has been offered so many brilliant opportunities, ho said.
ave-nu-

DES MOINES DEFEATS
CLEVELAND YANIGANS
(B The AMncintril FrraiO

Pes Moines. la., April 9. Bes
Western league club defeated the Cleveland
Yanigans
five to one In their exhibition
game here this afternoon.
Ted
Odenwald. former Des Moines
hurler, pitched for the Indians.
Rube Marshall was on the mound
for the local club.
Moines

MIDWICK POLOISTS AVIN.
Delmonte, Calif., April 9. The
Midwick polo team, representing
southern California, defeated an
all star aggregation
northern California In representing
a sensational match, 7 to 6, before a record
crowd here today.
The game
marked the close of the polo season here.

FORMER PARSON
SHOOTS MAN TO

Herbert WilsonTHeld Pending Trial on a Mail Robbery Charge, Kills His
Alleged Accomplice.

pending trial for the robbery of the
malls here of nearly $1,000,000 the
night of March 3, 1921, shot and
killed his alleged accomplice. Herbert R. Cox, just after officers had
frustrated an attempted jail break
lato today.
Cox, Wilson and Eddie O'Brien,
recently arrested here in connection with a mail robbery at Toledo,
Ohio, more than a year ago, had
made their escape from tho Jail
FORECAST.
proper and wero on the "bridge of
8.
Now sighs," a passage way leading to
Denver, Colo., April
Mexico: Monday fttir except snow the hall of justice, when deputy
northeast portion: coldor east por- sheriffs closed In on them.
tion and in extreme south portion;
Then Wilson trained a revolver
Tuesday fair.
upon Cox and pulled the trigger.
Arizona: Monday and Tuesday Officers said there had been "bad
fair; rising temperature Tuesday. blood" between tho two men since
shortly after their arrest, when Cox
LOCAL REPORT.
was said to have made a statement
Conditions for the '.wenty-fou- r
to federal officers and the report
6
p. m. yesterday, became current he would testify
hours ended at
tha
recorded by
for the prosecution at Wilson's
university:
K9 trial.
Highest temperature
88
Lowest
Frank Wilson, a brother of Her21 bert; Miss Ellen Gillespie. Herbert's
Bange
43
Mean
sweetheart, and Mrs. Herbert R.
42 Cox, widow of the slain prisoner,
Humidity at 6 a. m
34 were taken Into custody by sher-- i
Humidity at 6 p. m
Trace iff's deputies a short time after the
Precipitation
42 'shooting.
wind
Tho man was hold and
Maximum
velocity
, .. West the women were permitted to rp- -'
direction of wind
Character of day
Cloudy. turn to their homesi
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(By The Associated fresf.)
Washington, April 9. After a
recess of two weeks tho supreme
court will
tomorrow.
with a week end recess for Good
Friday in prospect from the hour
of adjournment Thursday.
Among the important cases'
the calendar for oral argument
week is that involving the Has1'.
company dissolution proceed.''
Another dissolution castfr- jt
the Sherman act, pendin',
ice
July. 1917, involves them's' 'Jon
whether the ownership i S ntrol
of the Southern
the
Central Pacific constif' .slraint
of interxtato common'? V
gives it
an unlawful
over the
adva
Union Pacific and
.ontincntal
traffic through th
m gateway.
Professional
bah.. .II organizations, which are members of the
national agreement, will bo compelled to defend themselves against
an attack by the Baltimore club of
tho old Federal lenguo. which seeks
to recover damages on the ground
that organized baseball is an illegal combination In restraint of
trade nnd Interstate commerce In
violation of tho Sherman
In
law.
Although it participated
tho negotiations which resulted In
the
the "peace" agreement closing
affairs of the Federal league, tho
Baltimore club refuses to abide by
Ortho terms of tho settlement.
ganized baseball claims It is not
in
commerce,
Interstate
engaged
and therefore is not subject to the
Sherman act.
Three tax cases, two from California and one from Michigan, presenting questions of the right of
the federal
government to tax
eslates, devised under different
conditions, nnd which the government considers of exceptional Importance because of the largo revenue which will he affected by tho
decisions, aro also on the calendar
for oral argument.
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Hot Springs, Ark., April 9 (Spe
cial). Women from all parts of
the United Slates will gather here
for
during the week of April
the seventh national biennial convention of the Young Women's
Christian associations of America.
In addition to the delegates from
the clly town, county and college
associations of every state In the
union, there will be speakers from
several foreign countries who are
coming especially to take part In
the discussion of the "Business of
Peace," which has been chosen as
the theme of the convention.
The day sessions of the conven
tion will deal with the main business of the organization relative
to its national program, problems
which concern the needs of tho organization and tho best ways to
meet these needs. The evening sessions will be devoted to tho subject
20-2- 7

"Internationalism."

Is. A

1

RATES

s,

MIR

common pleas in the United States,
will interpret from tho angle Of
their respective countries.
The second phasn will bo handled
by Bishop Robert E. Jones of New
Orleans and Mrs, Luke G. Johnson
of Atlanta. Ga.
Edward C. Llndeman of Greens-horprofessor of sociology in the
North Carolina College for Women,
a community specialist, will talk
on the "Business of Peace In Our
Work-a-daLife."
A must important feature of the
International phase of tho convention program will be tho introduction of a resolution in favor of
world peace. This resolution will
be brought to America
by Miss
Niven of London, genCharlotte
eral secretary of the world's committee of the Y. W. C. A. H was
drawn up at the world's committee
conference held in Champery, Switzerland, in 1920. Embodying the
opinion of delegates of twenty-si- x
nations who met to discuss tho possibility of developing International
thought on the subject of peace, it
declares unreservedly that "Justice,
righteousness and love should govern relationship between nations a
iietween individuals and thai .the Y.
W. C. A. throughout the world
shall seek In every way to strenth-e- n
those forces which are working
toward the avoidance of war and in
tho promotion of peace."
A. Maudo
Roydrn, England's
noted woman preacher and leader
of women, will give a series of ad
y

Angio-in-d!a-

IHSURAHCE COMPANY'S FAILURE

MQ

DISAPPEARANCE OF ONE OF

THE OFFICIALS, STIRS LOHDOfl

It's the Old Story of Trusting to One Man,

Considered a Business Genius; Gilbert and
Sullivan Operas Have Been Revived; Large
Crowds Have Attended Performances.

tne-wa-
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or the "BusiInternationalism
ness of Pence" as it is termed by
SLASH III
tho 1'. W. C. A., has been divided
Into three
first, "Between Nations"; second, "Between
Races," .nd third, "In Our Work- Life."
DURING S
n
Miss Anne Lamb, an
of Calcutta, a keen student of
the pacifist movement, in India,
to the west
Reductions Ranging From will introduce tho east"Business
of
the
and
as seen
Nations"
25 to 45 Per Cent Will Be Peace interpret
Between
India's point of view. CountDeclared West of Chicago from
Boblet d'Alviclla of
ess Ilelene
Brussels, Belgium, and Judge Flor
and St. Louis.
ence E. Allen of Cleveland, mo
flret woman judge of a court of the!
(By Tbe Associated Prcm.)
Reductions
Chicago, April 9.
ranging from 25 to 45 per cent will
be declared on all railroads west of
Chicago and St. Louis In round trip
fares to western summer resorts,
effective In tome territories May
15, in others June 1, according to
George J. Maguire, chairman of the
tariff bureau of the Western PasReductions of
senger association.
L'O
per cent on fares to eastern resorts will be declared on eastern
railroads and npp.ied concurrently
on the western lines, it was announced. The moarure of reduction Is declared to be not only the
greatest for summer raleB since
America's entrance into the world
war, but far greater than any for
a number of years before that war,
even when lower reduced fares
were offered because the basic
rates were buch lower. The summer reductions supplement home-seek(BY TITE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
y
fare plus
rates of a
London. April 9 (by the Asso lone had maintained that these
$2 for a round trip, which went ciated
Press). Revelations con- performances were back numbers,
provincial
into effect in March.
cerning the recent disastrous fail except for
The summer tourist tickets will ure of the City Equitable Fire in towns, that they were too pr6per
be sold dally until September 30 at surance company, whoso chairman, nnd did not have enough punch for
y
the price of a
fare plus Gerald llcvan, disappeared in an London theatergoirs of today.
Mrs. H'Oyly Carte, who Inherited
h
to
fare, the airplane for Paris when .the bank
operas
ruptcy was announced, nave siurea the stage rights ofwasthese
larger reductions l.ting for the
Induced to
exLondon financial circles deeply. from her husband,
linger distances traveled. For
with
alon
a
revival
London
is
the
Interest
of
from
a
gamble
round trip
Chicago The vital point
ample,
to Yellowstone, Colorado, or the leged responsibility of the com- the result that the Gilbert and Sulh
livan performances have been the
Pacific coast, will cost one and
pany's directors.
y
times a
Illumination wns thrown on the most popular nnd profitable enterfare,-- while
a round trip from Chicago to a Equitable's affairs at a meeting of tainment in London for several
Wisconsin resort will usually cos the creditors and shareholders, months.
y
ono and
times a
where tho official receiver made
Night after night long ques of
fare. Similarly the reduction on accusations of at least negligence enthusiasts have waited outside the
tho round trip to Yellowstone or against the directors, and ono
theater for the doors to open. The
receiver's season closed last night and tho
tli
the coast will be less in proportion
confirmed
as the tourist's starting point is censures.
audience will not know what opera
nearer his destination. As a rule
Apparently It was tho old story it is going to see until the curtain
the return limit will be October of trusting to ono man, considered goes up. The public was asked to
31, but some tickets to Michigan a business' genius, all the power of voto for the most popular opera
and Wisconsin points carry a
the concern power which it is ex- for tho final night, and the result
limit.
plained he used for financial jug- of the voto has been kept secret,
Under the homeseeker provision glery on a largo scale. The
although speculation favors "The
round trip tickets to sparsely settold the creditors that the Mikado."
altled regions with a return limit of financial committee of directors
A popular testimonial was preHI days will be sold on roads west lowed itself to become a machine pared for the veteran singer, Henry
of Chicago and St. Loins the first for the registration of Chairman Lytton, the only member of the
and third Tuesdays of each month, Bevan's decrees. Director Mllligan original company who still plays
ending with November. The home- - told the meeting that when the
leading rolls.
seeker rates are tho first to be of
Another gamble in another field
began in January, "we
fered in tho United States since the found to our amazement and our of art has been the rovival of an
other extinct volcano Bret Harte
tendency under government control profound rcgVet that wo had been
to discourage unneccssaery travel duped and mlcled and that a con- A London publisher took a specuin the effort to keep roads clear siderable part of tho assets of the lative chance on a popular edition
Last of Harto's early stories and the
for their wartime functions. Desti- company had disappeared."
nations of homeseeker tickets are November tho Equitable company Publisher found that tho public,
chiefly in Molilalia, North Dakota, paid a six months' dividend of 41 rates them alongside of today's
The per cent on preferred shares and best sellers, although the enterand Oregon.
Washington
tickets are sold to residents of ter- 75 per cent on common stock. In prise was launched with misgivriver.
Missouri
east
of
the
,
January it applied for a receiver. ings.
ritory
The reductions will represent a According to tho receiver's statein
firm
concerted effort on tho part of the ment, the stock broking
So long as Viscount Bryce was
railway companies to build up pas- which Bcvau was a partner, owes alive there was always leadership
the Equitable 360, OtO pounds for for the strong movement among
senger traffic, it was stated.
which there is small security. Thu Britishers on behalf of the Arsum of 450,000 pounds had been in menians. But now
that he is
FORMER MINISTER OF
vested In Brazilian ranches, or friends of Armenia express dead,
fear
dithe
was
and
which
known
little
DEAD
IN
GERMANY
Armenians
that
the
,WAR
may be sacrirectors had loaned General Man- ficed to the necessities
imof
the
ager Mansoll 110,000 pounds. The
perial policy of placating Moslem
(By The AiNoclated Pren.)
dithe
stockholders
asked
whether
with
Berlin. April 9 (by the Associa- rectors were not responsible for tho subjects by dealing tenderly
ted Press). Gen. Erich von
Turkey.
losses, to which the receiver
The ociogenorlan, former Pre
former minister of war firm's
was difficult to en- mier
It
that
replied
Luzzatl of Italy, has Just adand one time chief of staff of the force
for negligence dressed
responsibility
a letter to Marquis Curzon,
German army, died Saturday at unless
they profited by their ac- British foreign
Wild Park, Potsdam.
secretary, appealtions.
to him to Insist that "tho andirectors are the Earl ing
the
Among
Oeneral von Falkenhayn was ap- of March and Sir Henry Grayson, cient Armenian .lation which, depointed war minister of Germany both of whom were for some time spite persecution after persecution
refuses to
shall bo given a
In 1913, succeeding General von absent from
England on military hearth, home,die,a corner
of that soli
Herrlgen.
Shortly after the out- service, and Lord Ribblesdale, an which
belonged to It In
break of the world war he was ap- aged peer, who married the widow
formerly
or
the
Armenia,
days
great or
pointed chief of the genoral staff, of Colonel John Jacob Astor. The
succeeding General von Moltke, Daily Mail has placatded Europe small."
in
his
letter. InSignor Luzzatl,
who at tho time was declared to be witli an offer of 25,000 francs for
the name of Viscount Bryce
' ,
i
ill.
information leading to Bevan's ar- voked
in support of his plea.
In August. 1916, von Falkenhayn rest. Bevan has not been found.
In reply. Lord Curzon said:
was supplanted by von Ulndenburg
and shortly afterward took tho
The most remarkable event In the"1 have watched the calvary of
field in Transylvania against the London's theatrical season has been as Armenian people with feelings
poignant as those which have
tho revival of the Gilbert and SulRumanians.
He was born in 1861,
livan operas.
London producers
..Continued ou Page Two,)
er
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Calcutta, Countess Hclene tab
let d'Alviclla of Belgium, Miss
Charlotte Niren and (below)
Miss A. Maude Reyden of London.
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TO DEAD FLYER

dresses on "The Christian Way of
Lifo." This series is designed to
should how Christian women should
live in every relation. Miss Rovden
is tho daughter of Sir Thomas Roy- den formerly lord mayor of Liver.
pool. She was educated nt Cheltenham under Miss Dorothea Beale,
ono of the pioneers of higher edu
cation for women, and at Lady
Hall, Oxford. At one
Margaret
time she was an extension lecturer
at Oxford unversity. Sho is the
only woman who has filled th pul
pit of the City temple of London.
Within tho national convention
aro three groups, the national stu
dent assembly, the industrial as
semblv and the world service coun
ell which will hold sectional meet
ings.
The student assembly, which Is
meeting for the first time as a reglegislative body
ularly organized
for student policies has a program
which was chosen by the girls
themselves and will be confined to
discussions on "Unemployment"
and "Religion." On one afternoon
tho students assisted by tho Industrial delegates will preside and
have entire chargo of the general
convention.
The convention will lie formally
opened by Mrs. Frederick Mackay
Paist of Philadelphia, president of
Mrs. Robert E.
the convention.
Speer of New York, presidenta res-of
tho national board, will give
ume of the work done by the association during tho past two years.

His

Daughter,
tho Only Member of the
Family at Home to Escape, Describes Crime,
(By The Asawinled

nini-luttp-

Asnm-iitte-

,

N.

rrci.)
C, April 9. John

Helms, a farmer 40 years old, today murdered Hire of his five
children with an axo and then
commuted suicide by shooting him-o- lf
with a shot gun. The tragedy
was ilcscrilied to tho police by bis
daughter, Ituby Iee,
th j only member of tho family at
homo to escape.
According to the child, sho mas
w..lklng in the yard of tho Holms
home this morning wMh tho baby,
nino months old, when lier father
suddenly a plica red nnd struck the
infant t'ron. Iter arms with the
handle of an uxo lie as carrying,
lie llien dashed into the house, she
said, emerging in a few minutes
with a gnu. Placing the nni,,lo
against his check, ituby Mil Id. Helms
leaned down and pulled the trigger.
It developed later that Helms
bu.l murdered his two sons. Itron.
cho, 8 years, and ltlceker. 1 years.
ii
nicy my nsieep in pen. Mrs.
Helms escaped with tho fifth child
an lie entered tho house.
Tlio nnthiiriiies put forward tha
theory that Helms had become
suddenly Insane as a result of continued 111 ealth.
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WAS IN CONTINUED
ILL HEALTH, REPORT

Be "Double
Avoid Danto
Tracked"
of
gers Congested Traffic,
Washington Announces.

Ocean

LIFEJP

01

Offspring; Insane, Belief,

CROS S PACIFIC
S TEAM

AXE, ENDS

Helms, Farmer, 40,
Near Charlotte,
Living
Kills Three of His Own

OUT ES

--
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Oklahoma City, ukla., April 9
Post
(by tho Associated Press).
Field army aviation officers paid
a last tribute of love and respect
to their former commandant late
this attornoon when four airplanes
aloft In tho sky cast a burden of
roses to tho wind, showering tho
flowers on lbs train which was
taking the body of Lieutenant. Colonel Paul Wars neck, beloved, soldier of tho air service, to Arlington
.National cemetery for burial.
"Colonel" Beck, as he was known
to his officers and men allk was
slain early last Tuesday morning
in tho home of .lean P. Hoy.
wealthy oil man and attorney, and
yesterday a coroner's Jury exonerated Day, because, lis verdict
said, he was justified in taking the
officer's life.
Day, testifying voluntarily at the
coroner's hearing, told a crowded
court room .that ho returned to his
nnmo lo mm i.ecK Ktrii(giing witn
Mrs. Day; how ho rushed upstairs,
obtained his revolver and struck
the officer down: how later, horror
stricken at the deed, he sent a call
to police
headquarters which
brought officers to tho sccno of
the tragedy.
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C. MAN KILLS

11.

FINAL TRIBUTE

(By The Aaimelated

'

PacifL'

PAY

Flowers Cast From Four
Airplanes on the Train
Bearing the Body of Beck
to National Cemetery.

Awl
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AFTERJJECESS
Reading Company Dissolution Proceedings Will Be
Argued This Week; Other
Important Cases.

CITY

Dally by Carrier or Mull, c a Month
Single Copies 6o

Women of Four Nations to Speak
at National Y. W. C. A. Convention

30-d-

DEATHJfl JAIL

Loa Angeles, Calif.. April 9.
(By Tim Amnclutrd Pram.)
9 (by tho Assocla- - Herbert
Wilson, formerly a minIn a speech delivered ister of the gospel in Oregon and
0 here today. Michael Collins, head Canada, held in tho countv
1nll

WEATHER

COVE

one-ha-

Jlublin, April

nt tho provisional government, declared that unless there was an Immediate change In the tone and
tactics of certain of the people, "It
looks as If civil war can only be
averted by a miracle."

SUPREME

anti-tru-

GOTHAM CHURCH

ed Tress).

o

OUENA1.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING

CITY

1

AMERICAN FLAG FLOATS

)

Washington, April !) (by the
OVER SHIP RESOLUTE;
Associated Press.)
Definite steps
tho
SAILS NEXT TUESDAY
toward "double tracking
North Pacific ocean to avoid dangers of congested steamship traf(Br The .Mirlated TrfM.)
o
fic, have been taken by the
Hamburg, April 9. The Stars
office of the navy depart- and Stripes wero hoisted today
ment.
of the Jap- over the steamer Resolute of th
anese, Canadian and British naval United Ameriran lino which on
and steamship authorities has been Tuesday will Inaugurate
a New
sought, It was learned today, and
service. Tha
on was raised in the presence flag
data is being accumulated
of
which a decision finally will be American diplomatic and consular
made, possibly in the near future. representatives.
The project contemplates map.SSLvemL. .hundred invited guests
ping out the most favorable cours- Inspected the vessel under the
es from North Pacific ports on guidance
or General Manager
this side to Japan and return, Robinson, who came to Hamburg
westbound and east bound traffic to take over the liner for the
n
routes well
following prescribed
company.
Is
from
each
as
separated
other,
Welcoming the guests, Mr. Robdone in tho North Atlantic to re- inson said tho Inauguration of the
duce the danger of collisions at service marked a new era for
sea.
American
Ho praised
"The increasing traffic In the the enterpriseshipping.
of the city of Hamnorthern Pacific has mado this burg In restoring lis port
to its forquestion press for early solution," mer standard and welcomed an ac2 PRO
B.
V,
Capt.
Bassett, hydrographer tive resumption of German-Ame- r
of the navy and head of the
ican business relations.
office, said today. Accord
ingly, In September, 1921. the
office wrote to a num- DEATH CLAIMS WOMAN
C
A
ber of the best known mariners
ACCIDENTALLY SHOT
trading in the Pacific between Seattle and Vancouver and the 'Ja
pan Islands.
It has received
(By The Annrlated Freai.)
responses from most of these marLaramie, Wyo., April 9. Mrs. W.
iners giving their actual experi- E. Chllders. 22 years old, died this
ence, which in some cases covers afternoon from a wound Inflicted
30 years of seagoing In those wa- last night in her home when she
was struck by a bullet from a
Liquor Valued at $30,000 ters.
"In all cases the mariners rethat was accidentally dls
Seized in New York; port that It Is very
desirable to charged In an adjoining house" at
an
establish
such
oil
duo
to
lanes,
the
Seven Nationalities Rep- increasing traffic nnd to the prev- here. company's camp north, ot
A suit case belonging to W. M.
of fog on tho route which
resented Among Prisoners alence
introduces grave danger of colli- Hunnlcutt was dropped and a resion
between
Inside It was discharged.
bound
volver
opposite
New York, April 9. Disguised as
The bullet went ttirough the wall
tourists, their motor car covered
of that house and also through the
with mud, and their faces smeared
wall of Mrs. Chllders' home, strikwith dust, Izzy Einstein and Moe RED HAIR AND LARGE
ing her In the head.
New York
Smith,
pxohibitloi.
EARS NO DRAWBACK IF
agents, today raided 20nearly
GEDDES TO WASHINGTOX.
proprietors
arresting
ONE WANTS TO LEARN
Winnipeg, April 9 Sir Auckland
and employes ami seized liquor
Geddes British ambassador to the
valued by them at $30,000.
(B.t The AsiLrlnled rrmi.)
United States, left here today for
It was tho first Sunday liquor
raid ever mado here by federal andNew York, April 8. Red hair Washington, where he will resume
large ears, Instead of being a his diplomatic
duties after a
sleuths.
Seven nationalities were
drawback, are an asset that if. if month's leave of absence.
represented in the list of prisoners, young
men
thus
desire
equipped
several
were
who
rounded up after
hours work. The biggest haul was to hecomo wireless operators. Tills
mado in a former saloon at 3110 was mado known today in connec
tion with a call for 130 to attend
MAKE YOUR
Amsterdam avenue.
Izzy and Moe breezed Into the a naval militia radio school, when
naval recruiting officers said apTABLE ATTRACTIVE
place this morning.
"Did you enjoy that speech last plicants so qualified wero especialdesired.
naturally
night?" asked Izzy of Moe as they ly Red
Every housewife
hair Is an aid to alertness.
approached tho bar.
wants to do this.
It
was said, while ample ears aid
"I did not, replied Moe disgust
In the
of
bars
one
the
Often
the
instruments.
Th
edly, "there was too much prohi tuning
way Is the matter ot expense.
bition in it."
school, open to civilians, starts toBut there are many excellent
morrow night aboard the U. S. S.
"Wliut Will You Have?"
foods which
"What will you have, boys?" Illinois training ship for tho first nnd economical
are neglected becauso'lhe ways
asked the proprietor, smiling.
battalion, naval militia.
to cook and serve them attrac"A llttlo iiootcti," brazenly ro- tively are not generally known.
plled Izzy.
Rice is prominent
among
Tho proprietor poured the liquor
In a glaiis and tho two agents 2 WALLA WALLA
such foods. It is such an expoured it into test tubes, which
cellent food that whole nations
in some
they carried in their vest pockets.
virtually live on it Yet
rhe owner .stunned by surprise.
it is
ot the world.
parts
then was placed under arrest.
seldom used In many American
Oil
A search of the place, Einstein
households.
said, revealed 65 cases of chain
ways of
There are many
pagno and other imported wines,
making rico into very attrac-ot
several, cases cf whiskey and gin,
dishes. The Department
and scores of bottles of assorted
OPEN-SHOinPLAN tive
.
Agriculture has taken ancomliquors.
in this matter, and
terest
to
Before proceeding
the Bronx
Einstein and Smith changed their
piled a booklet on the subjoct
of "Rice as Food."
disguises, assuming that of coach
Bj The Ansnrlntrd PrcM.)
This Is a free government
Walla Walla, Wash., April 9.
drivers, high hats and all.
fudon
like
these
Our Washington
t
"I
Sunday
The
publication.
rooms of tho Walla
Bureau will senerals," complained Izzy as thev Wallacomposing
Information
Union
the
Walla
and
Walla
walked into the first Bronx saloon.
cure
copy for any of our
"Neither do I," replied Moe. "I Bulletin, morning and evening roaders who fills out and
hate to work on Sunday."
newspapers, will go on tho "open
malls the coupon below. Be
The bartender who served them
sure to write your name and
plan tomorrow, according to
with liquor agreed with them, say- shop"
a
statement
to
hero
publishers
by
address clearly and enclose two
ing: "I'd like to go to the Polo night. Negotiations
for a new
cents in stamps for return
grounds this afternoon, but the boss wage scale
have been under way
postage.
won't let me off."
some time, tho owners standing
"Sure he will." replied Izzy. for
15 per cent docreaso and the
for
a
FREDERIC .1. ItASKlX,
"Come along with me" and he
printers demanding an Increase of
Director.
flashed his shield.
offinally
The Albuquerque Journal InA summons was left for tho Jl per day. Proprietors
7 per cent de
to
a
fered
to
recede
owner.
formation Bureau, Washingcrease, whlch would make the
ton, D. C.
Liquor Plentiful.
This
of
1919,
scale
that
th?
no
had
difficulty,
I enclose herewith two cents
They
printers refused. About thirty in stamps for return postage
agents said, in getting liquor ex- the
are Involved. The pressmen
cept in one place where tho bar- men not
on a free copy of the Rico
.
affected.
tender who was Bcrvlng near beer, are
Booklet.
Although the union printers
told them tj "beat it," and picked
up an empty bottle. Izzy and Moe have not officially declared a Name '
walked out, satisfied, they said, strike, they have stated that their
that there was no chance of getting offer Is final. Proprietors have
Street
"" t TtVaYt
today.'' announced tho reduction as efanything "on the bartender
tomorrow
wtll
and
"But we may go back," Moe said. fective
City
anan
the printers
The a vera go price of a drink, hand
swer rejecting tneir offer then.
Einstein said, was fiO cents.
State i .
"And It Is terrible stuff worso I'nion printers nre working on the
than furniture polish," he added.
Union,
Morning
tonight.
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PREVENT WARS

00 MEN

of
Members
Republican
House Committee Issue
Minority Report; Criticise
Views of the Majority.

if
l

(By The Associated rreaa.)

Washington, April 9 The proposal of tha house appropriations
committee for a navy in 193 of
67,000 men and 6:t,r,ti officers was
vigorously attacked today in a miby five renority report signed
publicans and one democrat, ande
in a statement issued by Ttcpresen-tativEritton of Illinois and
of Orcjron,
republican
members of the house naval committee.
A reduction of the naval forces
of the United States to the extent
recommended hy the committee
would Ignore "the basic naval policy," set down by tho arms conference, the minority report declared,
asserting that an enlisted personnel of 80.000. with six thousand
apprentices would be necessary to
keep the United States abreast of
Great Britain and alread of Japan.
Representative Britton said If
the bill "had been framed by Ilrit-e- h
and Japanese delegates" with
of wrecking the
tho Intention
American navy, they could not
remore
have
deliberately
duced the United States to a third
rate power," while Representative
McArthur said a canvass he had
made gave him hopes of tho adoption of an amendment
providing
for 80,000 men.
Has Adopted n Policy.
"For the first time In its history," and the minority report
'
filed by six members of the ap"this
propriations committee,
country has adopted a naval policy.
It means equality with the
If that policy Is now
strongest.
disregarded by the adoption of the
naval bill, we will sink to the
rank of a third rate naval power
with little voles In any future
world councils.
"No one doubts that tho potential superiority of the American
navy was the controlling factor In
the negotiations of the recent conference. Had our delegates negotiated a treaty that placed the
country below Great Britain or
Japan In naval strength, they
would have bean denounced as
traitors not a single vote of the
senate would have been recorded
In Its favor yet this bill proposes
to place this country In that very
position.".
The report was signed by Representative Tlnkham, Massachusetts; Vare, Pennsylvania; Wason,
New
Hampshire; Magee and
Husted, New York, republicans;
and Gallivan, Massachusetts, democrat.
"The underlying
principle in
which in future the strength of our
navy must be determined Is Its
strength in relation to Great Britain and Japan," the report said.
"This Is the policy of the
ratio, that Is, equality with
of the
Great Britain and
strength of Japan.
"The bill Ignores this basic policy and bears no reference to the
other powers whose strength must
"determine our proportion In thiB
ratio.
"
"This bill is an attempt to disregard the navies of Great Britain
nnd Japan, to give us the smallest
-- force of the three and to establish
f H principle
for which no responsible statesman in the world's hisever
stood the principle
tory has
of limitation of armament by example,
"The provisions of this bill are

i

Baron James Henry de Rothschild
Baron James Henry de Rothschild, but 27, is regarded as on
of the rising young financiers oi
Europe. He is a scion of th
r
French branch of tha family,
.
a son of Baron Henri de
He expects to spend tbrei
years in America studying oui
banking conditions.
roth-Echild-

not only In opposition .to the baslo
naval policy of the country but are
In opposition to the views of President Harding.
Secretary Denby,
Assistant Secretary Roosevelt, the
chief of naval operations, the commander In chief of the fleet, the
general board, and of every officer that has been called In tho
hearings."

Jnpnn's Program,

Japan, tho minority declared,
contemplated an enlisted strength
of 68,252. "which is over 1,000
more than allowed our navy."
ra"Under the
tio," it added, "wo should have
as
110,000
compared with Great
Britain and 113,000 as compared
with Japan."
Prospects of an amendment being added to the 1923 naval bill
providing for 80,000 enlisted men
"are excellent," Representative
McArthur of Oregon, also a republican member of the committee,
said, adding that his prediction
was made after canvassing
the
house membership.
"If tho appropriations committee continues this policy of attempting to legislate by withholding- funds for the proper activities
of the government," said the Oregon member, "there will soon be
a revolt among house members
and the present system of centralizing all appropriating power in
one committee will bo

5 REBELS, 3 MEXICAN
SOLDIERS ARE KILLED
(Br The Associated

Irru.)

El Paso, Tex., April 9. Five revolutionists and three federal soldiers were killed in a three-hou- r
battle at El Paralso, Tabasco, during which the forces of Gen. Carlos
Green, rebel leader, were driven
from the town, according to a military report received today in
Juarez.
The war department at
Mexico City announced that milibel'eve Green's
authorities
tary
capture la imminent.
Timeto Jimenez and fourteen followers surrendered at Guadalajara,
Jalisco, several days ago.

five-thr-
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SOMETHING NEW

NEW WAT DRY CLEANERS, DYERS AND HATTERS
Announce that the plant is now completed and ready for
business.
Ladles' and Gentlemen's Suits cleaned and pressed, 11.00.
Wake up! Investigate! All work strictly guaranteed. Yours
for Service, Quality, Economy. No gasoline odor,

NEW WAY CLEANERS
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220 West Gold Ave.
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Taos

DAILY STAGE
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To Taos (Read D iwn)
To Albuquerque (Read Vp)
Leav
7:30 a.m.... Albuquerque
m
...Arrive , 7:00 p.m.
Arrive
10:80 a.m..... , Santa Fe
Leave . 4:00 p.m.
Leave ,. 12:80 p.m.....
Santa Fe ."....Arrive . 12:45 p.m.
Arrive r. 2:00p.m.....
Arrive
11:15 a.m.
Espanola
Arrive
6:00 p.m
Taos
7:30 a.m.
l,eave
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Fare

to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.

Albuquerque Headquarters, Ringling Brothers
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Centra! Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confect lonery,
Phone 222.
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LEST YOU FORGET THESE ARE
)

'!

ALBUQUERQUE'S REALTORS
To be a Realtor a real estate man must show
himself to be ethically and financially responsible. These are Albuquerque's realtors:
J. E. McCanna.

franklin

R. McClugham.

i

n

A. L. Martin Co.

F. E. Shelley.
National Investment Co,
J. E. Elder.
Zapf & Co.
W. P. Melcalf & Co.

l
I

i:
II

& Co.

This is
of
No.
a series.

Dleckman
Gurule-Sandov-

Realty Co.

J. D. Kcleher.
James It. Peak.
A. Flelsher.
J. L. Bell.
J. A. Hammond.
McMlIllon

Ackcrson

&
&

Co.

Wood

Griffith.

When you place your business with these
men you know that they have proven to .the
National Association of Real Estate Btards
that they are worthy of the name Realtor.

ii

Albuquerque Real Estate Board,
t4

v

$

U

Realtors.

RY FREDERIC J. HASKIX.
Washington,
April 9. Dating
almost from the time of the signing of the armistice, practically the
whole civilized world has had its
attention turned to the question of
a combination of the powers of the
world for the prevention ' of future
clashes.
International
Woodrow
Wilson shocked a good many people by leaving tho country of
which he was then chief executive
and going to France to try to put
through the league of nations. He
succeeded In this abroad, but 'met
an Insurmountable
obstacle at
home in the United States senate.
Hut a few days ago the last of
the treaties negotiated at the recent conference here for the limitation of national armaments was
ratified by the senate. These treaties, it is sincerely hoped, will give
the world a breathing spell at least,
if not prove a permanent panacea
for troubles between the nations
of the earth.
It is not to be expected that
such a great undertaking as grouping the world's eViatlona in bonds
of common vantage and accord
can be accomplished in a short
time. Our own country we look
upon now as indlssolubly bound together. Yet in its early days It
went through such difficulties and
Internal trials that the statesmen
of Europe were continually
expecting the complete breakdown
of "tho American experiment." As
lately as 60 years ago, two sections of our country were engaged
in a bitter strife, one part Beeklng
to separate itself from the other
because of conflicting
opinions
touching the views of the limits to
which the rights of states extended.
The efforts to bind tho na
tions of the worm together to some
extent are not unrelated to the
early struggles to make one nation
of the new states on this continent.
Tho first plan under which they
were united proved a failure, and
led to the formation and adoption
of the constitution.
Regardless of
what individuals
may think of
some of the late amendments to
that instrument
notably the
eighteenth It Is today the oldest
constitution of the oldest continuous government in the world, according to Arthur Deerin Call, secretary of the American Peace society, and editor of the "Advocate
of Peace."
Would Extend Law and Order.
This organization,
which has
been in existence since 1815, purposes to prevent the injustices of
war by extending the methods of
law and order among the nations.
The society has Just completed
a booklet giving a valuable
history
of the formation of our
with the suggestion that therepublic,
lessons
set forth in thoso events are of
great value in considering the prevention of war throughout the
world.
The first great document in the
move of the colonies to free themselves from the British crown was
as every school child knows, the
Declaration of Independence, issued July 4. 1776. It was not until March 4? 1 789. that the constitution went into effect. During the
years between the infant republic
was struggling to bind the several
states into one whole which would
stand the test of time and trouble.
A committee was appointed by
congress to draw up the articles of
confederation at the same time the
committee was named to draft the
Declaration of Independence
June
11. 177B.
The articles were adopted on November 15 of the same
year, but were not ratified by all
the thirteen states until March 1,
1781.

Because the legislatures of the
new states ratified the articles of
confederation, but the people did
not do so by direct vote, it was felt
In many quarters that the instrument had no binding forces. Some
states failed to comply with all of
the provisions.
Some encroached
on the authority of the federal
government, newly set up. States
trespassed on each other's rights.
Commercial conditions became desperate. There was no adequate
judiciary, especially for settlement
between the states.
of disputes
Congress found Itself unahle to collect certain taxes It had levied. The
states were flooded with paper currency of little value which speedily
became worthless.
States Acted Independently.
Some of tne states were negoOthers
tiating separate treaties.
were carrying on private wars with
the Indians. The states maintained their own armies. The credit of
the new republic was very bad.
Every social experimenter
was
shouting his favorite remedy from
the housetops.
Not a few were
clamoring for a monarchv. In this
grave situation, Alexander Hamilton suggested a convention to revise tho articles of confederation.
Congress ratified this suggestion on
February 21, 1787.
When
the convention met,
George Washington was chosen as
its chairman. Tho work got under
way slowly. Eventually a bold
change of plan was decided upon.
Instead of revising the articles of
confederation, the delegates decided to draw up a new document for
the approval of the people. In this
Idea was the inception of the constitution of the United States, The
result of theso deliberations everybody knows or should know.
Tho American Peace society now
puts forward "suggestions for a
governed world," which may be
briefly summarized as urging the
nations to agree as follows:
1.
To institute conferences of
nations at regular intervals, In
continuation of the two conferences at The Hague.
2.
To convoke a conference as
soon as possible for the advancement and extension of international law,
3.
To establish an administrative council of diplomats accredited to the country in which the
law conference is
International
held, to represent the interests of
their governments until succeed
HELPED ITER

ing conferences on international
law convene.
4.
To authorize
the administrative council to appoint an executive committee or secretary's
office outside of its own members, to perform prescribed duties.
5.
To empower the administrative council to appoint other
necessary committees.
6.
To empower the administrative council to name necessary
technical advisers.
7.
To
employ good offices,
mediation and friendly composifeasible and pracwherever
tion
ticable in their own disputes, and
to urge the employment of these
means in cases of disputes between other nations.
8.
To organize a commission
of Inquiry for investigation and
report on international disputes.
0.
To provide' a council of
conciliations for international disputes other than those in tho Jurisdiction of the commission of inquiry,
10. To arbitrate differences of
an international character not
otherwise provided for, and in the
absence of an agreement to the
contrary, submit them to the permanent court of arbitration at
Tho Hague.
11. To set up an International
court of justice to which, upon
failure of diplomacy, all states
shall have fltrect access.
12. To enlarge the Jurisdiction
of this court from time to time
by the extension of the rules of
international law.
13. To apply inwardly
international law as a rule of law for
tho decision of all questions involving its principles, and outwardly to apply international law
to all questions arising between
and among all nations, so far as
they involve the law of nations.
14. To furnish the citizens and
subjects of the nations adequate
Instruction in their international
obligations and duties, as well as
ineir rignis ana prerogatives; to
take all Bteps necessary to render such
instruction effective,
thus creating that "International
mind''
and enlightened
public
opinion necessary for the success
ful effort to bring about the observance of those standards of
honor and Justice
morality,
which force has failed to accomplish in the past.

A. & M. COLLEGE ISSUES
DATA INDRY FARMING

rApril 10, 1022

I

(Special CorrMpondrnce ' Th To:rna.)
State College, N. SI., April 9.

"Dry Farm Crop Production in
Eastern New Mexico" is the title
of the new bulletin Just issued by
the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Meohanio Arts. The
data and material for
bulletin
was prepared and put the
into shape
by John S. Cole, agriculturist in
the employ of the United State,
department of agriculture. The
Information In the bulletin is based
upon actual experimental facts in
dry farming by the United State
department of agriculture at
N. M.. field station and is
supplemented by west Texas and
Oklahoma stations.
The conclusions Snd suggestions
are of value to eastern New
Mexico
and west Texas farmers.
Early
and late frost and rainfall data has
been compiled and is given in the
bulletin for a period of over eight
years. Full information concerning varieties of sorghum for forage
and grain best adapted to the region is given, together with methods of planting, rate and date of
planting, yields and rotation.
Methods and date of planting,
yields and value of corn, cow peas,
sunflowers, broomcorn, millet, potatoes and small grains are also
given.
One of the most valuable parts of
the bulletin is direction
for tho
management of soils In the dry
land area to conserve moisture and
to prevent soil blowing. The bulletin may be attained free for the
asking by writing the New Metco
College of Agrlcrlture and Mechanic Arts.

More Facts You Should Know!
Buick First Again

In Yellowstone Park!

i

Each year since Yellowstone Park was

SECRETARY
Ii

highly paid, confidential executive. The poeltion afford! un-uopportunl.lca for advancement.
Our course of Intensive training In
secretarial duties, tactful correnponrt-encstenog jphy. scnums. etc.. assume you of an excellent position
through our placement bureau on
graduation. Individual Instruction our
specialty.
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(Continued from Page One.)

LUMBER

inspired your letter. It is true, as
you say, that Justice and not power
has guided the British policy in
the past. But I claim from you a
further tribute when I affirm that
in the controversy of long years
past over the Armenian question.
Great Britain has deliberately and
with her eyes open sacrificed her
material Interests in Turkey to her
ideal.

opened to automobile travel by the U. S.
Government, more Buickshave made this
difficult trip than any other car excepting Ford.
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The Yellowstone Park tour calls for every
ounce of car performance miles away
from service for days at a time the car
must never fail. And that is why each
year an increasing number of Park tourists depend on Buick.
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"Today the sentiments of my
country remain substantially the
same, but fcts have changed to
this extent, that, hard pressed, as
all countries are, aggressive action
on behalf of ideals Is not to be contemplated and it would be
If? I were to veil the fact
with phrases.
"The feelings to which I refer
continue to inspire the wishes of
Great Britain and within the limits
laid down above and to the extent
to which unanimity can be secured
among the allies, you may be assured that I shall not only welcome, but urge, the fullest practicable
satisfaction
of Armenia's
claims."

J

The Bgures for 1921, just announced, show
1871 Buicks passed through the Park
during that season, 412 more than any

WHEN BETTER. AUTOMOBILES

ARE BUILT. BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

dlsln-genpu- s-

Irishmen ss policemen are familiar to Americans, but Irishmen to

police Jews and Arahs in Palestine
are an unforeseen development of
world.
the rearranced post-wa- r
General Tudor, addressing" a PaIrish
rade of Royal
constabulary
beinff paid off in Dunlin, where he
commanded all the Irish forces for
two years, announced that he was
taltlnif charge of the new police
force in Palestine and that he was
c;lad to ay 300 members of the R.
r. C. were jolnlnc with this new
force.

Judce McCardle has declared the
time has come when the burdens
of husbands and the rlphts of shop
keepers in the matter of debts incurred by wives should be defiA dressmaker sued
nitely stated.
an earl for eleht dresses a countess had bought before a recent diThe Judpe decided
vorce action.
In favor of the earl, saying- his allowance to his wife, nearly 4,000
pounds, was a fourth of his intestified
come. The dressmaker
that thirty or forty (towns In a season were necessary for a woman of
the countess" rank to maintain her
social position.
Great Britain's foremost woman
preacher. Miss Maude Royden, sailed today on the steamship Ccdrlc
for an extended American tour.

BEAUTY AND PROTECTION
fflus Lowest Cost Per Square Foot
e r
i.

Three leadln American organizations in Iondon are neffotiatln
with a view to amalgamation. The
oldest is the American
society,
which has for years held larfte dinners on tho Fourth of July and
Thanksgiving and done charitable
work amonc needy Americans. The
others are the American Iiuncheon
club and Kavy league.

!
.: .
ft
Tt.:--.
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1 DC rcrau
pntc ui iiucat i mica vjkmj rmnt a a uigiij
if not bighcr, per gallon than any other home paint
on the market.

is actually the lowest priced paint you can
buy. There are three important elements that determine
the actual cost of paint so consider them carefully.
First Thorough and complete grinding in a Lucas
factory reduces the pigments to such a (inenessthat Lucas
Tinted Gloss Paint has a covering capacity of nearly
double that of prdinary paint. One gallon of Lucas
Tint id Gloss Paint will cover 3 50 to 400 square feet,
two coats, while ordinary paint will cover but 2 50 to
300 square feet, two coats. This immediately reduces
the price of Lucas Tinted Gloss Paint to lower tost

Andyetit

As a rapid-fir- e
pie maker Miss
T,aura HotiBe of Mascotah, Knns., is
believed to hold a record. Twenty
minutes are her
pies In forty-fiv- e
figures.

rWind Shield
I

Glass-Lumb-

BAI.I)RiniB
M81 Booth First Blrett.
C.

er

LCMBKB

rhone

CO

0,

per square foot.

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
Boilermaker

and Welders.
Tel, 1U41--

Second
The exceptionally hiph percentage of purs
raw linseed oil used in Lucas Tinted Gloss Paint pro

I

duces a full, even gloss of enduring beauty. Then, tha
hours of heavy milling that blend the various element
into tne perfect paint product assure longer life and
greater durability. Thus, Lucas Tinted Gloss Paint
costs very much less per year of service.

Third

In painting the average house the paint reof the cost, and the labor
presents aboit one-thir- d
two-third- s.
So that it costs just as much in labor to
put on a paint that will last only two or three years as
it does to put on a good paint that will give good
service five years or longer.
Thus, paints costing less than Lucas Tinted Ghit
Paint are actually more expensive. Lucas Tinted
Gloss Paint, in Beauty, Spreading Qualities,
and Durability, is not an expense. It is
an investment.
Step into our store. Let's talk it over.

I

S100 Couth Second St.

MOTHER

In these days of "flu," coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough,
it is well to know that every year
there are used mora bottles of
Koley's Honey and Tar than of any
other cough medicine. Mrs. 8. L.
Hunt, 615 W. 1th St,, Cincinnati,
Ohio, writes: "Foley's Honey and
Tar relieved me of a hacking
in the throat,
cough, tickling
wheezing and paina in the chest. It
Is helping my mother wonderfully."
That's why druggists recommend
Foley's, aold everywhere.

Just received Several Cars
of
FANCY EGG

Phone 251
U

ijmf,
STATE DISTRIBUTORS

.,..$10.50

GALLUP LUMP ..$11.00
OMERA LUMP... $11.50

Aztec Fuel Co.

C. H. CARNES
SPECIAUST IN OCUIAB
REFRACTION
101 6. Fourth.
Phone 10&7--

COAL

L. JOE MILLER, Pres.

EAAB"ItE

First and Copper

MAO

'lt'8 Hardware,

We

Have IV9

Phone 305
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FOR BATTLE IN

STILLI

via and Esthonia already have an
alliance with Poland, while Jugoand Ruslavia, Czechoslovakia
mania, comprising tho little entente, are on friendly terms with
her. Lloyd George, it is underto further
is anxious
stood,
strengthen these friendly relations'
and at the same time minimize
the dangers of future wars in the
E TODAY Balkans by securing at Genoa a
treaty of peace with Russia on
the one hand and Poland, with
her allies and the little entente
the other.
Representatives of More on Should
such a treaty develop
Than 40 Nations on Hand from the conference,
it would
of more than
affect
the
States Declines 100,000,000 peace
nationals.

DE VALERA HAS
GENOA ECONOMIC
BEEN DEPOSED,
LONDON HEARS CONFERENCE 10

mm

(Il.v The AMclntp(l

I.omlcm,
April 10. It was
rumored In London nnd Dublin tonight that the secret
niocliii" of tho Irish republican army fu Dublin yesterday
deposed Fa moil do Yulcra as
leader of the republicans, says
tho Dally Mail, this morning.
Tlio newspaper adils that
what actually happened Is a
mystery, but says some
of tlio rumor Is giv.
en by the statement that "do
Valcra now lias no governing
part In tho republican armx."

Two Qnnarirnnc Accpmhlfi in
Are Ready for
Montreal;
. ... . mi
s
tne initial uiasn in panada, Beginning Today.
Asorlitel Vrrm.)
Montreal, April 9. The two
American lawyers
of
squadrons
who for 18 months have been
batfighting ,tho stillman divorce
tle in New York state, were assembled here tonight for their first
skirmish In Canada tomorrow before Commissioner Eugene H.
(By The

GOV

Italy's Invitation..
(By The Auocinted Press.)

AUTOISTS GATHER UP
OLD CLOTHES FOR THE
NEEDY IN DUKE CITY

Go-di- n.

Fifteen woodsmen residing along
St. Maurice valley where the
plaintiff, James A. stillman, millionaire banker, charged that Mrs
Anne IT. Stillman misconducted
herself with an Indian guide, Fred
Bcauvais, also came to Montreal
today, ready to support Mrs. Stillman and the guide by their testiother witnessmony. Twenty-fiv- e
es are expected to reach Montreal
week.
the
during
Through the testimony of some
of these Canadians, Mrs. Stillman
will seek to prove her latest charge
that Mr. Stillman's agents bribed,
and sought to bribe, a few of the
woodsmen to swear they saw her
and Bcauvais acting improperly.
That such witnesses must undergo
a penetrating cross examination
was accepted as certain when the
full complement of the banker's
staff of lawyers, seven In all, arrived today from New York.
Bcauvais met his neighbors of
the northland when they reached
Montreal. He expressed a willingness to testify but it Is not believed
he will be called.

rron.)

the

i

About thirty-fiv- e
automobiles
started from the Elks home at 2
o'clock Sunday afternoon and made
a tour of the city gathering up old
clothes. In accordance with ad
vance notices the packages contain
lug clothes were left at the front
doors of the homes and were pickBetween
ed up by the autoists.
were col- 250 nnd 300 packages
A.
F.
Stortz, secretary of the
lected,
Elks, stated last night. They were
delivered at the Salvation Army
headnuarters and will be distrlb
uted among the needy of the city
by Captain Guest.

VICTIM IN GUN PLAY
OUT OF ALL DANGER

Matlas Hernandez, who was shot
Saturday evening by Antonio Garcia, was reported last night to be
out of all danger, and had returned to his homo from St.
hospital, where he was taken following his injury.
a slight
suffered
Hernandez
flesh wound in the. upper thigh
when he was struck by one of the
three bullets fired at him by GarRESTAURANT OWNER
cia following a quarrel in Barelas.
IS FATALLY WOUNDED
Garcia, his confessed assailant, is
held In the county jail and proba9.
John If. bly will be arraigned today.
Toledo. O., April
Tepper, 35. proprietor of the Tcp-pOne of the oddest cargoes on
restaurants here and In Indianapolis, was shot and fatally record was probably that carried
wounded by his wife here tonight. lately by a British steamer bound
The woman walked into one of for Morocco. It consisted of some
Topper's eating places, which was 2,100,000 gallons of purified drink
filled with diners, fired one shot ing water for the use of the Spanand walked out. She was arrested ish troops fighting the rebels in
Morocco.
shortly afterwards.
'

er

2 MARICOPA COUNTY
OFFICERS HURT IN
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M any smokers favor mild cigars
shown by increasing sales of

LaAzora.
La Azora fully meets popular

Genoa, April 9. Representatives
of more than forty nations, includCRASH
MOTORCYCLE
ing Russia but minus the United
Slates, were here today prepared
for the opening Monday of the
(By The Aaaoclated Preu.)
Genoa economic conference, rePhoenix, Ariz., April 9. Two
garded here as the most moment Maricopa county motorcycle offi
ous assembly since the Versailles
cers were Injured, one fatally, when
peace deliberations.
All eyes are upon Russia, for it mielr machines collided at 3 o'clock
Is the first time this ereat nation this morning while they were chasTho
has participated in world affairs ing an automobile onspeeder.
occurred
the Tempe
since the overthrow of Kercnsky's accident
one
east
of
road
mile
The
Phoenix.
in the
provisional
government
escaped.
spring of 1917. After more than speeder
four years of experimental gov- of A. W. Dana, a veteran member
the motorcycle corps of tho
ernment, Nikolai Lenine, Russian sheriff's
died in a local hospremier has abandoned much of pital fourforce,
hours after the accident.
what he previously considered (
sential to bolshevism and has con Frank Bell, the other officer, suffered fractures of the upper and
sented to participate in a confer lower
jaw. His condition is critience called by "capitalistic
cal, attending physicians said.
The two officers were working
Why V. S. Declined.
on a "trap" for speeders. Bell had
On the ground that the
on the eastern end
taken
will be political rather than of the his station
trap. As the machine sped
economic, tho United States has
he took up the chase.
declined Italy's invitation to send past him
Dana, at the western end of the
representatives. The American peo trap,
of a mile down the
a
quarter
ple, Secretary Hughes said in de road, saw the automobile coming
clinlng the invitation, are anxious at a terrific rate r.nd made ready to
to assist Europe in recovering its
road. Both officers
economic life but feel that they take to the without
lights and as
cannot involve themselves in Euro were riding
Dana's machine turned into the
pean politics.
machine, traveling
Decision to call the Genoa con highway, Bell's of
speed, crashed
ference was reached by the allied at a It.high rate was
La Azora is milder and finer than ever.
into
Dana
pinned beneath
supreme council meeting at Cannes his machine but Bell
was thrown
early in January. Rapidly dimin clear.
its filler has the bouquet of true
While
lshlng European exchange, billions
of dollars in unpaid debts, German
Havana, that Havana is astonishingly
reparations, necessity of recon MAN HIT BY TRAIN
mild. As a strictly mild cigar, yet one
structing devastated areas, the RusDIES OF INJURIES
sian situation and hope that the
United States would lend Itself as a
of the most delightful cigars to smoke,
stabilizing influence constituted the
Earl Hickman, 63 years old, of
we consider La Azora today a triumph
pressure behind this decision.
Drexel Mo., w,ho was struck by
Germany, represented in a pas- Santa Fe train No. 3 Saturday
in cigar making.
sive capacity in nearly all Euro- morning at Domingo, died early
pean conferences since Versailles, yesterday morning at a local hosLi Azora Cigar u made by
is expected to play a more active
pital.
part at Genoa. Many observers
Consolidated Cigar Corporation
Hickman was touring alone in
even no so far as to predict that his car from his home in Reno,
DUtributed by
Great Britain and Germany will Nev., where his wife and daughter
dominate the assembly by working have been staying. The accident
hand in hand for the salvation of occurred at the Domingo crossing
&
Co.
their industrial lives through the at about 10 o'clock Saturday mornresurrection of their markets in the ing. Hickman stated that he had
east and south.
not seen the train until tho crash
Colo.
came.
Program of Conference.
Briefly, the conference will seek
and
wife
Hickman's
daughter
to accomplish some means for the will arrive tonight from Reno
to
the granting or extension of for- tako charge of the body. He was
enfeebled
most
tho
to
credits
eign
taken to Strong Brothers' parlors
countries and will then attempt to
funeral arrangements.
set up machinery for assuring such pending
foreign capital that the fruits of
APRICOT CROP DAMAGED.
its investment will not be lost.
San Jose, Calif., April 9.
The resolution calling the conference sets forth that tho nations Heavy frost did much damage
of Europe cannot presume to dic- to the apricot crop in this sectate to one another the .principles tion early today. Smudging was
under which they must conduct resorted to in a number of ortheir internal affairs but adds that chards but even this was unable
foreign capital cannot bo expected to save all the crop in , some.
to come in unless the nations rec...j
ognize all obligations nnd public ranging from 25 to 100 per cent.
debts previously contracted or to Vegetable crops also were damSSjjr
be contracted in the future, agree aged considerably, gardeners
smolie-lig- ht
to indemnify all foreign interests
TWO SIZES
for loss which has been caused
ALWAYS MILD
through the confiscation of propThe matter of amending
the
erty and establish legal punishment British North American
ento
act
to assure the impartial execution able Canadian women to become
of all commercial or other con- senators
will be taken up shortly,
tracts.
statement of Premier
Tho resolution also suggests that according to a
mlcindo Gonzales, deceased, by the
the nations ought to have a con- King.
Probate Court of 'Bernalillo county,
venient means of exchange; that
and having qualified as such
Adto
abstain
should
agree
all nations
all persons
ministrator,
having
from propaganda subversive of the
claims against the estate of said
Be Careful What You decedent
Dolitical system in other countries
are hereby notified and
Child's
Your
and that all nations take a commonWash
required to present the same to the
engagement to aDstam rrom usin the manner and
undersigned
With
Hair
within the timo prescribed by law
gression on tneir neignours.
Regarding Russia.resolution
IGN'ACIO TAFOYA,
If you want to keep your
Regarding Russia, the
Administrator.
child's hair in good condition, be
concludes:
Dated March SO, 1922.
with.
wou
it
wash
government
Russian
what
careful
"If the
EX ECIJTUI X 'S NOTICE.
Most Boaps and "prepared sham- In the Probate
claims official recognition in orCourt of Eernalilh
der to assure development of its poos contain too much alkali.
County, New Mexico.
commerce, tho allied powers can This dries the scalp, makes the In the Matter of the Estate of Ellz
accord the same only upon ac- hair brittle, and is very harm
abeth H. Wetmore Deceased.
ceptance of the foregoing stipu- ful. Mulsified cocoanut oil sham
Notice is hereby given that the
Is
and
lations."
entirely
pure
(which
poo
undersigned was, on the sixteenth
It was Russia and the question grease less), is much better than day of March. 1922, duly appoint ,d
of her participatinn in the Genoa anything else you can use for Executrix of the estate of El' abeth
as this can't pos II. Wetmore, deceased, by 'ho Promeeting which played an importshampooing,
ant nart in Premier Briand's sibly injure the hair.
bate court of Bernalillo
county
he
and having qualified as such Exe
sudden decision to return to Paris
Simply put two or three
and lay the Cannes deliberations
of Mulsified in a cup cutrlx, all persons having claim
before the chamber or deputies in or glass with
a little warm against the estate of said deceden'
the hope of receiving a vote of water, then moisten the hair are hereby notified and required t
ana
a
After
confidence.
lengthy
with water and rub it In. It will present the same to the underabundance.
of rich, signed In the manner and within
eloquent speech, he suddenly an- make an
nounced his resignation and was creamy lather, and cleanse tho the time prescribed bv law.
succeeded by Premier Poincare, hair and scalp thoroughly. The EDITH STEPHENS WETMORE
Executrix.
who formed a new cabinet.
lather rinses out easily, and re
in a
France was flatly against per- moves every particle of dust, dirt, " Dated March 1 7, 192 2.
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
mitting Russia to enter the Ge- dandruff and excess oil. The hair
noa conference without the im- dries quickly and evenly, and it In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
position of advance restrictions leaves it fine and silky, bright,
In the Matter of the Estate
f
the bolshe"ikl fluffy and easy to manage.
on the subjects
Frank J. Brault. Deceased.
would be allowed to introduce,
You can get Mulsified cocoanut
Notice is
while England was willing that oil shampoo at any
given that the
drug store. undersigned hereby
was, on the sixteenth
Russia should participate with- It is very cheap, and
a
few
of
March
1922.
out restrictions other than were ounces is
duly appointed
his
to last every- day
Administrator of the estate of
mentioned in the resolution as one in theenough
family for months. Frank J. Brault, deceased, by the
to
nations.
all
applying
Be sure
Probate court of Bernalillo county,
Prime Minister Lloyd George Mulsified. your druggist gives you and
having qualified as such Adalso experienced something of a
havln"
all persons
ministrator,
flare back from British political
claims against tho estate of said
leaders, with the Genoa conferFEELS
A NEW WOMAN
LIKE
decedent are hereby notified and
ence and its Russian question en"I was a sufferer from kidney
to present the same to the
trouble for several years," writes required
tering kito the difficulty.
and
undersigned In the manner
The prime minister's desire to Mrs. Arthur Demulle, R. P. D. 1, within
the time prescibed by law.
carry through the Cannes pro Qrasmere, N, H., "and suffered so
JOHN L. BRA'TLT,
gram precipitated a virtual crisis much I felt completely lame all
Administator.
in his coalition government, fol- over. Since I
men
been taking
Dated Mare 17. li2i.
jave
lowing which he went before the Foley Kidney Pills I am not so NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATOR
house of commons for a vote of lame. My back ached all the time In
on
the Matter of the Estate of Jack
confidence on the subject.
and my eyes were all a blur. Now
Deceased.
Hayes,
can
see
Another interesting phase of the
fine and fed like a difsuccess.
Notice is hereby given that Tho
Genoa deliberations if treaties and ferent woman. Since i have taken First
Bank and Trust Com- political subjects are permitted two bottle of Foley Kidney Pills 1 pany, Savings
Administrators of the estate
upon the agenda, concerns the
of Jack Hayes, deceased, has filed
Baltic and Balkan states embrac do my own work now." They bring In the Probate
court of Bernalillo
ing Poland,
Finland, Esthonia, ijuich. resuus. sow everywhere.
county, New Mexico, their final
and
Latvia, Rumania, Jugoslavia
as such Administrators and
Czechoslovakia, all of whom will
the court has appointed Thursday,
LEGAL NOTICE
have delegates at the conference,
20th
the
day of April, 1922, as the
Of these nations, Finland, Lat
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
day for hearing objections, if any
as
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo there be, to the approval of said
final report and the discharge
f
County, New Moxlco.
'do.
In the Matter of the Estate of said Administrators,
Witness hiy hand and the seal ot
Agnes B. Flynn. Deceased.
The most economical, cleansing and
Notice is hereby given that the said Probate Court this seventeenth
of
all
is
germicidal
antiseptics
undersigned was, on the thirtieth day of March, 1922..
size
FRED CROLLOTT,
day of March, 1922. duly annotated (Seal)
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
Administrator of the estate of
Agnes B. Flynn, deceased, by the
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.--In
Probate court of Bernalillo county,
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
and having qualified as such AdCounty, New Mexico.
ministrator, all persons having In the Matter of the Estate of
A soluble Antiseptic Powder claims against the estate of said Frank H. Sol berg, Deceased.
decedent are hereby notified and
Notice is hereby given that the
to be dissolved in
required to present the same to tho undorsigned was on the sixth day
' Water as Needed..
undersigned in the manner and April, 1922, duly appointed AdminAs a medicinal
for within the time prescribed bv law. istrator of the estate of Frank JA.
antiseptic
W. J. FLYNN,
douches In treating catarrh, inflamSolberg, deceased, by the Probate
Administrator.
or
mation'
ulceration
oi nose,
Court of Bernalillo
county, and
'Dated
March
1922.
31,
that
caused
feminine
tnd
throat,
by
having qualified as such Adminisills it l as no equal. For ten years
ADM INISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
all persona having claims
trator,
tne Lvdla E. Pin l nam Mediclm Co. In the Probate Court of Bernalillo against the estate of said decedent
has recommended Paxtlne In their
are hereby notified and required to
County, New Mexico.
private correspondence with worn In the Matter of the Estate of present the same to the undersignen, which proves its superiority.
ed in the manner and within the
Gomlcindo Gonzales, Deceased.
Women who have been cured say It
Notice is hereby given that the time prescribed bv law.
Is "worth
in gold." At undersigned was, on the thirtieth STATK TRUST AND SAVINGS
druggists, 50o. large box, or by mail. day of March, 1922. duly appointed
BANK,
Administrator.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass, Administrator of the estuto of Go
Dated April 6, 1922.

demand for a "light" cigar
of Havana flavor.
Try La Azora today.

dAclual

To the Friends of La oAzora

Schloss Cigar
Denver,

Rothenberg

IMw Washington

Invincible

one!

alight delightful
ft

'kMl

W

DOUBLE treat

Keep It Before You

Vl

10 for

v

wPS

table gum center.

And with WrigleVs three old
standbys also affording friendly
aid to teeth, throat, breath, ap
petite and digestion.
Soothing,
Making the next cigar
taste better.
thirst-quenchin-

Pl.
WtSnr

plicated problem,

SWfels

"melts in your mouth,"
then you get the deleo

,

Wfr

w35g?
&nJm

v"&Q$vyt
SSSMy

v

HEN Isaac Newton, the great mathematician and
philosopher, was asked how he worked out a comreplied1

"I keep it before me."

.

1
1

I

Zfaxl

Glance through the advertising columns of this paper
and
few minutes you have before you numerous
things you want to buy now or at some future date.

Advertising has stabilized prices. The advertiser names
price one for all. You can know that in paying it
you are getting the same deal as the next one.
Keep it before you. You owe it to your pocketbook'.
Advertising has helped stabilize quality. Only the best
wares are spread before you on these printed pages. The
who advertise here are making public certain claims,
the fulfillment of which depends their commercial

T

j

ATTENTION
Some Choice Real Estate Priced to Sell Quick.
1 to 8 inclusive. Block SO Perea Addition
together with
continuous parcel In all, approximating 2V4 acres, known
as Powers Property, 11th street; ranch house and outbuildings.
i
2 lots, block 16, Francisco Armijo
y Otero Addition,. also tract
of land to the east, extending to railroad tracks, adobe
warehouse thereon.
Lots 3 to 8, Inclusive, block 7. Northern Addition.'
Lots 11 to 20. Inclusive, Block 28, Perea Addition.
Tract of land about 690x490 ft.' lit town of Chlllli, Bernalillo
county, known as Chillli property; small adobe building.
S. E. 4, Sec. 10, lots 4 and S. W.
of N. E. 14 See. 15,
Twp. 19 N. R. E. containing 162.66 acres, Sandoval Co.
320 acres about 8 miles from Jemez known as Eagle Ranch.
8 fractional lots on corner gold and John streets, known as A.
"
Montoya property; adobe house thereon.
40 acres N. Fourth street road, 4 miles from Albuquerque,
known as the Fourth Street Ranch, i

Lots

Listed for 10 days with the members of the Albuquerque Realtors Association. Titles perfect. Ab-

stract furnished.

4

Keep it before you.

rt

Special

To

Women

Advertising gives yon news of the latest and best things
made with word
to what they cost and what they will
It puts before your eyes the pick of the country's
market and the selection of the particular kind, shape,
and color that best suits your taste and fits your
pocketbook'.

KEEP IT BEFORE YOU.
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afternoon by the city boxing com- mission. A number of names (ire,
being submitted for consideration.
John Finska, who baa otficintefl
frequently during the winter, has
returned to Cleveland.
(By Th Amnrlated Frm.)
There are apt to be plenty of
OF BOXING UPO
1.08 Angeles, Cnlif., April 9.
challengers at the match. Danny
R. H. K.
Score First game:
Kid Griffith. El Paso mit artist,
2
2
tina written a local friend to lire- - rortlnnd
4 10 . 1
Los
.,
Angeles
sent his defl to the winner of the
Laverenfc,
Hatteries:
Walberg,
CARO
battle.
Griffith, has
Elliott; Dumovlch and Baldnever shown here but claims Albu- and
win.
querque as his home. Mike Pagnno
R. H. E.
Score Second game:
his Intention of
announced
4
2
Portland
Dan Padilla Adds Extra lias
sending a challenge to either Sol or Los Angeles
3
6 10
Demon.
ElItoss
and
Four Round Battle; Eight theTho
Patteries: Ellison,
main eventers are to make
liott; Hall, Thomas and Daly.
11S pounds nt 3 o'clock this after
Fighters to Clash on noon.
imn
All trie limners finSan Francisco. Calif., April 9.
port to the official physician durEvening's Program.
R. H. E.
Score First game:
the
day.
ing
1
5 12
ue
Prattle
f.
3
S t
The doors of the armory win
1
8 13
first
Francisco
The
o'clock.
jSan
opened at 7:30
Patteries: Schoor, May, Spencer
Utiht will start promptly ut 8:30
TONIGHT'S RATTLKS.
'and Tobtn; Geary, Coumbe and
Young Patsy Kline vs. Bat .s p. m.
Agnew.
tling Garcia, l our round.
R. H. K.
Score Second game:
1 on ne Jim liynii vs. ! lit id v
DRIVING
BLINDING.
10 11 1
Seattle
Jackson. Six rounds.
8 1 6
5
Francisco
Kid Tenor vs. Young Her- SNOW STORMS SWEEP SanPatteries:
flardner and Adams:
rera. Six rounds.
WYOMING Oillenwater, McQuald, Davis and
COLORADO
Demon Klvera vs. Young
Yelle.
Sol. Fifteen rounds.
(Kr The Awoclnted rrriw.)
Salt T.nke City. April
Denver, Polo., April 9. minding,
double-heade- r
n
Salt
storms swept part of
driving snow
postponed: snow.
With the signing of young Fatsy Wyoming nnr' ,ne northeastern and
parts of Colorado
Kline and Battling Garcia for a north central
The
R. H. B.
Score, first game:
d
curtain
the this afternoon and tonight.
raiser,
ft
8 17
eastward Oakland
program for the boxing show ut storm is gradually moving
9 13
Colo- Sncramento
0
the armory tonight was completed and is expected to die out in Fredto
Patteries: Brenton, Kelser, Winn
and thirty-on- e
speed; rounds are rado tomorrow according
States and Mltze: Gibson, Canfield, HampUnited
promised the patrons. The battles erick W. Prist, for
ton
and Stnnage.
district.
this
d
will be the
opener, a weather forecaster
R. H. E.
Score, second game:
There was a light snowfall in
a
1
7
4
Oakland
northern Arizona and northern
special fight and the
Sa
14 2
10
ac'ramento
New Mexico today and tonight,
linal match.
Patteries: Filer, Kramer. Krause
Young Sol and Demon Rivera, cording to Mr. Prist.
"The heaviest precipitation re- and Koehler; Nlehaus and Cook.
bantams who are mi .ehed for the
main event, claim to be in the best ported was at lender. Wyo.,or where
about
shape they have known. Sol says a precipitation of one Inch,Mr. Prist YOUNG GIANTS DEFEAT
he had never before reached such ten inches of snow, fell,"
had a precipita
THE YOUNG KIWANIANS
top form ana Rivera calmly asserts said. "Cheyenne
that they'll hear from him from tion of .14 of one inch and sneri-deInch.
Wyo., .04 of one
the first gong until the fight ends.
The Young Giants baseball team
"This snow is of great value
Rivera's father arrived from Las
defeated
the Young Klwanlans, 62
is
very
it
because
falls
it
wherever
Vegas yesterday. He stated that a
to 14.
Royer starred for the
large delegation of Las Vegas fight moist."
Into
No delays to trains coming
fans were coming down for the
Young Giants, making nine runs,
were
storm
the
from
region
two of them being of the Babe
battle. Among them will be Vin- Denver
cent Montoya. Lae Vegas promoter. reported tonight.
Ruth brand. The batteries: Young
Jake Levy of Santa Fe has been
and M. Hunt;
Giants, Blair
selected as time keeper and is exA Japanese mother reckons her
Kiawanlans Heaney,
pected to head a large delegation child one year old on the day it Is Young
from the Capital City.
Reynolds, Walsh and
born and two years ol on the folThe referee is to be selected this lowing New Year's day.

FIST ROUNDS

Coast League

'

April 10, 1922

INTRODUCING "SECOND TRIS SPEAKER";
HE'S KAY KUHWEK, TlRATE OUTFIELDER

w

1
II

TONIGHT'S

4ft

Every Mind Is Said to Be
Centered on Russia; ivia-- 1
jority of Delegates to.
Parley Have Arrived.
(By The Auoclntcd Prem.)

S

.

four-roun-

four-roun-

six-rou-

semi-windu-

s,

1

IT

MEETING

-

Iiakp-Verno-

LARGE

Genoa. April 9 (by the Assocla- the
Tl.r,.n
Unn, trt
.v. Tl.irnTll
riroa, jiin
forthcoming economic conferencefrom losing Ha proclaimed econ n fl
f.JlinC
n--

A

nnmlt nrlntnln

fpnttl

Into a purely political conclave, precarious in its possibilities and admittedly a supreme danger, is pre-as
occupying the chief delegates
they gather for the opening sessions. This, it is believed, is the
rock on which the conference may
succeed or split.
assemoiea nere iium
Publicists
n.onv nnnntplna tft nhSPrVfl thfi DrO- ceedings, openly insist that the con
aou
ference will
runaameniany
v.
nt a nolltlcnl nature.
to
pro- the
as
and pointing
proof
round political jeaiousieii nuv. ve, meatmg Europe ana aiu iu mo and
tlonal and racial ambitions
nrnl.lrmi. dllO tn dlvidlllff the COn- new and smaller states.
tinent into
Ti.a crrem t Trinlnrltv of the dele
gates to economic conference have
prune
reached Genoa, une uriusn
nr
r.iivi neorcre. was
i..!.,
enthusiastically greeted upon his
"c
arrival,! accompaniea Dy "
and daughter.
nere
is
ranranuai
mind
Every
on Russia, for the commercial repossibly
opening of Russia may
mean later recognition and formal
admission of that country into the
Ray Rohwer in action.
council ofi nations.
w et Ha house- Inueiei uuiicui trt
Members of the Pirate squad are saying some mighty fine things
without the assistabout the Rohwer brothers, now being tried out by Manager Gibson. order if possible
tne unuea omw w.
One is Ray Rohwer, an outfielder.
His graceful f.tyle and sure catching ance of Is
for action, in
hav drawn the title of "second Tris Speaker." Whether or not he'll the belief organizing
the United States
that
retain the title remains to be seen. But he shows great promise.
its main
must eventually ratify
achievements, if they are toofprove
the
durable, and the Influence
unAmerican republic, even it obvoiced at Genoa, undoubtedly
Answers to Questions. I
tains as a strong psychological
v

Exhibition Games

(Any reader can get the answer to any question by writinj
The Albuquenue Journal Information Bureau, Frederic J. Has-klD. O,
Director, Washington,
This offer appliet strictly to inThe Bureau cannot
formation.
give advice on legal, medical, and
financial matters, it docs not at
tempt to settle domestic troubles. nor to undertake exhaustive lesearch on any subject. VVrftte your
question plainly and briefly. Give
full name and address ana enclose
two cents in stamps for return
postage. All replies are sent direct
to the inquirer.)

n,

Arc railway locomotives
compelled to have electric head- lights? U. A.
A. The
Interstate Commerce
Commission says that there was
in 1917
established
an order
whereby railroad locomotives werecompelled to have electric neaaO.

Hi Corbett of
today, defeating
Tucson, 4 and 3. The match waa
played over the Phoenix Country
club course. Lewis Scott, local
The
AMoctntcd
professional, won the southwestern
(By
Prm )
championship defeating Jack
Phoenix,
Ariz.. April 9. Dr. open
of El Paso, second, and WalFrank Vance of El Paso won the Street
lace Scott of Chandler, third.
southwestern golf championship for
the second consecutive year here
Jonrnnl Want Ads Bring Results.

DR. FRANK VANCE WINS
GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP

L

The tire youVe
always wanted
at a price
you can afford
to pay now

costs no more to
buy a Kdly !
CORD

IFABRIC

TUBES

'
Kant-Sli-

SIZES

Red
or Grooved Tread

Kant-Sli- p

30x3
30x3Va

31x4
32x4
33x4
34x4

p

.Black-Tren- d

$12.90
14.90
24.00
27.50
28.50
29.75

$2.15
2.70
3.35
3.45
3.60
3.70

$18.95
29.80
32.75
33.75
34.95

COn the eve

of this great conference including friends as well as
foes of yesterday, and representa- R. H. E. tives
Score:
of the neutral nations, there
2
4
national
New York (A)
serious conflicting
exist
2
3
0
Brooklyn (N)
but the hope prevails n
interests
Bush
Batteries:
and all circles that the sheer "necessity
Mays,
.
n
in
... th Interest of
Schang; Vance, Mamaux and
or common itwuwn
Wilier.
all will induce sacrifices on tne
V"-.- '
as io
part of all. nso Tnnrnne
New York, April 9.
nnrt the de- Score:
R. H. E.
ma
velopment of- its economic
3 10
Chicago (A)
chinery.
U
2
6
New York (N)
Patteries: Wilkinson and Schalk;
LF.O IS rOF.TICAL.
J. Burnes, Shea, Jonnard and
T.,1
t uisi
- i. virvj me deen:
Put a motorcycle at my feet,
Pickle my Dones in
Washington, April 9.
at my bean.
Score:
R, H. E. Put a spark plugin a heap
I
2
Pile the dirt up
10
Boston (N)
2
then go 'way and let me
9
2 And
Washington (A)
sleep.
(10 innings.)
Leo ,Jubb, Larchmont, Is. Y.
Batteries: Wilson, Fillingim and
n
Glea-soO'Neill, Gowdy; Brillheart,
For verv low temperatures a
and Gharrity, Picinich.
thermometer has been invented inwhich gas is used instead of merCincinnati, April 9.
R. II. TT. eury.
Score:
S
Boston IA1 .
0
(B Tbe AMmclHttd Pre..)
Brooklyn, N. Y., April 8.

1

V

A

smim

E. E. BLISS
Phone 823.

Cornet-- Central and Fifth.

.

r.
Wlin ivns vice nresldont andlcininnti
7
3
Piercv." Karr and
Batteries:
president of the senate during An-- J
drew Joluisons administration: x. Ruhl; Donohue and Wingo,
W. II.
St. Louis, April
A. There was no vice presl
R. H. E.
Acnt when Andrew .Tobnsnn sue.
1
6 12
,!.,,! in 1,
nrnuldonov through St. IOUis (A)
3 12
3
(N)
of President
the assassination
SevBatteries:
Van
Gilder
and
Daniel Clark
Lincoln. Senator
of New Hampshire officiated as
a

O.

.

B

If

1

jl
at

IL

s

.

i
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OPRING

Br! '

-

A

ii

g

"dress-up- "

Let us show you the best of the newest Society Brand
Clothes the two, three and four buttons, the sport
effects. And let us show you how much more your
dollar buys today.

$35 to $60
OTHERS FOR LESS

ji

218 West Central.
t

THE miAFffLd GAS
(Volatility is the readiness Wfth which gasoline gives up its Power)

English-speakin-

time and you ought to be in
style. You won't be with a last year's suit, because
styles have changed a great deal.

;

s.

IJjj

'''Tl

song-write-

want to be in style
this Spring
is

U. What
is the MaltliuMan
25.000 PERMITS TO
theory? Ci. S.
an
A. Thomas
R. Malthus,
"TOTE" GUNS ISSUED
economist,
propounded
English
the thesis that population in all
SINCE FIRST OF YEAR
times has tended to outrun subsistence. He argued that populaPICIAL DffPATCH TO MONNINtt JOURNAL
tion tended to increase in a geoNew York, April 9 It was learn
metrical ratio, while subsistence ed at police headquarters that
In arithmetical about 25,000 pistol permits have
might increase
progression. j?or mis reason, ne,i,ecn issued to citizens since Janu-- I
concluded that there could bo ary 1, and the number is Increas-- ;
no permanent amelioration of thejlng daily. Between 10,000 and 12,- 000 bankers, brokers and
lot of the poorer classes.
othei
Q. When did the trlwlor be Wall street men and their employes
come tlio fins: of France? T. I.
have taken out permits to carry
A. Marquis de Lafayette brought pistols, and the district below the
about the adoptlpn of the tricolor dead line Is now well guarded
in
against robheries and hold-upTho fee for a pistol permit has
Lowestoft
china
still
Q. Is
been raised recently from $1 to
made? O. O.
This has been done, it was
$1.50.
A. The production of thlu cel
ebrated blue and white china said at the office of Fourth Deputy'
was begun in Lowestoft toward Police Commissioner John J. Cray,
the end of the eighteenth cen- because of a new law passed by the
legislature.
tury, but It is no longer made.
Q. How wide, Jong and deep
England's most famous woman
Is the Amazon river? W. It.
r,
Miss Maude Valerie
A. The Amazon river is about
of
3,400 miles long, and is 150 miles White, has written hundreds
of
which have become
many
songs,
wide at its mouth. The river vag
the
ries greatly In depth, on account popular throughout
world. Miss White not
of floods. For 750 miles from its
frebut
writes
the music,
mouth it is nowhere less than 30 only
fathoms deep.
. Is kelp still bclnir harvested
for Its potash on the Pacific
const? W. JE. 8.
A. The kelp Industry,
which
grew to Importance In California
during the war, is now a memory.
all plants having closed down.
. What are love birds? J. R.

iis.

mAF

(1

You

a

kv-

Y

""''

Phone 335

ACCELERATOR

Our Coal Is

G.

Guaranteed as to

A. This is
a popular name
given to many dimunltive narrots
of various genera and even of dif- ferent families. They receive their
name on account of the affection
which they display toward each
other both in a wild state and
when confined in civres.
VWlien was the first oratorio
lierformed In England?
A. The first oratorio rendered
In England was produced at the
opera house, Haymarket, In
fHammi
i"o proaucuon was Handol's

Cleanliness

-

From foreign matter
And

"Esther."

Q. I It tnie that woman hna
one more rib than man? B. A. V.
.
mere are Z4 ribs In the
human body. The
that a woman has one more rib
"on man is erroneous.
Q. Who
discovered
copper?
How did it come to be called
by
that name? K. JJ. II.
A. Copper "was discovered
by
the ancient Greeks
in Cyprus,
from which the name copper
Is
derived.

CCT THIS Ot'T IT 13 WOKTH
MONEY.
Cut out this slip, enclose with 5c
and mall It to Foley & Co., 2836
Sheffield Ave.. Chicago, III,, writ
ing your name and address clearly.
You will receive In return a trial
package containing Foley'a Honey
and Tar Compound for coughs,
colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills
for pains in sides and back; rheumatism, backache, kidney and bladder ailments; and Foley Cathartic
Tablets, a wholesome and thor
oughly cleansing cathartic for constipation, biliousness, headaches,
and sluggish bowels. Sold

freedom

100

heat

nstmxxmmM.

Production as well as

General satisfaction

And we deliver

i

f Texaco

Gasoline vaporizes completely the moment
it enters the intake manifold. It's ready for the spark.
That is all Texaco gas needs to translate full latent
power into action instantly.
Your engine is all right. Give it the gas Texaco gas.
Watch it respond to a touch on the accelerator. See
how sensitive it is. See how your car gets away ahead
in crowded traffic when the police semaphore says"go."
Texaco Motor Oils are heavy-bod- y
lubricants and are distinguished by their clear, pale color. Light, medium, heavy
and
they fit all cars and all conditions. You will
find them wherever you see the Texaco red star.
extra-heav-

Our own.

y

THE TEXAS COMPANY, U. S. A.

Phone 333

Texaco Petroleum Products

COAL DEPARTMENT

GIBS0MAW
PHONE

333

TEXACO
GASOLINE
Run it with Texaco Gas

VEXACO
MOTOR OILS
cy

Save it with Texaco Oil

r
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omoti s uauy m agazme
ELECTRICITY IS

FFICIEHT KOUSEKEEPIfiQ
that the other players can see each
PARTY FOR
THE YOl'NG FEOP1E "artist" at work. A fluffy, stuffed
chicken is the prize for the best
Eastertime, symbolized by daf- attempt. The "artists" should use
s,
buna colored crayon rather than a
fodils, narcissi,
nies and chicks, offer an oppor- pencil.
Three minutes only are
tunity for Riving a pretty evening allowed for finishing each "maspussy-willow-

party for young people. The Invitations, written on ordinary note
paper, are sent out about a week
, In advance, and read: "Miss Ethel
Brown requests the pleasure of
your company at an Easter party
at her home on the evening of
April the 18th at 8 o'clock.''
The home of the hostess Is
with Easter flowers In hall
and living room (artificial ones
may be used for economy). Upon
the arrival of all the guests the
following game is begun:
Pussy Willow Contest: The players draw their chalra Into a circle.
Each one Is given a pencil and a
sheet of stiff letter-pape- r,
on, one
corner of which Is pasted a pussywillow bud to represent the body
of a cat with head or tail drawn
at either end of the bud. At a signal, all begin writing as many
words as they can think of on their
sheet, starting with the syllable
"cat" (for instance, category, catAt the end of
tle, catsup, etc.)
five m'nutes the papers are read
aloud In turn. He who has the
most words receives as a prize a
small plaster or chlua cat.
Drawing a Perfect Chicken is
the next game played.
This in
great fun for the feason that few
persons possess arttstic talent. The
I hostess announces
that "the Eastrr
j Rabbit
told her" thre was an art-iin disguise among them.
"In
order to find out which one of you
is this talented artist," she goes on,
"I am going to a
all of you to
step up to this slwet of pappr, in
turn, and draw a perfect chicken."
There will be a howl of protest, but
all will enjoy trying. The sheet
should bo a largo piece of wrapping paper hung on the wall so

terpiece."
Flower Charades; In playing this
old, yet ever new, game the company divides itself into two halves
being "audience" while
the other half are "actors," and
vice versa.
Only the names of
flowers are acted out, and only
the syllables of these (not the entire word after the acting of the
syllables.) For inftance, "Forget-me-not- "
is acted in some way as
this: "For" could be ouggested by
four persons coming upon the
"stage" and simply conversing
"Get" m'.ght be acted
pleasantly.
by one player asking another to
"Me" could
him
get
something.
be implied by one actor delivering
an egotistical
about
monologue
himself, emphasizing "I" and "Me"
whenever those words occur in his
conversation. "Not" is easily acted
by tying a knot in something.
Other easily acted names of flowers are "Cioldonrod," "Primrose,"
"Candy Tuft,"
"Daisy" (Day-See- ),
"Jonquil" (John and Quill), and
one-ha-

dee-orat-

lf

LOOK LIKE TWO

CORRECT LIGHTING IS
MOST POTENT WAY OF
PREVENTING ACCIDENT

Spanish Green Olive
And Pecan Salad
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Ily KLOISK.
Just when one thinks the sweathas offered every possiblo variaKIDS er
tion it Is capable of a designer
brings forth a model such as this
one and milady decides she must
have just one more sweater in her
wardrobe which is already stocked
tuxedo, silk,
up with
wool fiber, angora and a host of
other styles.
This sweater introduces
huge
coin dots in black on a white silk
tuxedo sweater. The collar, cuffs,
belt and porket edging are also
black. The coat Is worn with a
white silk sports skirt which is
or
trimmed with loose panels
pleats which are caught ' under at
the hem.
straw and silk
A soft white
this
hat accompanies
sports
sweater suit and black and white
out
the color
oxfords carry
schome.

ELECTRICAL
I
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LITTLE

BENNYS
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LOCAL AGENCY REPORT
NASH SALES FOR WEEK

.

The Hoover Motor company, 41ft
West Copper avenue, did a good
business in the sales of Nash cars
since the first of April, making
tne lonowing report:
Nash Four roadster to Leo J.
a Badie, Las Vegas.
Nash Six Sport model to A. E.
Bradner, Las .Vegas.
Nash Six touring car to How
ard HInsley, Santa Fe.
Nash Six seven passenger to
Los Alamos Ranch school.
Nash Four roadster to J. C.
Saccell, Santa Fe.
Nash Four to J. H. Zolman,
Albuquerque.
Nash Four to Meyer Osoff, Albuquerque.
Nash Four to V. J. Wagner, Albuquerque.
Nash Four to Harry Holling-berrAlbuquerque,
Nash Four to D. C. King,
y,

'feLKS WILL INSTALL
OFFICERS WEDNESDAY
Elks of this city will hold their
annual installation of officers on
Wednesday of this week at their
regular meeting.
The installation will follow the
Members of the
Elks' lunch.
lodge will also greet the band
which was recently reorganized.
WILL SACRIFICE PLATER
PIANO.
For quick turnover will" sacrifice price. Player In our possession in Albuquerque and must be
moved at once. Easy payments.
Write quick for particulars to
the Denver Muslo Co., Denver,
Colo.

Cuticura Soap
IS
For the Hands
IDEAL

HMe.OfotaMirt.TOrom.te.Mrlwhr,
Kwre : OilmrLt,lTatorU,Dpi.I,

I

Ftornunptw

lUidM,lUtt,

Me and Puds Simklns and Leroy
Shooster went erround after Skinny Martin this aftlrnoon, and ha
was standing in his parler windo
looking sad, and us fellows started
to yell to him to come out and he
opened the wlndo quick, saying.
Shh dont make so mutch noise,
will you, I aint allowed out because my report was too bad.
And he shut the wlndo and then
quick opened it agen, saying. Maybe if you ring the frunt bell and
my father tells you wy I cant go
out and you tell him your reports
was as bad ail mine, maybe he'll
leeve me go out.
And he shut the wlndo agen and
we rang the doorbell and Mr. Mar-ti-n
came to the door, being long
and skinnie and showing who
Skinny takes after, saying, Well,
I slppose you'd like to know If
Allowlshes can come out?
Being Sklnnles other name, and
T sed. Yes sir, ran he? and Mr.
Martin sed, Not till he brings homo
a better report.
And he started to shut the door
agen, and Puds sed. Well O. Mr.
Martin my report was much werse
than wat his was.
You dont say so? sed Mr. Mar- tin, and Puds sed, Yes sir, twice a
bad, and I sed, Gosh, Mr. Martin.
Sklnnys report was a good one
compared to mine.
Reely? sed Mr. Martin, and I
sed, Yes sir, and Leroy Shooster
sed. And O wizz, Mr. Martin, compared to mine Skinnys report was
one of the best in the hole class.
You dont tell me. sed Mr. Mar.
tin, and Leroy sed. Yes sir, and
maybe in the hole skool, and Mr.
Martin sed. Well then all Ive sot
to say is, Allowlshes must of got
mat way from associating with
you boys, and the less he sees of
you the better.
And he slammed tha door with a
slam and us fellows went erround
after Sid Hunt leaving Skinny still
standing sad in the parler wlndo.

The meeting; place of tha next
convention of the International
Council of Women, to be held in
miSfi, will be selected by the executive board at a meeting in The
Hague next month,

BUILD DDADS

according to official figures Just
d
of the
compiled. About
available total will bo used on the
e
state system of trunk
highways under the Babcock plan,
and tho remainder will be expended
oy county and township authorities on local roads or the secondary
system,
Charles M. Babcock, state highway commissioner, predicted that
results this season will compare
favorably with those obtained last
ear on the trunk routes.
The
1922 construction
funds will be
used for 130 miles of now paving,
part of which will extend Minnesota's longest continuous pavement
from Faribault through Minneapolis and St. Paul and St. Cloud to a
point north of Little Falls. This
paved way leads through picturesque sections of the state known
for its ten thousand lakes and other
recreational attractlone.
Other items on tho trunk highway budget are 684 miles of extensions of Minnesota's
system of
380
roads and
miles of grading. In addition, about
to
be used for main$2,220,000 is
tenance, an army of more than
1.0U0 patrolmen
one to mend and
e
g
smooth each
section
employed through the heavy
traffic season. Preparations are
g
being made to entertain a
number of automobile
tourists.
Trunk highway funds In MInne-- j
sota tor 1922 include $5, t50. 000 of
motor vehicle tax revenue, J2,G63,-- I
0U0 of federal
highway aid and
$2,4U0,000 net of county reimburse- ment bond funds, all to be used on
tho trunk system. Part of the
total has been used for the
big winter work program to reduce
prices.
State highway aid aggregating
$2,200,000 this week was apportioned to counties and with nearly
$18,000,000 or local tax revenues
will be used on the secondary highgravel-surface-

five-mil-

Furnished in a mahogany case,

the mantle clock has a
movement which 1h automatic- ally rewound once a minute. The
duration of the winding contact is
015 of a second. The energy consumed by the clock is less' than 4
amp. hr. a year. The time keeping
feature of the clock is a large size
seven-jewmovement, with the
power train removed. The mahogcase
a cast brass
has
any
door, and circular finished
silvered dial, black hands and fig
ures. This type of clock is operated by a flashlight type of battery
which will run the clock for approximately one year.

Washington. April 9. Production of bituminous
coal in the
United States dropped to 8,500,0()0
tons the lowest In modern coal
history while work In tho anthracite fields "cesRed entirely" during the first week of the coal strike,
according to a review of tho Industry Issued today by the United
States geological survey.
Reports received by tho survey
indicated that from 60 to 65 per
cent of the bituminous tonnage of
the country had been closed down
by the strike while of tho remainder "a significant portion has not
been operating recently for lack of
iW
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Don't Be One of Tfiose Who'll "Wish They Had"
Todaiy Save By Buying Now !

Coitie in

of Montreal is the proud possessor of u
scrap of Princess Mary's wedding
coke. Tho souvenir was sent to
her by her brother, nn officer in
the First Royal .Scots, of which
regiment Princess Mary Is the honorary

RAILROAD MEN,
ATTENTION!

HEED OUR WARNING
BUY DIAMONDS NOW

it

Here's your opportunity to
buy n railroad wntcli and
save 25 per cent. Howard's,
llmnlltons, Criions, Klglns,
Wait hunt, Illinois, arc all
included.
'

Our entire select stock must
be reduced. Call In and s
the way we hnvo wrecked
PRICKS.
AM DIAMOND

EASTER GIFT S At
WHOLESA LE
WHY PAY N IORE?
Silverware, clocks, cut glass
china, leather got xlH, Ivory
and nil jewelry n t from 25
to 50 per cent of f.

It's Your Du ty Yoti Owe it To Yourself to Come to TJais Sale
SAVINO FATHERS,

A WOR'D TO THE

JX'OXO.MICAIj
MOTH KHS

If yon have any

i

PI JBLIC

tention of buying any
June graduation, or
wedding girts, do so
now. and renp the
of a Real
benefit
Iionafido Hale.
V

This Is our first salo
in 40 y nrs of reliable
business dealings. This
entire stock must be
reduced , regardless of
cost qfr valne of the
goods,

ESTABLISHED 1883

In-

205 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE

J

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
STG RE OPEN EVENINGS.

f.

KM

fcliU-

gold-plate- d

Mr, and Mrs. Charles Ray,
Don't they look Just liko a
couple of kids? Mrs. Charley who
comes Just to the shoulder of her
husband and the popular
were
himself
photoCharley
graphed recently when Los Angeles actually had a chilly day.
Ray who is going to make the'
n
picture of the
play,
"The Tailor Made Man," decided
to make Mrs. Ray a "tailor-mad- e
woman" and so he put one of
his great coats on ber to keep
out the frosty air.
"The Tailor Made Man" was
first bought for Jack Piekford.
He recently gave up the idea of
appearing in it and tn Charley
Kay purchased it from the Pick-forfor a tidy little sum. Work
has already started on the production and Ray who has been
in the habit of directing his own
pictures has turned the megaphone over to another for his
production.
six-fo- ot

well-know-

Believe it or not, Wally Rcld
insists that he is going to be in
the international sweepstakes race
at Indianapolis on May 80. Mr.
Reld says ho has been trying to
keep his plans secret because of
possible opposition at home and
in the studios, but it leaked out.
so now he admits that he has a
Duesenberg car waiting for him
at Indianapolis and that he will
practice here meantime, leaving
May l for the scene of the race.
He says Eddie Heffernon will be
his mechanic.
"I do not say I
will win," says Wally, "but I will
be out to win and I will make
somebody hustle."

STRONG FACULTY FOR
SUMMER SESSION OF
NORMAL UNIVERSITY
(Bpfelat Corrmpinilror

tn Tha Jnnnnl

In the upper rooms of the house
have the closets equipped with door
the
jainb switches "then when come
door is opened, the light will
on."
Have pull chains on such
sockets so the closets can be opened for airing.

u

WESTINGHOUSE

Is the slogan
H. Clary,
Elbert
Judge
chairman of the United States
set up in
has
had
Steel corporation,
letters of living light in his
executive office. Tho fittings are
of plain oak and Judge Clary has
said that tho most important piece
of furniture in the place is the
electric contrivance where, at the
touch of a button on his desk, there
flashes into being tho shining admonition, "It can be done."
Probably BOO homes in Toronto
city received the election returns
by radio, in addition to an outdoor
gathering of young people under
the auspices of St. John's church,
who swung an aerial between two
streets, installed an audlon receiving set and. commandeered current
through a transformer, which thus
operated ft Magnovax. speaking to
the gathering in tones quite audible. It was the first time the mahad
jority of those In the audience
heard a voice carried by wireless
over miles of country, and the interest was tremendous,

"It can be done"

f4f

A novel electrical
device for
picking cotton has recently been
put On the market, making it possible for one person to pick from
400 to 700 pounds a day, compared
with from 70 to 1B0 pounds a day
by hand. This machine tends to
solve one of the greatest problems
of the cotton grower namely, the
harvesting of all his cotton in the
few short autumn months before
rain or frost sets In.

Dr Ralph
Johnson, psychological cllnlcist. Gerard collesre
Philadelphia, who will give a series
of talks, some of them illustrated,
on heredity and eugenics.
J. Adam Puffer of New Tork
City, a specialist in community activities, who will talk on community problems and their solution.
Of particular value to those interested In welfare and chamber of
commerce work.
Professor J. W. Searson of University of Nebraska, who is well
known to New Mexico teachers.
Superintendent J. P. Keating of
the Pueblo city schools, a veteran
educator who is
Dr. 11. R. Mills of Las Vegas,
who will lecture on soclalogical
problems.

Borate
Mil

Would you believe that you can start a meal cooking

ihe
cream
left

in!

i

go away and

.when you return find the meal ready to serve hot and tasty?,
"'.
Would you believe that a Westinghouse Automatic Electric
.will cook a dinner all by itself after you turn on the current?

Range

Can you imagine yourself, after putting 'dinner to cook" in your,
Westinghouse Automatic Electric Range, going to the matinee, meeting
hubby at the office, never arriving home until 6:30 and finding dinner,
perfectly cooked, hot and steaming, ready to serve?.
A Westinghouse Automatic Electric Range will free you from hours of
'
i4
'drudgery.
We can prove "this to you.
-

i

)

PitwA
With

yj

The Times You'll Enjoy

I

East Las Veens. N. M.. Aorll fl.
Mrs. Belle Richmond, now tne
Practically tha entire facultv of tha leading fur merchant of Tacomn.
Normal university,
ene of the began work as a furrier in Scotland
strongest groups of teachers' col- when she was a very young girl.
lege instructors in the entire west,
will be used for the summer ses
sion of the school, June 6 to July
27. President J. II. Wagner has
secured in addition several other
strong Instructors and lecturers, a
complete list of whom will be announced In a few days.
Among tne lecturers will be:
Charl Williams, tiresident Na
tional Education association.

For a Clean, Sanitary and Cool
Kitchen This Summer Install a

which

milk
for
cooking

ii

!

Jewelry

,

trices

1

I

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Service"

O

36.-25- 5

JOIN THE MONEY SAVERS AT EVERITTS

A. E. Hutchison

colonel-tn-chie-

j

demand." In thd first week of the 20 SOLDIERS KILLED
1919 strike, the survey saftl, 71 per
WHEN MINE HIDDEN IN
cent of tho bituminous fields were
closed but "the anthracite mines
A CEMETERY EXPLODES
operated at caiticlty."
Taking April 3 as trie first real
(By Tha Amociuted Prru.)
tpst of the effe t of t)",o strike the
Kattnwltz,
April 9 (by
survey noted that coa'i loading ag- the Associated Silesia,
Press. ) More than
gregated ll,44r cars against S8,0,ril 20 French soldiers were killed and
cars on the sn.me diay Oi tho pre- a dozen wounded
today when,
ceding week. This total was con- whilo searching for hidden arms,
tinued without substantia! change a spado struck the detonating
through tho noxt five days, fixing mechanism of a hidden mine.
an estimated
production for tliei The
occurred in a cemweek of three arid a half million etery explosion
between Glehvitz and
tons.
Production
tf. bituminous coal
An examination showed that the
Increased almiist to the last shift mine had been planted under a
before the stril.e call, but because store of arms.
The explosion
of the decline an the liust day of thej made a crater 30 feet in diame12
ter
agand
feet deep.
ween, aaiurcuii, April i, tne
gregate
pror,ictkm of 10,453,000
tons was slightly under that of the
Mary Piekford, whose present Inproduc- come has been estimated at
preceding wek. Hftavy
a year, received a wage of less
tion nipo marked tha last five
working das in the. anthracite than $35 a week in the early days
of her career before the screen.
fields, arconllng to the survey,
cars being loaded,
durBltumlnoiis coal production
ing the firs' ( week Ct the coal strike
was estimated ut slightly under
of head or chest are mora eosllj
4,000,000 t tins by the National Coal
association
that
whtah declared
treated externally with
while this tonnage was below the
n
of
the
fields,
capacity
"the only reayon for tho restricted
productirm lj to be found in the
Inability of the operators to find
Over 17 Million Jan Vitd Yearly
a marki It ftfr their coal."

bo-in-

record-breakin-

Mrs.

rre.)

(Ily The AxmelHled

n ome
WW

a.

Tons, the Lowest in Modern History,
Says Geological Survey.

d

ways.

!

one-four-
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NOTES
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7,000-mil-

i

Was Only

Production

one-thir-
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TD MINE STRIKE

WILL

(By The Auncliilrd PreM.)
St. Paul, Minn., April 9. Minnesota will spend more than $30,000,-00- 0
for good roads again this year,

?

slip-ove- r,

Light in labor has taken on new
meaning: It stands as a symbol of
safety.
"Danger!" is the first message
read into the clang of an ambulance bell as it draws up before
factory or work room. But underlying that message, speaking
through millions of
fhannptn thnrA hna cnm tn be THE soup may be just right, the
in
heard
every peel of that bell
delicious. thA chicken
call
"
browned to a turn, and the dessert
Safety1"
mult &
mouths,
Correct lighting is now univers- ally reeocnized as a notent means All these are very "usual," however.
Under It's the "unusual" dlsll that will be
of accident
prevention.
light that illuminates every belt remembered and redound to your
and credit as a hostess, when soup and
and pulley and
'lever, so that the workman may dessert h
been forgottea
know instantly when there is , Here , an
8
"unusual" salad, the
need for readjustment or repair,
or may see, in brilliantly picked recipe of which has Just been com-odetail, the action of each posed by a leading dietitian. It will
moving part, safety is very much be a novelty on any dinner table-m- ore
assured than when he is and a tasty novelty at that:
fumbling and peering Into shad- Select the arg0 size Spnnsn groen
.
.
,
,
ows. Moreover, the well lighted
f l",18
s? aa: ana cut tnera
never
?"ves
fire
a
is
trap.
factory
Quarters lengthwise. Cut pecan
Workers are inclined to be order- ly and to keep work rooms tidy meats In halves, then In quarters,
and clean, wulle dark recesses using
pound pecans to
are almost sure to accumulate a pint bottle of olives. To these
rubbish and bits of waste which quantities, add a cup of nicely sea- S spontan- - soned
In
cottage cheese, mixing all to- tnL
.
etner w.eI1,? ani moistening with
But a room is not well lighted
Just because it is flooded with French dressing. Serve on lettuce
light, nor is proper lighting ac- - leaves, and sprinkle each eerving
compllshed merely by experiment-- ; with paprika and finely chopped
lng with lamps of various sizes, parsley. Celery cut fine may be
Illumination to be correct must llsefi
nlar- - 01 16 CDee3a
pr
be uniform. Glare must be min- - ,
imizen. ftnri t rnnh pflnmA Rhiitnivi
eliminated to protect the health
and happiness of employes.
There has been devised recently
a clever device for measuring the
Illumination produced by electric
lights, called a "foot candle meter." This measures the actual
light at any point and will quick
ly reveal actual lighting condl
tions. While rules for wattage or
light intensities cannot be made
sun certain
nureiy uuiexiuia,
figures are accepted as standard.

DECREASED

6:15 p. m.

SPEND

centerpiece), to which is hitched,
with ribbon reins, a stuffed yellow
chicken or duck. In the cart arc
chocolates and candy eggs. The
menu consists of:
Chicken Salad
Deviled Egg Sandwiches
Rabbit - Shaped Doughnuts
Coffee
Yellow - Frosted Cup Cakes
topped with paper flowers
A real Jonquil lies at each plate,
as a favor. These the girls may
put in their hair, and the young
men in their button-holeMR. AND MRS. CHARLEY
s.

OUTPUT OF COAL

Social Calendar

at

ut

"Heartshorn."
Refreshments follow in the dining room, where the table is decorated by a child's toy cart (as the

f

Eastern Star card party for
Near East relief at Masonic Temple at 2:30 p. m.
Business and Professional Women's club dinner at T. W. C. A.

It was at an afternoon tea. If
you are a woman you know the
sort of talk which fills the air
at such an affair; if you are a
man you have a pretty good Idea.
Two women sat in a corner
sipping green tea. One of the
women had tired, dull looking
eyes. She surveyed her companion and then looked across at
another unsuspecting, bright-eye- d
woman, both of whom were stylishly dressed and the pictures of
health, as they say!
"How do you keep so young,
Julia?" said the tired looking
woman.
"Do you remember how we
used to slave all day in our house
cleaning, cooking and sewing, not
having enough time to spend with
the children and always greeting
our husbands with tired, worn-oexpressions at night? I have
learned the secret of eliminating
much of my housework."
"For heaven's sake, tell me
what it is," breathed the other
with tense excitement, her tired
face breaking into hopeful lines.
"The secret? Why it's the simplest thing in modern life my
dear Mrs. Tired. It can be explained in one word, electricity!
"As soon as I am dressed in
the morning I turn on the electric stove to cook the bacon and
eggs. The electric toaster and coffee percolator
finish
the meal
right, all made oh the dining
table. No trouble, no steps, no
hurry. Everything done In a Jiffy
and correctly. So on through the
day I finish eacli piece of work
as It comes In a tenth, yes a
twentieth the old time and have
the rest to spend at pleasure,
profitable vocations and with the
chl'dten. No wonder I am a
changed woman."

AX EASTER

m TJ
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COIN DOT IS NEW
IN SWEATER WORLD

NECESSARY AID
IN GOOD LIVING

By LACTIA A. KIREMAN.
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!
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Crabbscrawlings

AN

Edl'or-in-Chl-

April 10, 1922

MONDAY

MARTIAL LAW.
Governor Mechcm owes it to himself and to th
people of the state to give to the public in full the
made to him
and representations
information
which led him to send troops to Gallup. The facts,
as soon learned by one on the ground, Justify no
such action. Perhaps the representations made to
the governor misled him.
Martial law has been looked upon with disfavor by our great statesmen fro.m the foundation of
the government. For seven hundred years our
forefathers fought for representative government,
for trial by jury; for the right of the writ of habeas
rights
corpus and for all the other fundamental
which we enjoy in America. Martial law suspend"
This is
all these and substitutes a dictatorship.
repugnant to every American ideal and is justified
only in those cases where war, rebellion or rioting
annual the courts and paralyze the arm of the civil

V

J

April 10, 1922

THE OUTLINE OF HISTORY IN FOUR CHAPTERS
DECLARE I DON'T KNOW WHAT
TN
fi
yZLfr.
153 THE NEXT GENERATION IS '

WififW

J

1

rI

"1

The old commissioners, when interviewed by a
reporter for the Scrawlings Just after the return.!
were in Tuesday night, merely shook their heads
and said mournfully: "Carl's will, not ours, be done."
O

O

Bedtiim Storie

--

For Little Ones

'TA

Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.

()

UNCLE WIGGILY AND
SAMMIE'S SHOOTER

Grandma Gadabout has taken up aesthetic dancing. She says if she must grow old, she is going to
do It as gracefully as possible.
O

O

O

NOTE ADVANCK IN PRICES FOR THIS
ATTRACTION.
Considerable talk is being caused in the east by
somebody or other saying that all redheaded women
are bowlegged. Albuquerque ladles of the titlan
tresses (natural) are invited to either prove or disprove the statement, Just as they feel about it.
O
O
O
AN OPEN, WIDE OPEN, LETTER.
Col. Breece,

Sawmill,
City.

Dear Sir: The steam that blows the whistle will
never saw a plank. Yours truly,
N. ERNEST (6 A. M.)
O

O

O

The Santa Fe New Mexican runs an editorial
head as follows: ''Women! Attention: This editor
stands up for corsets."
And most men wonder how in the dickens women
in them.
O

o o

LAST TUESDAY.

o

o

The silent boost this week goes to Mr. Fee, who
very graciously donated a bag of bird seed for the
finches who have started housekeeping in our bird
houses.
The unsllent Boost goes to the New Mexico Food
Products for inviting us publicly with Mr. Henlng
and the Triumvirate, as well as Mr. Magee and the
Triumvirate Busters, to sip a little Java down on
West Central. We regret that owing to a slight indisposition of several years standing, we were unable to attend.

o

T

f DITTO

'

j

o o

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS DOINGS.
adjacent to. the lowlands likes to
refer to the highlands as the owe zone.
The
young
by the name of Fclitas who was
lady
,
vaccinated for Helghtitis, and mentioned in Col.
Is
ill and confined to her bed. The
Alphabet's verse.
authorities.
Colonel rather intimated that we knew where th
in
even
None of these conditions prevailed,
young woman had been vaccinated, but further than
showing venturing me guen that It was in the vicinity of
Blight degree, in Gallup. No affirmative
Broadway and Central, we really are uninformed
which will stand the test of investigation, can be on
the subject.
ot
the
imagination
stretch
made which, by any
o o o
the
within
purcould bring the situation at Gallup
THE NEW COMMISSIONERS.
marThe
Scrawlings stands irrevocably fnr nn eloo.
view of the intentions of the law regarding
tlon nt once to recall the new commissioners. Thoy
tial law.
should
be
recalled because they have absolutely
The plain truth is that the special favors and luii.-- iu
our a single campaign promise.-Aftemiry
coal
operathe
toward
heretofore
the
recall we fnvnr nnntVic. Ainnttn
solicitude shown
which
of
the
idea
erroneous
mURt he men nf nliparinnnhl,.
candidates
tors has given them an entirely
condi- character In order that the campaign news will be
ttje real purpose of martial law and of the
mrnsi-iinteresting and saturated with epithets
tions under which It may be Invoked. Mr. Miksch, inuendoes and other hig words. Nothing makes
a
incident
where
the
mine
sell so well as a good hot slam at the
only
newspaper
of
the
the manager
it
and
made
for
we,
opposition,
one,
a
Just
it
love
disorder,
occurred which approached
jo snow that a recall is desirable. It l nni non.
no convery clear tt our representative that he had
essary to look at the facts. Let us ask a few' cate
invoking
the
proper
rules
the
governing
of
gorical
ception
questions, and In order that you will see the
thing in the prooer lieht. wn will nnsivai- of martial latw. He said that the women at the selves.
mouth of th mine who threw stones at those who
Have the Triumvirate Busters reduced th
wanted to work had babies In their arms and that rates any more than has been done
every summer''
or
them
his guards did not feel like
They have not:
Have they done any paving?
admitted that ar:
He
arrest.
under
them
placing
Not a pave!
rests could halve been easily made. The deduction
Can you see where taxes have been reduced
that
nature
a
chivalrous
so
of
You can't!
Is that because he is
Have you seen n slnirle nun nf the fii-he did not wisf to offend thoee ladles he felt that
Ing a spade on new lawns?
the governor should relieve him from all
sor you could notice It!
fot
Galto
soldiers
of
four
troops
sending
by
Is the Coal Avenue viaduct built
such
for
In
vain
books
the
saarched
have
even
Not
started!
lup. Ws
Are there any more storm sewer, tdnn
r,n
a principle of mavtlal law. The whole thing is abliisrt Tuesday?
to
prior
surd, even funny.
ivo,
we
have
a
had
notwithstanding
!
the
sandstorm
clearly shown by
That no troubto existed
most every day.
Has the sewage disposal plant been built?
fact that the troops arrived in Gallup before noon
It nlnt!
on Saturday and fc'isurely went into camp within
Is the surplus still in the First National?
the city limits. The general in charge called a
We fear it Is!
operaHave any sewers been extended?
meeting of city and county officials, mine soon
as
Any water mains?
tors and miners and notified them that as
Have the elty limits been shoved out any further?
convenient on Sunday he would send guards to do
Is Sidney Weil en'ni? to lnk nn hnttoi in
ni,..'.
nnlir rlutv at trie mines. The one mine wnere me hat than
Walter Connell did?
from
miles
six
was
occurred
What bank window Is this crowd going to loon
slight quarrel had
Gallup. There was no occasion to send any troops out of, or Into?
We ask to know.
Our representative
out there Saturday afternoon.
O O
O
found
and
morning
an
there
Saturday
hour
spent
Why raise dahlia. when onions are so healthful''
gravea
as
deserted
country
and
as
O o
the place
quiet
TO HIS EXCITENCY.
yard.
Governor
ownerha
mine
Meehem,
The unvarnished truth is that the
Building,
wanted the state to furnish them with guards. Capitol
Fe. N. M.
Santa
complied.
Pear Guv: Two sparrows are menacing a
Upon trivial pretext a Pliant governor
When Governor Mochem wired the state of facts of finches In my hlrdhouse. I am unable tocouple
cope
the situation. Pleas, send national
with
Harding.
to
President
upon which he had acted,
guards at
refused """
MARSHALL AWE.
Secretary of War Weeks promptly and flatly
O
O
O
to send federal troops. The necessary conditions
AT". THANKS! WINK SOME MOKE
,
shown.
be
not
could
I
Mr:
winged these as they went by There's
precedent
In a wire to Mayor Hannett of Gallup the gov- many a trip twixt the hip and the lip.
Women
be
cannot
may have no sense of humor, but they
It
ernor said, "I take the attitude that
DON FL'LANO
will intentionally take many a Joke at the altar.
men
of
that
body
any
presumed
O
rm.
violate the law." We commend the soundness of elevtVe,!
t0ld' ,S beln l00keJ at With
Wt
the governor's legal principle as he laid it down. f .l!,M be ' J.ni some eVPn venture to say that
did
called
and
the
so
did
ho
Naughtiage
presume
Yet two hours later
o o o
send the troops to Gallup because his "good angels"
'n
Kansas
en.t,eman
City Inquires of the C.
or n it he moves to Albuquerque
insisted upon It.
can he ko to an
Our quarrel with the governor is over the prece- goodHetheater, as in Kansas City
If
he will return to Kansas City
can,
dent he thus establishes. If a governor can, upon
o o o
so slight a pretext, suspend our civil rights and put
In our village said he never
Y,la,!tor
'eSent
securno
longer any
us under martial law there is
walking until he rode over some ot our
strug- streets.
ity to us for the liberties which our fathers
o o o
.
gled to give us.
a rIver ot Gallup, we suspect
.here
ld
and
state
this
of
constitution
of
the
Mr. Denby would have been asked to
The makers
send a
of the United States took pains to put protections couple of battleships along with Mr. Weeks' federal
Our
law.
troops.
against this evil into our fundamental
o o o
state constitution says, "The militia shall always be
YOt "n.E RIG"T. AS USUAL.
..a
In strict subordination to the civil power." The
evening; newspaper"
the defeat of
constitution of the United States says, "The people ni,! T;m22T,l8?0ner" was due t0 says
tne overwhelming
or
arms
their
for
security
to
bear
up against them in the Second
have the right
e Sht ?JuralltI
won by them in the
;ha1.
Yet the commanding general at Gallup
defense."
in
their
demanded that all citizens surrender arms
"i.'i "V1" commissioners were defeated because
once mar- 7u
they didn t get enough votes.
EATON B GOING
possession. This he had a right to do,
withwas
O O o
the
But
declared.
governor
was
tial law
WHY
DIDN'T
THEY
ANNOUNCE
IT THE
it.
declare
out the right to
DAY HEFOHE.
Our state constitution says, "the right of trial
Announcement has been received of the engageas it has heretofore existed shall bo secured ment on April 2nd, of Franklin Miller and Opal
' by Jury
And again: "No Leslie.
Journal Society Item.
to all and remain inviolate."
O O O
person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property
BEAUTY.
Sir: One day last week I drove out through Tlie.
without due process of law, nor shall any person
be denied the equal protection of the law." Today ras Canyon. The sky was that blue which artists
to give tne Mediterranean.
Just enough big
any citizen may be placed in Jail in Gallup upon yy
fleecy clouds were
around to make conthe pleasure of one man and denied trial or the trasting shadows andfloating
high lights on the magnificent
scenery.
writ of habeas corpus.
But on a nearby rock was a hideous
At a later date we shall quote George WashingProa grocery store.
sign
President
Garfield,,
ton, Alexander Hamilton,
I drove on advertising
until T rami tn
David Dudley Field, Justice where the road climbed
fessor Valentine,
up from the real bottom of
Brewer and others, all of whom put such acts as i. Bume. ana irom mis point I could see an old
herder
of
law
the
sheep
his
the
flock along the llttlo
one
of
pale
beyond
the governor,
this
stream. It wasleading
not difficult to imagine that one
and pronounce It a menace to our freedom.
was In a foreign land as one listened
to the quaint
Meanwhile the taxpayers can pay the bill while Spanish song hr hummed.
One might find aim.
the governor extends illegal aid at public expense, liar . things in the holy lands.
aut on a nearby rock was a hideous
to his political "good angels."
sign advertising a local garage.
A gentle wind
drifting thrrmeh from 4V,
carried with It a sylvan breath that comes nniv
COUNTRY NEEDS HOOVER.
with spring and evergreens, and trickling waters
from melting snows tried their best to make the
However gratified the people of California Place one of contentment as they tumbled seamight be should they be able to induce Secretary ward. But on a
nearby rock was a hideous
Hoover to run for the United States senate, the peosign
a soft drink.
feelThe windingadvertising
ple of the rest of the country could not help a
road carried me past miles and
rock ana partn formations that would
ing of deep disappointment. In his present place excite
as head of the department of commerce, Mr. wondersthehowawe of even an ungodly man as he
why and when these things were
Hoover Is giving the United States a rare example formed, and and
the magnificent grandeur of rugged
of governmental efficiency. For the first time since nature was a sermon
in Itself.
But on a nearby rock was a hideous
,
the department of commerce was Instituted a genbusisign advert'sing a second-han- d
store.
eral sense of its usefulness is apparent among
In the canyon
a tiny church raises Its
spire from
ness men.
a Jutting In (he mountainside,
was
I
and
surprised,
So marked, indeed, is the appreciation of Sec that man In his desecration of God's other
places,
of had not also painted his hideous advertisements
on
retary Hoover's effectiveness as a
this
Bhrlne.
N.
D.
ANNA.
lowly
American businets enterprise that many people
O
o
0
already perceive a desire in themselves to promote
If perseverance really means success, no wonder
him in due time to an even higher place.
our winds howL
"T. B, C."
A gentleman

man-handli-

.i.

Vmibar-rassme-

.
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00
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"Sammle! Hi Sammie boy!"
called a voice in the woods one
day.
Sammle Llttletail,
the rabbit
boy, turned down his tall ears, so
they wouldn't show so plainly
above the bushes, and crouched
amid the dried leaves.
"For," said Sammle to himself,
"that may be the Woozie Wolf or
the Fuzzy Fox calling to ask me
where Uncle Wigglly is, and I'm
not going to tell them! No, sir!"
and Sammie looked very brave.
"HI, Sammle! Ho, Sammie boy!"
called the voice again.' And when
over
the little rabbit chap looked
Unthe top of a fallen log he saw
no
bad
cle Wiggily himself, and
was
very
glad,
Sammie
animal.
and came hopping over the leaves
toward his uncle.
"Ah, Sammie," said Mr. Long-eargiving his pink nose Just the
least little sort of a twinkle sideways, "are you going anywhere
special this morning?"
"No, I'm Just sort of hopping
the rabbit boy
through the woods,"
answored. "It's a little too early
to go to school, and If I could
meet some of the animal boys I'd
play tag or marbles with them."
"How would you like to go to
the store for me?" asked Uncle
Wigglly.
"I'd love to ," answered sammle,
for every time any one did anyhe
thing for the bunny gentleman
gave them a penny or two cents.
But Sammie would go to the store
for nothing for Mr. Longears.
"What do you want, Uncle Wigglly?" Sammle asked.
"Well, I don't exactly want anything," was the answer. "In fact,
if you go to the store It will be for1
Nurse Jane. She sent me, but
promised to meet Grandfather
Goosey Gander here, and if I go.
to the store I may miss mm. bo
I thought maybe you'd go for me,
and let me sit here on the log until
Grandfather Gander toddles
along."
"I'd love to go to the store for
you," said Sammle again.
"Well, get a pound of sugar,"
begged Undo Wiggily. "and bring
it here to me. I'll be waiting, and
here's a penny for yourself. But
don't get late for school!"
Sammie said he wouldn't, and
off he hopped through the woods
to get the sugar for Uncle Wiggily,
or, rather, for Nurse Jane Fuzzy
Wuzzy, the muskrat lady housekeeper.
On his way back Sammle happened to pass a pluce where grew
an alderberry bush. Now the stalks
were only covered with the first
green leaves of spring. But soon
there would be white blossoms and
later clusters of dark purple berries.
"I'll make mysefcf a little shooter
before I take this sugar to Uncle
"I'll
Wiggily," thought Sammie.
make a little water shooter, but I
won't play with it in school or the
lady mouse teacher might take it
away from me. Hut I'll make a
shooter Just the same."
Putting the bag of sugar down
in a safe place, Sammle gnawed
off a piece ot alaerborry stalk,
This stalk was rilled with soft
white pith, and with a thin stick
s,

"Labor omnia vlnclt." or as Caesar savs. labor
winked at everything.
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Writers and New Volumes
FITZGERALD

BOOK ENDS
I

Produces His Second Good Novel.
Local scribblers and all Mary
"The Beautiful and Damned." by P.
Scott Fltzserald.
(12.00.)
Scrlbner'i.
"Square Peal Sanderson." by Charles Roberts Rlnehart fans are InterestA. C. MoClurs ed in the announcement of a promAHen Seltzur.
(Jl.UU)
When I read Scott Fitzgerald's
urn! eomiwiny.
ised visit of that most successful first novel I
thought, In common
This is a typical "western nov- woman writer to the city the latter-parel."
of the month. It was expected ti lth many others, that here was an
You know the kind of story, if that Mrs. Rlnehart and her party author cf fresh mind and amusing
not the kind of wcst it depicts would be here yesterday but later style whose talents would shortly
Item:
heroine's brother-in-laword received by the Chamber of be confined to tha cheaply illustrated pages of a great national
on page 10. Item, two Commerco Indicated
that her
"ciq iked"
weemy; but when this same Mr.
hold bandits "bumped off" on page would bo delayed a few weeks, trip
ghe
wrote his second, and
on
14; item: seven cowboys killed
Is coming overland from California Fitzgorald
most recent book, "The Beautiful
catof
head
item:
1SI1;
3,000
pawe
and will stop In Albuquerque for and
Damned," I find, like Mr.
tle killed on page 190; item, hero- several days gathering material for
Mencken, that
Fitzgerald
ine captured on .wge 215; et cet- future writings on the southwest.
to be a Junkerklnd and becjases
era, et cetera. And It's not a short
to come into his maturity."
gins
apThe
killings average,
story.
The
ship Kawa has made
There is about the book that
one murder every anothergood
proximately,
cruise, this time into the which takes
of the reader's inseventeen pages.
of the frozen north, and telligence forall
regions
granted; no feeble
The scene Is laid In New Mexico under the guidance of Dr. Walter
around givjng gentle hints
(which is probably why the pub- E. Traprock Its wanderings will strolling
as to what it's all about. The au
lisher sent us the book). Just this be described
in a volume by G. P. thor builds a very interesting story
side of "out where the west begins.'' Putnam's Sons In the autumn.
trouna Aninony i"atcn, a sensitive.
Everybody wretds a busy
lazy and
young man who
and tries to get along the best
The best short stories of the marries acharming
hair
he can, at ttie same time, steering year of 1921, according to the and silver creature of golden
The story
intelligence.
clear of the "Las Veiias pen." The award of the O. Henry memorial is
essentially Anthony's, but the
characters are all cattle men with
and according to the other characters
respond aulckly
a technique unknown to our stock committee,
announcement
of the prize win and naturally to their parts. It is
men friends In this part of the ners mnde
nroau
of Fitzgerald to have
by the committee were very
country.
Tne Heart of Little Rhlkara" by his hero a Harvard man this time.
The plot Is Involved and compli Edison
Marshall which appeared Amory Blaine was of Princeton,
cated. So many of the characters in
Everybody's for January and and more of an ape than Anthony
were killed along Hue way that It
Man Who Cursed the Lilies" Patch.
was difficult to remember whether "TheCharles
The war has a part in the
by
Tenney Jackson, which
or not the hero and the villain man
in Short Stories issue of book, but only that wretched part
aged to pull through.
"Square appeared
of
the war which put men through
Deal" comes out on top, however. December 10.
d
camps here in America;
and her val
winning tlie heri
Isabel Anderson (Mrs. Lars An lieutenants giving feeble orders
uable ranch as a reward for de
and countermanding them; splenfeating the unscrupulous enemy derson) who has heretofore con did generals
eyeing captains with
fined her literary talents to writine
who likewise was after both.
that sort of thing which Is
Mr. Seltzer Is a successful writer of presidents and diplomats
and care;
Anthony is a private,
of western stories.
He has pub- foreign lands, has written her first disgusting.
his itchy O. D. clothes probalished seven novels of this brand novel, "Polly the Pagan," a short and made
him
look more like a
bly
that we know of, "Drag Harlan," story of European life and "high Gotham barber than
grandson
The Trail Horde," "The Boss of society." It will be published by of $30,000,000 Adam the
Patch.
the Lazy U," "The Vengeance of the Page company.
The
life
of
married
Anthony and
Jefferson Gawne," and others.
is remarkably well reproL. L. L.
Friends of Don Marquis will be Gloria
duced.
The first discoveries on
happy to know that the keeper of the
of mutual fancies
the Sun Dial is now back at his and honeymoon,
I
traits of character;
opposing
severe
a
after
of
post
attack
pneuGloria's carelessness and Anthony's
I
AT THE LIBRARY
monia. One hopes it pleases him nervoua cowardice; Gloria's
selfishto know that his new book ''Poems ness and Anthony's
I
all
and Portraits." which Doubleday. make the marriage notpride;
quite as
&
Co.
Is
Page
published
A.
seem
most
as
recently,
Swlnncr
"Coquette," by Frank
perfect, thank God,
being greeted by the critics as the to be In American fiction,
ton.
The coquette of Mr. Swinnerton's work of a definite poet.
Fitzgerald still has the flapper
brief title Is Sally Minto. a little
monopoly In American letters. One
Paul
meets
Albuthe
Gloria as a flapper in chapEverman,
young
with
a
cockney
steely soul. Where
others who are "soppy" drift, she querque short story writer who has ter II, and she is still a flapper at
She knows published fifty stories In the last tne end of the book. Anthony, on
plans and determines.
that she la plain. She knows too two years and a half, is the author the other hand, undergoes several
that her advancement must come of an article in the current num- stages of being. Through it all he
through men. So she accentuates ber of "The Editor" magazine, a remains more or less sensitive,
certain qualities of her person and trade Journal for members of the even after he has drunk himself
builds 'up a personal style to set writing craft. The article treats of shabby.
The writing in the book is of
them off and becomes vivid and the genesis of his story "Oh Ballyuneven tenor. The bright
She Is almost a child hoo," which appeared in the ratherare
arresting.
the majority, but when
spots
"Even-body'sMarch
and has her lapses. But spurring
magazine. the authorin descends
to his one-acher on Is, always in the background The writer explains that he knew
play form of dialogue the result
the picture of her mother, a feebly personally the characters which he Is
not
as
He
treads
carefully
charwoman, strong in put Into his story. He discusses in places,good.
querulous
having become mired
technique of writing stories In words. There
Poor the
nothing but respectability.
Is far less gram
and
concludes
to
love
"I
At
write.
Sally's misfortune is that the two times
carelessness In, this later
it's fun, at times work and matical
men that successively come her
hook. He says "most unique" on
way are so pitifully
inadequate amisery; but always success brings page 19, which is, at worst, a
Mr.
solid, warming pleasure."
both In themselves and tools of her
s(n.
Everman lives on South Waltev venial
ambition.
Toby, seen always ob- street
i am a little piqued at the last
here.
in
and
actual physical
scurely,
sentence In the book. It sounds
aarKness, is mere male strength;
horribly like If winter comes:"
the sickly Gaga who was to lead
"I showed them." he was saving.
BOOKS RECEIVED.
Sally to triumph becomes almost at
"It was a hard fight, but I didn't
once a mere obstacle. Yet Sally's
give up and I came throueh!"
story ends Well enough for herself.
tne banality of the thing
The following new volumes have Is remaps
deliberate. It may illustrate Anreceived from the publishers
"Poor White," by Sherwood An been
thony's feeble state of mind after
for review in the Book Corner:
derson.
"The Beloved Woman," by Kath- his spell of madness. I hope Mr.
A loosely constructed story build leen
Intended it thus. Other.
Norris (Doubleday Page and Fitzgerald
wise, I should liken it to the mouth- ing up by i the revelation of many
or
cleaYcut personalities the picture of company).
the almost senile Mark
of the Night," by Frank lngs
d
a peaceful lazy village growing into I "Doors
monster supSabre, a
Packard (O. B. Doran).
an industrial center, richer yet
"The Beautiful and Damned," posed to live In England. P. a. H.
poorer than before, its whole de by F. Scott Fitzgerald (Scrlbners).
volopment personified in the. life of
ins cringe, oy ai. L 1'lcKtnail DON'T DISREGARD A COLD
a boy who rose from a shiftless (Century
Foley's Honey and Tar will check
company).
"Caravans Rw Nlcht." hi nrru a cold if taken In time, and will
family to ability as an inventor and
finally came to sense the beauty Hervey (Century company).
also stop a cough of long standiwhich a factory age Is destroying.
in
morning ot Time, Dy It promptly gives relief, soothes
It Is sordid in detail and in its em- Charles in.
O. D. Roberts (Frederick and hoals. Mrs. Geneva Robinson,
88 N.
phasis on sex but the reader who A. Stokes).
Swan St.. Albany, N. V.,
K.. writes:
riAdl
"Rntmf
does not object , to this will read
Canlur.nn
Honey and Tar Is
with admiration for the frank Charles Alden Seltzer (A. C. Mc- - the best"Foley's
cough medicine 1 ever
truth of portrayal of a certain sec- wiurg ana company).
used. Two bottles broke a most
U. L. A.
tion of life.
stubborn
It
lingering
cough."
Rosewood is a commercial term loosens phlegm, and tnurua, eases
Some stars are so remote that it used to describe
colored
dark
Hoarseness, stops tickling throat,
taken 40,000 years for their light woods of many distinct varlotles of helps "flu" and
grip coughs. Sold
to reach this earth.
trees.
everywhere.
Probably Is,

j
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good-dee-

and buck porch, garage, close In. Phou
.
1949-K-

SALE Apartment
FOK
aouae,
four
furnished.
apartments,
completely
modern, bi income; discount for casta.
635 South Hruadway.
Phone 1771-$100 DOWN and $2u a month are tha
terms on a brand new ah Ingle
two large rooms and sleep ni doicu.
price U50. Phone 410.
bOii tAL
University Heights, practically new Spanish type bungalow, fur
two purchea and
nished, fl'e rooms,
baaement. lOSPrfncotun,
FOR SALE By owner, modern
nouso, irnni ana duck porcn, cellar
Kent avenue. on
and garage. 1117
block west Robinson park.
FOH SALE Dy owner, 71S West Coif.
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 1
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
Terms if derired. Phone 1H03-FOR KALE Uy owner, one fuur-ioobrick, in lowlands, on large lot. splen
did location; would take good Dodge or
r ora as part payment, rhone 1289-J- ,
FOR SALE New homes oy owner; on
824 West Gold; one
four-roo110 North Maple;
one
210
North Maple; terms. Call 821 West Silver, phone 1949-FOR SALE My new four-roostucco
bungalow, all modern conveniences ex
cept heat; built-i- n features; good porches.
lawn ana garage; owner going east, and,
will sacrifice; good location; easy terms.
Furnltura alsr for sale. 710 West Mar.
ble.

FOR SALE Nine new furnished homes,
from eight to seventeen hundred dollars; four houses at sixteen fifty, cash;
no terms; must sell quick; leaving
city;
no trades; no dickers; big
paying renters.
Address Room 7, First National Bank
building.
FOR SALE By owner, five-roomodern
brick, stucco, all modern conveniences
except heat; built-i- n
features, large
sleeping porch, lawn, trees, tines, garaga
and chicken yards; good
;
will
sacrifice; terms to suit reliable party.
Fo. further particulars, phone 1805-f

FOR SALE

Furniture

t'OR u BALE iloueehoia"" uoodCl4oI
South Walter.
FOK SALE Tapestry parlor lull., Ilk.
in.1if-new; mims.
FURNITURE REPAIR) NO and uphul.ler.
ma-Krvli Beddlm Co.
fnon
ing.
FOR SALE: Chiffoniers, dressers, china
cabinets, everything In good used furniture. S!3 South First.
SALE OF FURNITURE Bt prices you
cannot
In
duplicate
Albuquerque.
American Furniture Co.. 223 South- Secon.l
FOH SALE
Two fiber rocking i.Im'it
and library table, dresser, bed wlta excellent sprlniri and mattress, two child
cribs, rug, three Navajo rugs, medloln.
cabinet, Jan-- mowera and other nouse-hu- ld
goods, at 201 North Fourteenth,
2241-.'"

phone
FOR SALE Nearly new paneled walnut
bed, springs, mattress,
:5j mahogany
dresser, 18; book shelves. 15; decorated

set of. three chatrs, rocker, desk and
table, (18;
gas stove, 6;
Call after
rocker, II.BO; olher goods.
Sunday. 217 North Walter.
FOR SALE Phonograph, cabinet size;
Diifoltl with mattress. Princess dresser,
buffet, rocking chair,
aectlonal book
case, three-quartbed, three mattresses,
sanitary cot, also steel cot, baby buggy,
also
Oliver typewriter, small
combination aafo. Incubator, shotgun,
young Leghorn nana. 611 North Third.

FOR SALE OR TRADE
FOUSATGTuR'TrLTi
and a heavy spring wagon, three-fourt- h'
mile west nf bridge. A. J. James.
FOR SALK
Lot in University Heights;
will trade for touring car or light
truck. B. J. Brown, Inquire at 10$ Bouta
Vassar.

RENT

FOR

'

Office Rooms

FOR RENT Office rooms. Luna Strieker
bulldlnKorber Auto Department.
FOR R K.N T Desirable
hall, 25xSO, at

518t West Central; sultablo for school,
dnnclng or office work.
ent

WANjr-Ag-

EVERVTHINii.
Get this New
rut and Take Salesboard sell all
merchants everywhere. $20 dally easv.
No competition.
PEORIA NOVELTf
CO., Peoria. III.
DROP
One.

"...

thin-nose-

Rouses

Three fins tiumet, East CenKatt Silver and
tral,
University
Helghta. J. A. Hammond. S2j East Stive r.
t'OU HALE By owner,
house,
with sleeping porch, cellar and garage;
right price; leaving town. Phone 822-- J.
FOK SALE Five-roopressed brlcit
FOH BALK

By Howard B. GurU

MATTRESS RENOVATING
TR bilsS R INNOVATING, 13.(0 and up.
Rug cleaning, furnlttiro repairing, fur-

MA'l

niture

Bedding

Phon.

packing.

Ervio

613--

Compan?.

TYPEWRITERS
TVf CWHI l lii:s-- All
makes overhauled
and repaired. Ribbons for .very machine.
Albuquerque
Typewriter
nh.n ans.j. 122 South Fourth.

WANTED
GENTLEMAN

iRooma
wantToront

EMPLOYED

furnished or unfurnished room, clou,
in. for about six months. Phone 152S--

"OKvjKo made itriia,a.ll of
set&den,?" howled the Cxi
Sammle easily pushed this pith
out, so he had a hollow tube, like
a putty or bean blower.
Next Sammle gnawed off a long,
thin stick that just fitted. Inside
the hollow stalk.

a

Ah, now I have a water shooter!" exclaimed Sammle, his pink
nose twinklinR almost as fast aj
did Uncle WiBgily's.
The rabbit boy found a puddle
of water, and putting one end of
the hollow alderberry stalk in the
water, he pulled up on the thin
stick. This sucked some water up
In the hollow tube. Then, by pushing down on the stick the water
squirted out the end of the hollow
stalk, spraying In a stream like
that from a baby fire engine.
"Ah, my Bhooter works!" cried
Sammie. "But I had better hurry
to Uncle Wiggily with this sugar,
and I mustn't get it wet,"
As the rabbit boy hopped near
to the log where he had left Uncle
WMggily, the rabbit boy saw that
Mr. Longears had fallen asleep,
waiting for Grandpa Goosey, who
hadn't yet arrived.
"I'll leave the sugar on the log
near him and hop to school,"
thought Sammie. And he was Juat
going to do this, without awakening Uncle Wigglly, when, all of a
sudden, out of the bushes crept
the bad Bob Cat.
"Ah, now for some good ear nibbles!" snarled the cat,
"Ear nibbles from Uncle WigI guess no Indeed. Not
glly!
while I have my shooter!" cried
brave Sammle. Quickly he filled
his alderberry stalk squirt gun
with water from a mud puddle.
Pushing on the stick Sammie sent
a stream of muddy water straight,
into the eyes of the Bob Cat.
"Oh, wow! Oh, who made It
rain all of a sudden?" howled th.o
cat.
"I did!" laughed Sammle, shooting some more, until the bad chap
was glad enough to run away, not
hurting the bunny at all.
"My goodness! I didn't mean to
go to sleep!" exclaimed Uncle Wiggily, as he opened his eyes. "It's
lucky you had that shooter, Sammle, Here's another penny for
you. I guess I won't wait for
Grandpa Goosey." Then the bunny
hopped to his bungalow with the
sugar, and Sammle went on to
school, and the Bob Cat went to
sit In the sun and dry his eyes.
So everything happened for trie
best, and If the clock doesn't strike
Hickory Dlckory Dork, the little
mouse, when he runs up to play
tag with the pendulum, I'll tell
you next about Uncle Wiggily and
Toddle's mud pies,
.

Board, roiurTaiTd
sleeping
porch for couple with child; private
Phone ISda-.T- .

WANTED
home.

FOR RENT
Knit HUNT
Fourth

Ranches

Wlitson'a
rancl'
-.

Pl.n-

1SII4-.-

ou Nortn,

I

LEGAL NOTICE
KOTICK.
2285.

Last Will and Testament of Mary
A. George, Deceased.
To Katie E. Headrlck Overland,
Missouri; Grace S. Hanson Gallup, New Mexico;
Johnnie H.
George, Puente. California; Petle
R. George. Gallup. New Mexico;
Zabena Kigal. Long Beach. California; Frankle C. George, Albuquerque. New Mexico; Adessa M.
George, Albuquerque. New Mexico; Anthony R. George. Albu
querque. New Mexico;
Freddie
E. George, Gfl Hup, Nfw Mexico,
and to All to Whom It May Con- -.
corn. Greetings:
You are hereby notified that ths
alleged Last Will and Testament of
Mary A. George deceased, late of
the County of Bernalillo and State
of New Mexico, was produced and
read in the Probate Court of the
County of Bernalillo. State of New
Mexico, on the .wenty-thir- d
dav of
March, 1922, and the day of proving of said alleged Last Will and
Testament was thereupon fixed for
h
Thursday, the
day
of April, A. D. 1922, at 10 o'clock
in the forenoon of said day.
Given under ' my hand and the
seal of this Court, this twenty-fourday of March, A. D. 1922.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
County Clerk.
K(mvw.
Last Will and Testament of Men-to- n
F. Otero, Deceased.
To Adelaida S. Otero, gig North
Eighth Street, Albuquerque, N.
M.; Antonio J. Otero, 816 North
Klghth Street, Albuquerque, N.
M.j Mtulton S. Otero, 816 North
Eighth Street. Albuquerque N
M.. and to All Others Whom
It
May Concern, Greetings:
You are hereby notified that
the
Ii?stW1" and Testament of
Meliton F. Otero, deceased, late of
the County of Bernalillo and State
2f?e.W Mv.cxl' was Produced and
Probate Court of the
County of Bernalillo, state of New
Mexico, on the twenty-thir- d
of
March 1922, and the day ofday
prov- .In Of an rl- nllft,i
a
..v.ncU t
ana
xjuhi
win
Testament wag thereupon fixed tor
.a7 01 APr"'
a. u. i22, at 10 o'c
ock In the
forenoon
of said day
,
twenty-sevent-

th

.--

.

se'n?

tl!rder

my. 1,an

A"

i

court, this twenty,
our 1, day of March.
A D. 1922.
(heal)
fiied CROLLOTT
Cpunty Cleifcg

;
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BRINGING UP FATHER.

FIXE LOCATION
in in the Highlands on
rooms, modern,
pavod street,
built-i- n
features, large clothes
closets, good fireplace, full siz
lot, large .screened porches and
a real bargain at $5,600.00.
Terms If desired.

Close
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FOR SALE Four lots BOxKS
feet ench, facing east, Jtlst
south of Coal avenue on Inspiration Point. Cash or terms.
Also nice lot. eaat front, on
Cornell avenue, near Central,
See our signs.
Corner lot on North Eleventh
street, cheap. Cash or terms.
See our sign.

)I

FOl'RTH WARD
Five rooms, glassed sleeping
porch, screened porches, modern, good fireplace, furnished
and only priced at J3.500.00,
with good terms.

.

Insurance.

I'hone

907--

BUILD
COULD
THIS HOUSE
For this price
a

WM, J. LEVERETT,
Realtor.
Fhono 110.
Third and Gold
l"lro Insurance.

FOR RENT
VOR KENT

new
pressed brick
house, bath, sleeping porch, service porch, .sun porch, basement,
features
harwood floors, built-i- n
In kitchen, buffet and bookcases.
New furniture mroughout. Tarties
must sell. Kee
ACKERSON A GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 8. Foorth.
Phone 414.
A

five-roo- m

FOR SALE
For Sale

A.

Rooms

Room, 150 South Walter.
618
Want Cupper.
Hoom.

FINK modern room, ladles. Ph. 136U-FOR RENT Furnished room. 322 South
phons729-W- .
Seventh,
NT
TOR-REFurnished room; reason-sbl- e.
(505
East Central.
FOR RENT
Fuoulshed room.
South Walter, phone 10H7-FURNISHED modern rooms; no tick; no
children. 414 West Silver.
FOR RKNT Three furnished housekeeping looms. 919 North Fourth.
Fort KENT Two furnished housekeep-'J'roorn222V4 North Third.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished rooms
for housekeeping. 617 West Silver.
FOR RENT
Two room ror light house42! West Iron: no lick.
keeping.
LARUE ROOM, no sick, fir, a month
821 North Fourth.
also parage.
FOR HEM two furnished rooms to.
light housekeeping. 1727 West Central.
FOR RENT
Two largo front rooms, nn
furnished: Ilka new. 124 Booth Edith.
FOR I'.ENT One light houVekeeplnj
room; enuirs only. 4t south seventh
ROOM and Bleeping
porch, adjoining
nam. 301 south Edith, phono 1340-- J
FOR RENT Nice, clean sleeping room;
private family;, close In. Ill South
Fdilh.
FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping
704
porch, furnished or unfurnished.

$500

v INT'u MATUdt

9SRvie.

CASH

Will start you on an eiht room
house, In a tood boarding; house
location, large
lot,
plenty of
shrubbery. Why not keep a- few
boarders and b
Independent?
Wa have two fifty foot building
lota that can be bought, worth
the money, on terms.

Shelley
Phone

Realty

Co,

Realtors.
459--

91

J,

W. Gold.

F Ischer Classified Ad

frame bungalow, mod14,000
ern, fireplace, oak floors, built-i- n features; new and veil built K, Central
frame cottare. mod
$2.500 Five-rooern, fine condition, convei.itnt to shops;
Five-roo-

a

Boulevard district.

A. FLEISCTXE, ReiMoi- -

m

adobe stucco, constating of living room and dining room In
one, two bed rooms, hall, bath,
kitchen, hot air furnace, garage, on lot 60x142 feet. The
house is not completed, but
can be bought for $3,500, To
ee this place call

FOR RENT

Home Furnished

Real

A

Darr&in.
I5.50C vivo room whits stucco bunrfclow, nw, oak floors, banement, fur- Lunar
nace, lawn, sidewalks, grarage.

WHO

five-roo-

122

.

""T"

.

Inc.-

"

4-I-

.

J, KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and
W. Gold.

.

.

I

D,

210

CNIVEIISITY HEIGHTS LOTS
all level lots; all 50x14$
feet: all face east or west; all
all command tha
restricted;
state's best ozone; all have city
water rates; all allow one to
view tho beautiful mountain
scenery which changes every
hour of tho dny. Same price,
cash or terms. Only ten dollar
per month will seoure on of
them for you. Almost daily w
are told by someone that they
are glad they bought as early
as they did or they wish they
had bought more.
Be a booster with these others.
Get your lot today.
Main orflea Srconrt and Gold.
Phones
Are

CIIEAM OP LOCATION
Seven extra large rooms, modern in every respect, hardwood
floors, fine fireplace, hot water
heat, frflit cellar, large clothes
features, good
closets, built-i- n
light fixtures, large screened
porches, extra large lot with
This home
good outbuildings.
is a dandy; also a bargain for
$10,000.00;
good terms If
LINCOLN ADDITION
New and located on the North
Fourth street paved road, fine
soil, fresh air, wonderful view,
large lots, ditch water and a
dandy place for a home, where
you can raise your own garden.
Some of these lots have fine
shade and fruit trees.
GET TOURS TODAY BEFORE
LOTS ARB
THB CHOICE
SOLD.
GOOD TERMS. $20.00
CASH AND BALANCE $10.00
FER. MONTH.

G.ZAPF& CO.

Realtors-Insura- nce

YU
TAU- - ...RlHT
K

(
V

WCIViamu

Aectdem, Automiblle icsnrance,
Surety Boi Is, Loan.
No. Ill S. Fourth St.
telephone (74.
Fire,

MONEY TO LOAN

216

-2

West Gold Avenue,
Phone 999,

PRESSED

BRICK

BtTNGA-tO-

A REAL HOME
If you are looking for a good
home let us show .jrou this five
room and sleeping porch, furnace heat, flr
ptace, hardwood floors, garage, lawn and
shade trees. Located on one
streets In the
of the .best
Fourth ward,
A. L. MARTIN CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate. Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
323 W. Gold... .. Phone 156.

FOR THE
PREPARE
HOME
Buy the lot today, out where
things grow, and be one of the

"Home Builders." Anderson Additions; $20 down and $10 per
month.

Franklin & Co,

m

Realtors.

J,

riione 657.

224 West Gold.

211

W.

D. Keleher,
Realtor.
Gold.

1

I'hone

410.

W

ON SOUTH THIRD
ST. CIvOSE-lrooms, bath, two porch-

Five
es, pantry, closets, gas and
hot and cold water,
electricity,
built-i- n
features. Lot 54x100,
double garage of pressed brick,
walks. Mr. Shopman, Mr. Superintendent, Mr. Business Man
this Is your opportunity to
get a nice little home, clOBe-iCall us for appointment.
DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate. Insurance, Loans.
309 W. Gold. Phone 070.
n.

OFFICE

Hundred Dollars llclow
PltKSKNT COST
For quid; eale we have been
authorized to otter a four-roomodern house, Just completed, at a price where the
owner will lose five hundred
dollars. If you are thinking of
or buying, see this
building,
nave aome
and
place first
money. Convenient terms to
the right parties.

live

ROOMS

Spacious and well lighted. Heat
hot and cold water, and Janitor
service includes.
J. KORBKR A CO.
Auto Department.

FOR SALE
Ten acre ranch, all in cultivation
and under irrigation, not improv
ed. Also 20 acres well improved
land, best soil in tha valley. See
NOTICE
us for terms.
On account
of rebuilding,
wo
J. Ij. piiiixips,
have moved our headquarters for
Real Estate.
time
the
being.
110 S. Third.
Phone 354--

FOR SALE
adobe stuccoed house,
features.
many modern built-i- n
$6,000; $250 cash
Highlands,
and $50 a monrti.
- Room
frame house, Lowlands, ready to occupy, city
water and electric lights,
$50 cash and $20 a month.
- Room
frame house, Highlands, $950; $50 cash and $16
a month.
Two new, small frame houses,
corner lot. Highon
lands, $1,250; $100 cash and
$25 a month.
- Room
adobe house, Highlands, $1,000; $50 cash and $20
a month.
- Room
frame house, corner
lot, lights and water, reasonably
close in, $1,800; $50 cash and
$25 a month.
adobe house, exceplot,
tionally large, cultivated
fruit trees, $3,400; $1,000 cash
and good terms.
Several small furnished houses,
in Highlands and Lowlands.
REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE,
4011 West Copper.

OPPORTUNITIES.
18 rooms of furniture and lease on
rooming houso at attractive price.
Fplendld Income proposition. Ten well
located brick apartments, furnished and
rented; these will mako aome one independent,
MrMII.I.ION
WOOP,
Kenltor. Loans, Insurance-200 West (inlrt Avenue.

Cikd up

4-

As Long As

$1.-75- 0;

$10.00 Per Load

5-

A

Better Grade

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

4-

5-

It Last3

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.
Albuquerque.

'&

New Mexico.

INVESTIGATE

PARKVIEW

COURT

640-89-

New high-claapartments, steam
heat, gas, etc.; roof garden, fine
to $75. No sick.
rents
$50
view;
Garages, $5.
MONEY MAKERS
3. A. HAMMOND, Agent.
tho most beautiful hotne
One
824 E. Silver.
Phone 1522-1In city. J u.st built. Living ano
dining room 14x30. Polished.-oaflooring1, open fire place.
Hot water heat, five rooms
nnd harming breakfast room,
YOU PRICE IT TO
Itoman brick, pleasing veranChoice location,
da, 8x30.
Priced very low with convenSELL
ient terms.
furnished bungalow.
Beautifully
WE WILL SELL IT
Four rooms and bath, screenss

ed In front and rear porches).
Good lot with lawn and rosa

List Your Property
With Us
W

have some buyers for

sirably

located

de-

properties-dwell-

ing

and building lots.
IN LUNA DISTRICT
brick house, oak
New
features, furnace,
floors, built-i- n
garage, for only $5,250. Good
terms. Lumber has advanced $5
per thousand, buy before the next
advance.
K. MoCIXOIIAN,
Ilealtor.
204 7. Gold.
Phono
Insurance, Loans, Notary Public.
five-roo-

We can assist you to sell your
property through prompt and

$5.00

0ESTREICH,
Realtor,

Loans,

Everbearing
Strawberry
Plants

-l

satisfactory service.

Wr C,

Phone

Abstracts,
999.

S16K

bushes, Pleasant neighborhood, In Fourth ward. Prlc
cut to $3,200. Terms, $409
down, balanco $30 per month,
Bungalow, six rooms and bath.
Garage. Fourth ward. Priced
to sell; $4,700, terms.
New brick bungalow, six room
and bath. Interior hallway,
lientitiful
Lawn.
Interior.
Garage. iour blocks west of
P. O.
Price only $5,500,
Terms.
Fivo rooms and bath, Acondition, 50x142.
Garage. Well
located; $d00 down, balanc

Insurance.

per month, Price cut

$30

way down.
Corner on West Silver for I TOO,

Joseph

Collier,

207 W. Cold.

Phono 741.

W. Gold.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MHIUSKVM.

Per hundred. Large
Ithuliarb roots $10 per

AUTOMOB1LEN

JOHN

W.

IVU.SON,

Attorney.
and 13. Cromwell Building.
.
Phone 11BJ-fWTHItllAKS AND SrHCKONI.
Phono 2416-RA. C. STARES
traden for furniture. 400 care Journal. Dlt. S. L. Ill liTON,
DUenaes of tnn Stemacfa.
Real KKUite nnd Insurance
5
FOR BALK
Bulck touring car;
.
Pulte.
BUSINESS CHANCES
Harnett Building.
217 S. Arno.
first-caJ- s
eondltlon. Bond-Dillo- n
Phone 168
Co.,
H.
UK.
C. CI.ARKK,
FOR SALE Miscellaneous city
321 Vi West
STATB HOTEL, for sale.
Nose
Kye,
s
Knr,
SALE
and Throat.
FOR
Poultry-Egg6ou,e eltia good used cara;
Central.
gas stove, cheap. FOR BALE
Barnelt BulMing.
Phone 13.
easy terms. Mcintosh) Auto Co.. 311
HELP WANTED
1100 WILL start you In business.
Call
SALE-rRron- ze
Office
FOR
Hours
for
eggs,
West
turkey
Copper.
JOSEPH COLLJEU
at 170!! Enst Grand.
to H a. m nnd 2 to I . m.
5x7 camera outfit, J26.
FOR SALE
320
batching. Phone 21-.TMule.
207
741
Gold
West
BALE
FOR
OR
Chev
For
Avenue.
I'hone
TrtADB
"
lot,
Pouth Stanford.
FOR SALE Two-stor- y
crick building. WANTED Competent man for
hR. MAlttiAltrT
It. I. Red eggs, for hatch-lug- ,
jAllTWfiIOHT,
rolet 49u; good condition. Ouys
diary and FOR SAL'S
215 Boutb First: location good for any
THY BUDDY'S MIL":; BEST IN TOWN.
Residence 1H3 Bast Central. Phone 171.
farm work. Phone S405-RII per setting. Phone 138-a:4 South Second.
kind of business.
241J-R-I'hone
871.
Phone
S. C. Rhode 1s- WANTED Boy to wait table and carry FOR SALE Pure-bre- d
IF YOU ARB looking lor a good Ford
FOR RENT Dwell in jt
FOR SALE First-clashoe shop, full
FOH SALE
land Hed hatching eggs. Phone 170S-Hauy reed cart, S10; double
trays. Apply S0 West Gold.
roadster, reasonable, see mine. i'09
line of machinery: nrlce very reason
ben. Jr., I'hone 7iyK-W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
- t"OIt
Pure-bre- d
North
MEN
PALE
WyaVFOR
White
HKNT
High, phone 1HA6-1Miloren
brick bungalow.
Firemen,
brakemen.
able. Owner leaving. Address ij, R care
beginners.
FOIt SALE Holier canaries.
C10 West New York.
dotte eggs for hatching. Phone 1398-M- .
150, later 1250; no strike.
t SALE new Oakland Six; will 'aell
FO
Praetlrp Limited to
journal.
Increasing
1617-Waller,
business.
phone
care
or
zn GFWrm . (7RINARY DISEASES
for cash
trade for properly,
Hallway,
Morning ojurnal. FOR BALE Black Minorca exgi. 1.25 a FOR KENT Five-roofurnished house.
FOR BALK Plumbing supplies,
pipe. auv.-.
PA I. K
EaBt
KOIl
White
16
314
a
100.
y
Central,
sew,ng
Fred
machine,
West
AND
drop
ror
phone
quau-to
phone
Bakes,
DISEASES
mantes,
Co
setting;
ear and bus fare to
Mnrquette.
OF THE SKIN
firemen,
Pumps, points,
409-J318 West Lend.
head, clieap.
brakemen.
exnerlenca nn
I'OK BALK Ford Sedan, practically new. Waseermnn rahnriitnry
tn Connection.
FOK KENT Five-rooMountain road. W. C. Thaxton, 1111
unfurhouse,
FOR bALK A Corona typewriter, cheap,
In perfect condition.
If taken this Cltl7.eni
Transportation furnlihed. Write W. Bog- - FOR SALE Slack Minorca eggs, 76c
Nort i Fourth, phono 472-- J
nished. Call at S22 South Walter.
Rank
Phono
Bldg.
ML L"u It,
719 West Silver.
week, rtoom 2, Whiting building.
condition.
623 South First, phone
good
per
Betting.
KmjDu,
FOR SALE
Four-teentFOK
216
KENT House,
Restaurant, opjoslte tianta
South
1T47-FOR KALK Two hlvca ot honey bone, FOR SALE One-to- n
Ford truck, 1300,
Fe depot, or will sell fixtures and rent WANTED An
blacksmith, one
Address postofflce box S57.
who can do auto amlthlng and forging; FOR SALE Ruff Orpington hens and F-wor.n drlte:
storeroom for other business purposes.
cheap If sold at once. I'hone 1972-ght Bulck. 1590;
Four-rooKENT
furnished mod-erothers need apply. Thos, J. Fassmore
Fixtures Include swell aoda fountain. no
cockereia. cmrk ec Murdock. phone
SALE
Oood dahlia bulbs, red, pink Foil touring. 1125; Studebalter. five-pa- s
bungalow. Call st 417 South Kluhth. FOH
& Pon. 414 South
2407-JChiropractor
118
HecorM.
Wesi
Gold.
.
1251).
i'.'14-Jwhich can be bnugnt aeparata.
senger,
and
each.
I'hone
yellow, at lfc
19 an I SO Army- - Bnildlnr.
KENT Two well furnished m"dern
FOR KALE The only new and aecond-han- d WANTED A competent and experienced FOR SALE While Leghorn hens. ono Foil
T. W. C. A Foods, FOR SALE Two Ford speedsters, two
224 South WO.iTNTSxehange,
houses,
highlands.
Inquire
to
salesman
handle
Ford
tone
hay
two
two
In
8,000
and
years old: pure tired. mi K.lllh.
furniture store In good town
light delivery trucks,
Dodge
per
Easter cards, collar aets, aprons, Satur
WAN I
Miscellaneous
Bros, tourings, two Maxwells, truck and
Arizona; stock all paid for; sickness year for liagerman Alfalfa Orowera' as- North Third.
days.
house, unfurnishcause of selling 15,000; J2.M10 with good sociation. Address reply Including refer- FOR RALK Hatching eea from Huff FOR RENT
touring. J, Korber & Co., Dodge Proa. V ANTED Kurnitur,
any
quantity.
FOR
and
SALE
ence
llorte,
spring
to
219
aa
buggy
ed, light and water
Dealer, phone 783, 218 North Second.
paid, $40.
Phn a 603-J- .
experience, to C, N. Moore.
security on balance, will handle; great
Cochin and Rose Comb Black Ban West
North
Hlover.
uagon, cheap. Inquire 10&
vi en Coal.
chance to make big money tlrls year. Dexter, N, M.
FOR SALE
tams. 9'J4 South Walter.
Chalmers Six, in good run WANTED
secund-nand
All kinds
uf
First.
FOR
RENT Nicely furnished,
four
Foil RENT Nice lame room and sleep Write or wire McKee Investment Co.,
Female.
furniture. Call D44-ning order, new battery, two new cord
FOR SALK White Wyandotte hatching
red, tires,
rooms, bath, glaesed-t- n sleeping poroU. FOR SALE Oood aunlla bulbs.
extra tlrea and rim, toole, nearly WANTED
modern near oar line. Phone Ray, Arizona.
ing
porch,
WANTED
410 West Gold.
Waitress.
each.
loo
Farm
214
10
to
eggs,
Call
IW.
fertility
guaranteed,
wagon,
nnd
each.
centa
J859-W- .
1SI1 East Gold.
yellow, at
pink
new top, spot light, etc. Try out this
FOR HALS Indian trading att re and WANTED
at Owl Wagon Yard, .North First.
I'hone 1214-J- .
Experienced aaleawomen. Ap- W. A. Mnssey, -- Ti South Broadway.
car at apartment 9, lllo North Twelfth;
Four-mo- n
FOR
RENT
unfurnished
ranch, ten acres under cultivation;
FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
The
ply
WANTED
Economist,
Two show caftea, floor or
A reed baby cart for child l;mo takes It.
house, sleeping porch,
modern, In- - FOR SALE
room; ateam heat; close In. 81T South fenced; one section land loased; atone WANTED A
Fat turkeys for your Easter. quire
table. Viaduct tlurage, phone 241.
about a year old. 212 North Sycamere. SAVE 60 To 75 per cen on used parte,
good nurst maid. Mrs. R. FOR BALE
215 West Coal.
Third.
building, 60x20 feet three living rooms,
1704-H- .
E. Putney, 1105 West Central.
Phone 2U4-K-.
PAY
""E
of
well
phone
fine
water;
bearln-sstorehouse,
corralis;
four-roohighest
nheela
prices tor rtfiea, shottires
FOR
KENT One
magn.'tos,
FOR RENT Three modern furnlerred
brick; has
guns, pistols. Wright's Trading Post.
engine; three heavy horses, liar-ne- WANTED-ha- lf Girl for general housework;
423
springs, etc. Out stock growe larger Fourth
rooms for housekeeping.
gas and coal range, two screened FOR SALE Plumbing suppilca, pipe,
West gasoline
rt. C. Rhode Island Reds
I'OK
SALE
3111 dally.
and
(Jold.
and
S24
C.
In
.
day!
go.
wagon;
pumpa,
. Apply
twenty
1289-JW,
for
turkeys,
Nonh
Parts
stor'
thirty
Thaxton,
Thirteenth.
Overlonda,
points.
Phone
Santa Ft.
and Black Mb orca hatching eggs, II porches.
North Fourth.
chickens, one fine milk cow; twenty-fiv- e WANTED Girl for housework at oncm
80; Chalmers, Maxwell truck an pleasure ve HAVE soveiHl gilt-edg- e
first mortFOR RENT Nice South room, glassed
709 North Second,
mllea from Gallup, New Mexico; ten
phone FOR RENT Houses, an kinds; furnished FOR SALE
setting.
ca, Chevrolet, 490, raige 4, iteo 4, stuue-bakesea per
gage loan. Who wants tticm?
Adobe bricks, any size f'
good worker: an home nlvh-taand unfurnished.
181S-Mcllilllou & Wood,
porch, access to bath, furnished. 618 miles from railroad; a bargain, dissolv North
4
& Wood.
and 6. Mcintosh Auto Co.
see
or
Cull H33-J- ,
ll'O
Eleventh.
'JOB West Gold.
thousand.
per
realtors,
gouth High.
Addrean postofflce box
311 West Copper.
ing partnership.
KALE Eleven mouths old pullets.
them nt 119 South Cednr.
SUITS CLEANED and pressed, II; sulta
WANTED A girl for looking and house FOR
New Mexico
FOR RENT meam heated
8. C.
sleeping 71.
Leghorns. II each. Ely's FOl. RENT Tlirci room house, convenpressed. 60c; no gasoline odor. Duke
work; no washing or Ironing.
Call Poultry White
ient to shops, In tho hlgl.iands, ouly FO t SALE Lether davenport and steel
216 H
rooms.
021 South Eighth, phone
Albuquerque Hotel,
Yards,
CO.
eORD
riRlVERLnSS
b
City clcanera. phone 141.
bath tub. Call forenoons, or after
IIS a month.
mornings. 1107 Kent.
Phone 410.
FOR RENT Apartment
North second.
11(18.
FORDS FOR RENT Rates 15o per mile, CLEANING,
411
Wants
p.
West
l'e.
m.,
Middle-agekalsomine inn paper, waxd
WANTED
woman for
11ENT Three-roounfurnished
l per hour minimum. Special rates
FOR BENT Two furnished rooms an I' OR RENT
Three-rooBALE Cheap, eight young laying, FOR
aparuueut
ing and oiling floora; work guoruiteed.
housework on ranch; good wagea. Mrs. FOR
house, with sleeping porch. '1J15 South TYPEWRITERS, all Inalua. U and UP week days. Ask for them.
121 North
I.angshang-Mtnorc- a
and rooster;
sleeping porch for two; 00 children.
modern. 1011 North First.
hens,
John
13
Jamca
Goodson,
M
I,.
Datll.
Hnhhell,
N.
phone 6,14-per month.
.Ibuquernuo Typewriter Third, phone 660,
High, 11,1. Phone 1630,
110 South Walnut.
ie portable hen house and wire fence.
Three-rooFOR P.ENT
Second-hand
apartment, EMPLOYMENT OFFICE- - ' omnn cook. I0 Soulh
WANTElJ
Exchange, 122 Foutli Fourth.
galvanised tank,
FOR RENT Furnlshew,
cotEdith.
RENT
Two
FO"
light housekeeping
water
close
completely furnished,
In;
good condition; 60 to 1"0 barrels. Call
Nice and largo in their natural
good aalary; lis dining room girls, FOR
222
tage, with sleeping porch, rhone PINONS ISO
WHEN I.N NEED OP
rooms, water and llghta paid.
SALB White Leghorn pullets, lay 2185-Phone 1600-.110 Eouth Third. phone SS4-U10
paid.
W. Miles.
North
Fourth.
J.
Robert
state,
pound.
per
or call 1203 F,ast Copper
outh Broadway.
g
TIRES, rims, carburetura, springs, mag- WANTED
Incubator,
ing, II each: one
1114 West Central.
FOR RENT Two rurnirtiea rooms, for WANTED Good cook can
By
party, car old
get good po 112; two portable chicken li jses, 6x12, FOR It EN T One-roowith
netos, generators, wheels, gears, axles,
house,
FOR RENT
Furnished housekeeping
no lck.
light
adults;
nd
housekeeping;
SALE
Used
furniture, rugs, stoves, clothing any
sition at good pay, hut must be good H5 each. 419 West Orantte.
tractoe..
room and sleeping porch. Ill month. 7?4 Fonth Second,
bearings, noma, accessories.
eleeplng porch, neatly furnished; no FOR
1 r 26.
Box
and
us
Address
nlnwa.
400, Journal.
cook.
with
Hardware
13
weBt
gang
everything.
118.
TO
PARTS
copper.
780
COM
Fe.
East
HEADQUARTERS.
Apply
Santa
near
101 Fact Lewis,
shops.
FOR SALK Eggs ror natchlng; S. C. children,
Three-roo& Co.
furnished WANTED Reliable woman, aa child
FOR RENT
MAX
We have salvsgsd to date tie followBARliAIN
STUKC at 116 South
R. I. Reds. C. P. Hay strain, S. C. W, LIST your vacant hon.es with the City Department, J. Korber
Furnace heated front room,
FOR RENT
bathr. Bleeping porch.
apartment,
Chandler.
care:
private
Maxwell,
will
of
A
ing
Btlck,
SALE
references
the
assortment
nurse;
FOR
First,
beautiful
pay
highest price for
required.
Apply t.etrhorne, Mrs. Gentry strain, II per
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
ground floor, adjoining bath. 101 West Call at 100S West Central.
your second-han11 52 South Broadway.
Navajo rugs and blankete, cheap, 316 Mitchell, Chevrolet 490 and F. B.i Overmornings Derore 11. Mrs. a. ,s. Rosen- clothing, ghoee and.
service. C07 Weat Gold, phone t7.
Fruit, phone 2042-- J.
Elk1 Sr,S-Crow,
Olds,
158.
land,
Hup,
model;
every
FOR RENT Four rooms and sleeping waia, 71 west Coner
furniture.
Phone
N,orth
Broadway, phone
FOR 6ALE Pur- - wed S.
White Leg FOR RENT Two-roofurnished house,
FOR RENT Two rooms, furnished for
Reo, Dort, Saxon, Studebaker, both
e
porch, furnished for housekeeping. 618
FOR SALE Winchester
gun hart,
with sleeping porch, $15 month.
RL'H CLEANERS
born hatching eggs, j0 cents tach; 19
4 and
.
light housekeeping; no Blck or children. South Edith, phone 142S-P- -.
and 8 & w. .22 target revolver: per
1800 North Second, phone 90S-WD CLEAN RUGS.
market
at
table
Per
10,1 North Fourth,
egga
Bundred;
VIADUCT OARAGB,
fancy
Navajo ruga
FOR RENT Three-roofeet condition. 4"0 South Seventh.
modern furnish WANTED Competent cook, also aeeond price. T. 8. Wiley, box 133. city, phone FOR RENT Three-rooO.
B.
Phono 1SS5-600 SOUTH SECOND.
bouse
specialty.
with
FOR RENT
J10-J,
Nicely furnished room,
or
417
Phone
ed apartment, two sleeping porches.
call at
North
Z4U-Rgirl.
FOR
St.
SALE
Cumberland
and
Cleaners.
state.
In
house
the
120
Regis
month.
no
a
also garage;
Largest parts
outside entrance;
glassed sleeping porch.
145 a month.
(135 Kouth
Fourteenth
Monuay
morning.
13
Broadway.
per hundred.
raspberry,
Cherry
FOR SALE a. C. Black Minorca, S. C. Inquire 717 South Arno, phone 1288-Blck.
I1H North Second.
TUTU CLEANERS
Blossom Ranch. 209 Enzt Trumbull.
FOR RENT Two and three-roofur
1tor Rent-Roo- m
with Board WB VACUUM
Blue Andaluslan hatching eggs, 1 per FOR RENT Beautiful new four-rooWASTf BUGS
AND
FOR RENT Three well furnished houseAl
nished housekeeping apartments.
cot
preFOR
Tercel
SALE
of
thirteen.
Fresh
and
buttermilk
post
setting
two
Phone
Broad?
house,
rugs a specialty.
close
furnished,
completely
Navajo
rooms,
In; buquerque Hotel, 21fl. North Second.
ground floor,
keeping
oil South
18,1,-i-tage cheese: also fresh milk In gallon fiONETudARD;
Male and Female.
paid; 15 (ggs 1.?5. 126 North Fourth, screened porches.
II. & a. Cleaners.
1004 South
Inquire
pa sick. 8QH West Iron.
way.
BOO.
1915-lote.
RENT
FOR
Steam
heated
Dairy,
Bwayne'e
phone
Arno.
apartment.
phone
TOUNQ
over
women,
17,
man,
In, fur
desiring
FOR RENT Nice room, olo
Careful Kodak finishing.
In Park view court. BO 3 East silver.
sleeping porch, wllb board, WANTF.D
SAXOIMtbEsTnd"aTi
ORPINGTON!
eggs FOR RENT Furnished, three-rooband Instnimenta, CANVAS
mod
government positions, si30 monthly, FOR SALE Bl'FF
Twice dally eervlce.
1207 Ens Central.
110 per week.
gentleman employed; no sick need ap Call J. A, Hammond, phone 1522-Remember, satisnew or used.
for hatching, 12 and
Private or class Instruc
per 15; from
write for free list of positions now open,
ern house, with
glasyeu-lsleeping
ply. 81P North Fifth.
faction
Send your finishing
guaranteed.
302-on
men
on
best
AND
tions
K.
blue
ROOMS
above.
BOARD,
FOR RENT Small furnished and large R. Terry, (former Civil Service examin
Fred
preferred, to a
ribbon winners; special
Ellis, I'h.
617 East Pacific.
at
and
garage,
porch
room
reliable, established firm. Uaana
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished
1027 Forrester.
618
110 and up; no sick.
unfurnished apartment: steam heat and er). 2 Continental Bldg., Washington. buff pullet in class. Phone 1472-SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
Inquire 1001 South Edith.
in modern home.
Hanna, Master Photographers.
Apply Mrs. Fred hot water. 1311 west noma, phone 490-- j.
West Fruit.
u. u.
Prevent fallen Inatens: cures all foot EXCELLENT accommodations to take
FOR RENT On leace - six months, a
ITamm. 621 North Second.
hatch-In- g
RAZOR
C.
cure:
IC ADES
B.
White
SALK
Thos.
Ht.ve your dull safety
FOR
the
out
home;
Planter
Arch
troubles,'
four-rooII.
RENT
FOR
highlands.
Furnished
Leghorn
private
Supports.
apartment,
modern bungalow, located in
FOR RENT Two large sunny rooms for
20 per
ruzor blntli-- resharp
FOR SALE Ranches
side, three rooms and private hath.
ggge and baby chicks,
d; slngl edge,
the Third Ward, 136 per month. City F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central. I'hone 1422-light housekeeping. 605 South Arno, or Averlll apartmenta, "08
cocks and cockerels. Gen3ac
double
also
Second.
edso.
few
c;
100;
North
per doen. Have
887.
rooms
107
with
Weat Gold, phone
FOR SALE Paneled walnut bed. com FOR RRN 'Nicely runttsned
Realty Co.,
a
FOR SALE A email ranch,
Inquire at BOI South Arno,
first-clayour straight razor honed and eet by
110 South Arno.
try Poultry Ranch, postofflce bos 113, FOR RENT Flvo rooms and sleeping
board.
table
One
book
one
FOR
shelves.
RENT
fiber
and
email
rug,
dresser,
plete;
large
mile weat of bridge; modern bouee, A. phone 1789-W- .
All work
ti ranteed.
Kobe
FOR RENT Nice largo room, well venexpert
apartment, furnished
completely for
norch. 705 South Hlah. 130: modern gaa plate, chairs, amull table, other phone 1327-tilated, furnace heat: also small room, housekeeping. Crane Apartments,
ALE Hatching
FC "
fertility four room", gas and coal range, 416 West goods, very reasonable. Call after Sun-da- KoUTtENT Nicely furnished room, with B .. at Ruppe'e Drug store.
IK j. jamee.
eg.a,
ext to bath. 10 South Arno
217
In
FOR
OR
"T
TRADE
acres
4.
SI
SALE
Five
White
Single
North
Walnut.
North eleventh, phone
Orpingtons,
guaranteed;
f 35, 3. A, Hammond, 124 East
board, on first floor. Mrs, Trumbull,
MONEY TO LOAN
Write .'or Granite,
Frultvale, near paved road; fine grape Comb Rhode Island Reds.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooma for FOR RENT Desirable furnished apart
Silver.
FOR SALE
One Minute F.lectrlc washing 410 West Gold.
no
or
San
to
chicken
terms
with
Ranch
Ununer
easy
ranch;
right
Company,
housekeeping,
prices.
sleeping porch;
machine. Round Oak heating stove, CLARA TWIKS has sleeping porches for MuNEV To LOAN on watches, dia
ment, four rooma and bath, large
WILL LEASE for six months, partly fur
children. 1102 Fnum Edith.
party. Phone 603, or apply room 15, First Acacia, N. M.
cast range, oak roll-to- p
01
desk with chair.
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, loll West Cen National
brick bouse,
nlshed. five-roomonds, guns tnd everything valuable- rent, with excellent board and nurse's
Bank, or 1100 South Walter.
FOR SALE Thirty Bronze turkeys, North High; arage, furnece heat. 176 Underwood typewriter, baby crib, baby care, nt 620 South lltartr,
IMPERIAL ROOMS vloa. clean rooma; tral. Phone 1018-mornings.
Mr B Marcus, III South First.
200T-.HALE
two
post-offfFOR
from
some
miles
from
last
rates by day or week. Over Faatlra FOR RENT Three-roomales
Phono
and
chair.
Ranch,
females,
high
W.
Leverett, phone
J.
modern fur
per
month,
Room
ano,
FOR
MONEY
TO LOAN on diamond, watctiea
RENT
porch.
40
s.eeping
811
on
at
two
double
four aoree,
main ditch,
West Central.
183S-.years old,
Theater,
spring and others
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
nished apartment; private bath, glassed
with board for gentlemen convalesand go d Jewelry: liberal reliable, con
Address post- OOOD for all kinds of roofs. It per gall"OR RENT Nicely furnished large room sleeping porch, hard wood floors, eto. house, garage, milk house, good chicken eente per pound, alive.
1079-W- .
fur
cents.
FOR
Phone
New
RENT
nicely
fidential
bungalow,
Cottlleh Jewelry Co.. 10S N 1st
M.
N.
blooded
and
chickens
office
box
405, Belen,
houses,
turkeys;
lon, The Mansano
In modern home, close in; employed 11 2J West central, phone ss-J- .
Co., lit
6uth
nished, forr rooms, bath, front and
also furniture and tools; terms. Phone TWENTY-NINE- RENT Room with board, hot and MONEY TC LOAN From 1,000 up; cos
Phone jsi&-years on the same old beck porch, garage; good location, inos Wakiut, phone 1834 J. Try a built up FOR
poopie preferred.
modern
FOR RENT April 1, four-roohome
and
cold
home
cooking
water;
niaKo good aired loan on close-I- n
busi
.
C. White Leghorn chicks. East Central:
ranch.
no children. Apply 7!4 roof, will last as long aa the building.
EI.OIN HOTEL Sleeping rooma and
apartment, furnished with pew furni
lifi. 218 West Stover.
ness property. McMllllon & Wood, JO!
SALE Nine-acr- e
years' ex- East Central.
ranch, on main $10 per hundred. Twenty-flv- o
USB EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat privileges,
housekeeping apartments, by tne day ture; steam heat; no sick, or children, at FOR
West
Hold.
Realtors.
Room
lf
with sleeping porcli
RENT
miles weat of perience with Incubators. Yott Poultry
FOIt
ditch, one and one-haVals-pa- r,
West Central.
Auto
Effecto
Three-roorif week or month. 602
with
nil North Fourth or Inquire lit Welt Barelas
Enamel,
house
dressing.
FOR RENT
and board for convalescent; plenty or CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dla- adobe Ranch. Postofflce box 107. phone 17'i-J- .
bridges new three-rooValepar Enamels on automobltee. fresh milk and eggs.
glassed-i- n
Furnished sleeping porch, Gold.
FOR RB1NT
sleeping porch; electricity,
house and garage; quarter mile from FOR SALE Buff Orpington eggs for
mnnde Welches, Liberty bonde,
Apply 1415 South
Homestead
plne,
hot and cold water; nice place for chick- Plymouth Cottage Paint,
for one or two persons, 110 a month; FOR RENT Furnished apanmenta, con school house. Phone ."404-J-post-offior
Edith,
eutomobllas. Lowest rate. Rnthman't)
3 per 15; baby chlcke,
2 and
Cement
Sat
hatching,
I2S per month, water paid. Floor Paint. Roof I'alnt and
ens;
no sick; board close by. K0S JCast
garage;
venient to aanatnrlumB; four roome.
hox !9S.
eurumor 117 Sotth Fltst. Bonded
RANCH
state.
Ideal
th
JAMESON'S
!So
ribbon
wlnnere,
From
F.
blue
Leath
Keleher
each.
isfaction
Thos,
assured,
40
n
on
South
East
glassed-iInquire
Hlghj
sleeping porchee, gas;
1057-.location for convalescents: cool and
SALE Twenty-two-acIt'R
ranch, part pedal on best female In Mediterranean FOR RENT Five-roobrick house 011 er Co., 408 West Central, phone
MAN EMPLOYED will share nice room Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
from
fr
618 West Fruit.
or all of same; on Old Town boulevard; class. Phone 1472-from
town;
- shady; two mile
148.
trauWood,
McMllllon
sbone
Corn
or
SALK
see
FOR
rake,
planter, hay
North Hlsh street, partly furnished
5538-- J.
nnd porch with convalescent: olose to
rood
house and outbuildings;
bottom dust and smoke. Phon
three
eggs; four popular garage, hqt Ir heat. 175. Two-rootor, tractor plow,
TIME CARDS
excellent boarding house, lilOi East Cen AT THE WASHINGTON, "002 West Cen alfalfa; all klnda of fruit and berries; FOR SALE Hatching
MIRAMONTES-ON-TBK-MESharr-w- s;
plows,
annrtinent. furnished, nice. 130. Four and three k disc
varieties; S. Q, n, I. liens, aiaynooo
tral.
tral. Here a tne cnanee yon nave Jeen owner leaving, account of health. Phone
L
Cam-plneSANATORIUM-HOTEA
for tubercular
cows:
three
three
15, tl.50; Famous Silver
horses,
Jersey
train,
Areola
room
heat,
medium
furnished,
furnished
apartment,
5417-Rfor:
Two-roonewly
looking
148.
or
Owner,
furnished for
FOR RENT
nurse In at
convalescent;
gradual
15, 13.00; S. C Light Brown Legvacant April 1. 166. Wm. J. Leverett, harness; portable platform scales, counInquire at apart FOR SALE Ranch of
Ugh' housekeeping; use of bath and alied front apirtment.
ter scales and two wagons, one alfalfa tendance; rate by the week or month
nearly (00 aoree, horns. 16. 11.60: 8. C. Dark Brown Leg- - phone 110. Third and Cold.
ment Nn. I. ,T. p. gaum, fmprietor.
1400-J- I.
n'lont. 209 North Edith; phone J0!-3 3,
Cat!
cart,
wooded,
borne
Jtoblnson,
uia
2,00.
part
renovator,
buckboard,
springe.
jowa,
perpetual
heavily
furFOR KENT One of roost modern homee double and single harness. Apply al 1418 SOUTH EDITH Private eanatori
FOR RENT Two. fine two-rooAlso garage
Ideal cattle range; herd of regletered
138f.
In city; close In, extra good location; Mann's Garden.
nished apartments, for housekeeping, Hereford, horses, chickens; farm Impl- phone
FOR RENT Light housekeeping room;
um for tubercular
patients. 1100ms
e,
hot water heat,
eggs, benutifuliv furnished,
BABY
CHICKS
from
and
hatching
several
ement;
eorrall,
also front Bleeping room; gaa bath, complete and clean; oneandblock
large
louse,
porches; ex
nloely furnished; glassed-i- n
S.
I.
c.
one
Cen
View
six roome, sleeping porch; lovely
pruc
Mountain
from
Reds;
Toils- -"
garage,
two
from
In
rtl.T
depot
41S
orchard. Illness
small
CARPENTERING
phone: well people; no children.
cellent
meals:
tray
service;
general liurs
and
Kaison
inciuaeu
front porch, piano and
WE8T11CUN.J
tral avenue: very reagonaDie,
iaui family makes It necessary to sell. Price winners at El Peso, Albuquerque
Dally.
West uoia.
Rate arc
summer.
Cool
for
on
Ing.
place
located
In
In
New
best
for
MAN,
bred
the
ODD
type
furniture.
color,
JOB
bungalow,
TV part.
Denver;
Gold.
West
E.
Train.
Arrive.
L.
terms
and
Address
reasonable.
13H5-Phone
reasonable.
leaee
1073-J- .
will
owner
FOR RENT Two modern furnished
east,
Central:
in
ad
Eaat
ohix
and
Order
All
going
kinds of work. I'hone
egg
No. 1 The Bouut.... 7:S0 pro 1:10 pm
Albuproduction,
care
box
Bowman,
n
postofflce
ill,
glassed-i719 Eaat
rooms, with
now be had st St. No. I Calif. Llmlted.li:30 am 11:00 am
C. P. Hay, 2S6 North Hlgn.
sleeping porch,
to desirable parties.
UESBRVATIONS
Apply
vance,
may
ML
K.
house
Position
WANTED
WANTED
querque.
Odd Jobs carpmlerlng.
for light housekeeping; no sick; no chil
John' Sanatorium tEpiscopsui rate. No. 7 Fargo Fast. .10:50 am 11:10 am
RED POULTRY YARDS Blue ribbon Central.
painting and repairing, at reasonable 117.10
dren. 730 houtn Arno.
to 2 per week; Include private No. t The Naval". .11:85 am 1:00 am
WANTED Housework. t 416 Bast Lewie,
prices Phone 14E6-winners, eggs for hatching, from sixDRESSMAKING
room
Liventock
SALE
with eleeplng porch, connected ta
FOR
FOR RENT
Exclusive, well furnished WANTED
SOUTHBOUND.
teen (rand pene; best winter layers; S. C
PAINTING and kulsuiulnlng done; wall bsth snd toilet
washing ana ironing, py tne
t medic) car, medicines,
iii!-stei- n
room, with lurge sleeping porch, trot
5
10:10 pt
El Poao Exp
Barred
1598-Fo'i?JSAl,E
12.
1.
R.
11.60.
13,
Reds. It for
illghrad'eJerseyna1
day. Phone
paper cleaned; roofs repaired; . prices general nursing; excellent meal, tray Nc. 29
water heat and bath; centrally located
9404-J27 El Paeo Rio
11:11 am
cows.
fifift-No.
12, 1 3, 15; cheaper In 100
nis-iwfor.
I'hone
or
Rocks,
Phone
reasonable.
li
Phoae
steam
1744-hour.
Work
621
rooms
All
WANTED
have
no extra.
If desired.
by the;
Phone
ssrvlce;
Blets.
raragiCoal.
l;
Wm.
cockerels.
wastt
EASTHOUND.
SEWING
fine
the
prefer-refgoods
lots;
by
breeding
day,
1348-are now ripe, at lot PAINTING, paper hanging enj. caikom. neat, not and coia running water. s- FAT RAIUUT
after 6 p. m.
West
186-411-West Atlantic, phone 1483-1 The Navajo.. 1:10 pm
:4t pm
No.
Phone
reasonable.
163P-W
NorthPhone
wo
W.
k quaranieed.
Fourth, phone
H, Zlegler, Superintendent,
inlng; ell
by the
Ironing,
FOR RENT Strictly high clasa room WANTED Washing andtlivs-jNo. 4 Calif. Limned. 6.00 pm 1:40 pm
,
411.
HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams'777-Giant buck and Owens. ICS loulh Edith, ohone 1844-FOR BALE Flemish
flosen or piece,
call
north, eost and south exposure, south
S. F
7:29 pm 1:1 pm
No.
I
IOC South Broadway, ph.
PERSONAL
Eight..
807
does.
Stanford, university Heights. WK DO ODD" JOB carpentering and
east Bleeping porch, private home, beat WANTED Washing and Ironing to take
am
No. 10 The Scout.... 1:70 am !:
SI ti
LOST AND FOUND
f?FrEcrivfrA?
mare
house building, rensnnab.e; Investigate
residential district! gentleman preferred
FOR SALE
hot. e; Ttl work g -- ronteed.
Phon HEUSTITCHINU AND PICOTING.
Carload heavy-bou- e
o
Cer sewing Machine company, ll! tlEN'3 HAIRCUT, 60c; children, 35c, at
free. Phone LOST Eastern Star
low prices; estimate
HO0-all
no elck. rail (.
for
and
suitable
purposes,
Wefcl
horse,
between
El
116
No.
From
Paso
II
pra
pill,
212 Yale atreet,
West Gold, phone H7-.1. V. Klukon.
will be In Gallup Wednesday.
J. R. M98-their home. Phone 30C8-tinder return No it From El Paso 7:00 am
WAN TED Work by young married man,
Silver and "B"
1 WANT
By rd
accordion, aide end box: fR. GRATOPP, Vlta"pathio Physician
, ou to Investigate my low prices to 717 West Stlveri theater;
FOR SALE Real Estate
reward.
No. to eonneete at Tolao with No, II
mechanic, chauftuer, or olerlcal work, PLEATING,
North
N.
mall
of
Crane, tit
on any kind
a building proposition LOST HIack bill told, containing money for Clovls. Peers Valie- - icaa' City and
orders,
ask for R. Steele;
nervous and clironlo nllments a special-y- ; FOR SALE On team of good heavy
At a real bargain, lot, toil 4 Call 685-hull MA- -ai
Seventh, Crane Apartments, phase 114,
rung,.
work horses weight 8,200 pound, ages yon have tn view. A. E. Palmer, 17H-Wexamination free. 82U4 Weet Central.
Coast
and Masonlo and other receipts; tinder O
.
feet, on Nortii blithi 1140 down and OFFICES CLEANED DAILY Janitor
and 7 years, tit North Broadway. low Builder, box 41, city, phon
No. U connect at nUn with No, II
10 a, montn. j mono giaz-A GOOD permanent .home, reasonable Grande
services, house cleaning (with vacuum!,
pleas return bill fold and receipt and
1858-.
Yard,
phone
Wagon
lll-JBUILDING,
alterations, repairing, large keep th money to R. K Johnson, at from CInvU and pointa east and sel
polished; referencee. Phone
wages and treatment ss member of
FOR BALE 100 (eet, fronting Kitvtr floors
Jobs or small; work by contract or by Kims Hotel, or new Alvarado Hotel build
OCttt
FIRKT-CLAr- h
small family, ta open to healthy, reliable FOR BALK A team ot young, gentle
venue, by 131 feet fronting HlghlMid
battery repair, rellulld and
males and all kinds of 2nd hand wag- the dav: reasonable -.nrlcee: work guar Ing.
ed, between Third and Fourth. Apply voting woman In exchange for assistance
level, on
grade and fine view.
assembly man. wlt'i the best ot refer
H
Call 1761-lanteed:
estimates fresaddles!
ons,
N.
aid
price
plow
right,
co
Box
Fe,
Santa
housework.
with
A.Clurule
S0,
and
Sandoval
wants
mechanic.
a
ences,
also
position;
Hammond,
ill I r
realty
eh.sni ea easy terra. 9,
Journal .Want acw bring results.
E. Job.ni.on, tit Jwon,
Simon Garcia, J 203 North Arno St.
Write Louis Mukal, 114 1 North Second. South Second.
124 East Silver,
hrlck bunaalow, oak floorlnr. hot
water heat; only M.500; terms to
suit.
Brick bungalow, basement, heat, itsraee,
near Walter and East Central,
,4,200; terms.
Beautlfullr furnished bungalow, close In,
aniall payment, balance less than
rent; priced very low.
Choice corner on West Sliver,
700.

New

hundred. Delivered.

ALBCQPERQIE

NCItSEKY,

Folt

SALE- .Ford eedae. Just Uke new,
tr.Bn. Phone 451).
FOIt SALE Dodge truck (Oraham); or

He ms If.

17

8.
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c
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TODAY!

nil

HURT

BADLY

a good time to find out, if you do not already
know, how good
MONARCH CATSUP IS.
And the price sounds like old times at 28 cents for
a large li- ounce bottle.
STAR FLOUR f om

i3

WIDER

auto to the historic spot and enjoyed

WRONGED WIFE
SLAYS HUSBAND
TO SAVE HONOR

Mrs. C. A. Nyhus will be hostess
to ine
iames- - Aia
society at her home next Wednes-

the flour

that pleases in every respect.

Dr. M. K. Wylder, former chairman of the county commission and
la prominent member of the medical profession in this city, received
severe wotnds and had a miracu
lous escape from death about 9:,lu
o'clock Sunday morning when a
crashed
Santa Fe switch engine
u
into his closed car at tho
emitti nf town. Tin suffered
uthree broken rib and a severe cut
ion his arm. His injuries are certain not to prove fatal, however, in
the opinion of his attending
The doctor started to drive to
the tie plant Sunday morning in
answer to a sick call. He went
over onto' the Santa Fe railroad's
right of way and an employe opened a gate leading to a crossing. The
that the
employe was confident
doctor had seen a switch engine
drove
as
ho
approaching, but
through the gate. Dr. Wylder turned to speak to the employe and his
car was struck.
was smashed,
The automobile
The sedan body was carried up the
track 200 feet.
Dr. H. W. Goelltz, Santa : physician, was summoned. Dr. Wylder
was taken to his home on West
Copper avenue wjaere his Injuries
were treated. Last night he was
resting very quietly.

STORE

CASH

WARD'S

508 WEST CENTRAL.

V

Ik

fir

y,

stock-vnw.A-

HMp
PHiI
jn i aiiitia

LET'S GO

.

TODAY

physi-ician-

e

DORIS MAY in "BOY CRAZY"
A Ripping, Roaring, Racing Comedy of 12 O'clock
Doings in a 9 O'clock Town.

"FOX

of the Day

HEWS"-Top- ics

ALSO A COMEDY.
REGULAR ADMISSION'

LOCAL ITEMS

I

Coal SuodIv Co. Phone 4 and 5.
Mineral Lodge No. A, of the
will meet at
Knights of Pythias, The
rank of
8 o'clock tonight.
Knight will be conferred.
Ballut Abyad Temple Nobles of
tho Mystic Shrine will meet in
regular session in the Masonic
temple at 8 o'clock this evening.
Factory woofl, lull trucu load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.

Phone

The American

6:15

Columbia Graf onolas
Sold

A bus-

iness meeting will follow the dinner.
Ravmond Sandoval, wife and
Dendaughter left last night for
ver, where they expected to spend
a month visiting.
Asthma? Dr. Murray, osteopath.
N. T. Armijo building, phone 741.
Llovd Starrett of Larned, Kans..
la visiting hero for a few days
with his brother, F.dgar C. Starrett, foreman of the composing
room of the Morning Journal. He
will return shortly to his home at

ROTHMAN'S
Music and

IN 10
TAXI

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

J

KILLED

DRIVER

15

STILL AT LARGE

The owner of a cow running at
had the pleaslarge on the Heights
ure of paying a $10 fine for so dolivestock
ing. Other owners of ordinance
should take notice as an
the
county
before
has been passed
commissioners prohibiting any kind
of stock at large in that district.
E. Clyde Morgan has had a force
of workmen landscaping around his
rebeautiful home in the greaterfiner
stricted district, where the sooner
will
homes of Albuquerq-ior later be located.
Lnlversity
of
The population
two years to
Heights has grown ofin the
city.
that of
one-tent- h

AND

Jewelry Store
917--

117 South First St. I'hone

Larned.

DEATHS

On Easy Payments

FUNERALS

Search for James 'Wiggins, sup- posed murderer of Vidal Lopez,
taxi driver who was shot by his
passenger early Saturday morning
near Bernalillo, was continued
yesterday by members of the sheriff's offices of Bernalillo and Sandoval counties without success.
Officers believe that the culprit
is probably in Iiiding in tue mountains past of the scene of the
crime, and that It will probably 1p
only a matter of a few days before
necessity for food will cause nim
to come out of hiding, if his arrest
is not made before that time.
Possibility that tne murderer
may have escaped by means of a
train is regarded lis extremely
doubtful, since telephone warning?
to watch for the man were sent to
most of the stations along tho railroad, immediately after .notification of the crime was received.

nl

3:30-4:3-

t

Theaters Today

al

All-St-

all-st-

,

hand-grenad-

,

.'

where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

V. L. Lopez.

ANA.STASIO

FAMILY,

LOI'EZ

WILL TRANSFORM
LEVIATHAN

DOCKET

CIVIL

INTO

AMERICAN LI NER

ll

v,

WILL CO

VICE

A

ON WEDNESDAY

tryouts at the state
Debating
university for positions on the team
which will meet the Las Cruces debating team here on April 3 3 will
be held at 4 o'clock today in Rodey
hall, according to the weekly pro-- 1
gram.
The program also announces a
geology excursion today to Ti.ieras
!cnnvon, under the direction o(
Prof. K. W. Ellis at 12:30 o'clock.
The remainder of the program
follows:
Monday Last opportunity for
women students to secure medical
examination; Evelyn Frisble. M. D..
10 a.
m., women's gymnasium.
women.
Meeting of Junior-senio- r
Dr. Edna Mosher in charge; 12:30
p. m., room 16. Chemistry building,
(leology excursion to Tijeras canyon Prof. II. W. Ellis in charge;
I to 5:30 p. m. Meeting of committee on eligibility. 2 p. m.. registrar's
office. Tryout for position on me
debating team, under
university
auspices of tho Lowell Literary
society, George Bryan in charge;
4 p. in., Rodey hall.
Wednesday Meeting of Junior
class, Clarence Huffine, In charge;
112 30 p. m., room 26, Administra
Medical consultation building.
tion for women students,! Evelyn
;
2:30 to 3 p. m.,
D.
M.
Frisble.
Medi313 Vs West Central avenue.
cal consultation for men students,
0
M.
D.;
P. G. Cornish. Jr..
p. m., room 16 Chemistry building.
v w. ('. A. meeting. Mis nazei
p. m., Uokona.
Morris
. .
... ... In charge;
r, n student
2. Chemistry
4
room
nt.,
p.
affairs,
building.
FRIDAY Good Friday, the university will not be in session.

LOVATO The body of Cclsoa
Lovato. 33 years old, who died at
was
local hospital last Friday, Funershipped to Jjelen Saturday.
yester-Tiiirial services were held there
was in tue
lUl.V ftlLtuiuui..
Sons
and
Helen cemetery. Garcia
were in charge.
!
I
LOPEZ The body of Vidal Lopez, who was killed at Bernalillo
to Sani-tiFridav night, was shipped
"B"' Theater
jr. M., vesterday for burial.
F.epcatlng today
Garcia and Sons were in charge. for the last time, "The Man Hun
the
Feature cor
ter,"
LVJAX The funeral of Frank poration picture, with an
last
Saturday
died
who
also
cast;
repeating the instruc
tujan,at his residence, Will be held
tive "Miracles of the Jungle"
night
the
from
and the reel of "Current
at 9 o'clock this morning
Burial pictures
Events" pictures. '
Crollott funeral parlors.
Will be at Sandoval, New Mexico.
Lvric Theater If vou want to
see Vivian Martin, as the leading
Mrs.
of
funeral
The
LOPES
star in "Pardon My French, see
Dolores Lopes, who died last Sat- her today, aH this is her last apresidence,
at
her
evening
urday
pearance at the Lyric. Also reI.
will be held this afternoon at
"Country
peating tho comedy
residence.
the
family
o'clock from
ceme- Chickens." with Louise Fazenda
Carlos
San
be
at
will
Burial
as the star.
tery. Crollott will be in charge.
Pastime Theater Doris May, a
favorite
is still at the
LOPKZ Maria Carmelita Lopez, Pastime hereabouts,
in
Crazy;" also redied last night at her residence or. peating tho "Boy
"Fox News" pictures
North Arno street. She is survived and a comedy.
brother.
by one sister and one
Funeral arrangements are pending. DORIS MAY SCORED
Crollott is in charge.
RIG HIT
YESTERDAY
IX -- HOY CRAZY" PLAY
ROMERO Mrs. Fidel Romero,
suddenly at 8
aged 3d, died
Sparkling Doris May in "Boy
o'clock Saturday morning at the Crazy" opened yesterday at the
South
601
at
residence
family
theater (which is being
c..r,',i oiroet Tim husband andof Pastime
repeated today), and for five
t,iifiren mirvive. Friends
live
solid reels Kent up a lively Dom- the family are invited to attena bardment of th auaience with
full of laughs and
tho funeral, which will leave the
residence at 8.45 o'clock Tuesday chuckles and good old fashioned
.Most
among
morning. High mass will be said roars.
at the the sunerb castprominent
of
bv Father Mandalari
Conis
Immaculate
the
star
of
that
the
supports
Church ,
Harry
Myers, remembered for his clever
ception at 9In o'clock. Buriallot will
In work in the leading rolo of "A
the family
take place
Strong Broth- Connecticut Yankee."
Calvary cemetery. Two
sisters are
The story has to do with the
ers are in charge.
of Jackie Cameron
on their way from California, and adventures
will arrive in time to be present (Doris May), a sprightly young
woman whose father conducts the
at the funeral.
village dry goods store. She is a
HICKMAN Irwin Hickman, age pretty young bud and much adby all tho young blades
63, who was struck by Santa Fe mired
town.
Into the community,
passenger train No. 3, Saturdaya of
is called Santa Boobara.
which
at
morning nt Domingo, died morncomes a
imperlocal hospital early Sunday
sonated by Harry Myers. While
ing. His wife and daughter are he sells fancy annarel
to
women
on their way to Albuquerque from he is, however, a very masculine
Reno, Nev., and will arrive Mon- chap. When all the best trade
remains arc at flocks to his smart
day night. The where
emporium
Rtrone Brothers,
they will Jackio sees her father's
trade
bo held pending the arrival of dwindling. So she opens a simi
his wife and daughter.
and
larly snappy establishment
sells haberdashery for tho young
'
19 KILLED BY STORM.
men of town. Her personal pop
.
The ularity and business acumen outDallas, Texas, April
death toll of Saturday's storm do the visiting designer and in
which swept central west Texas
the end she wins everlasting hap
toyesterday was increased to 19 two
piness as well.
day, when Baird reported farm
and
ranch
Several
deaths.
CARD OF THANKS.
houses in Callahan county were
We wish to. thank our friends
destroyed, tho reports said.
for their kindnesses during the
;
We deliver any size any death of our son and brother.

Mrs. Francesca Maenlza.
Mrs. Francesca Maeniza today
languishes in a cell in a New ,'ork
Four months ago
police station.
she came to America to join her
husband, believing that domestic
happiness, interrupted when her
husband left Sicily, awaited her.
Instead, she told police after she
was arrested for snooting her husband. Giuseppi, he only wanted her
to live in shame so he wouldn't
have to work.

DEBATE TEAM

S AFTERNOON

Legion will hold
o'clock this ev-

Y. M. C. A.

U

s.

WILL BE PICKED

81.

a dinner at
ening at the

PRICKS.

j

day afternoon.
The regular meeting of tho O. E.
circle was held in Masonic club
rooms last Wednesday
afternoon
and there was a good attendance.
An excellent
program was arranged and refreshments were
served.
The Catholic Ladles' Kensington
will give a dance on Easter Mci-daApril 17, in the high school
gymnasium.
Mrs. M. E. Hensler delightfully
entertained a few friends last
Wednesday. Three tables of bridge
were occupied the other guests
spending the afternoon in social
Those invited were
conversation.
Mrs. O. C. Officer, Mrs. Foss B.
Smith, Mrs. Daniel K. Sadler, Mrs.
Ray C. Haner, Mrs. J. J. Shuler,
Mrs. E. E. Thaxton, Mrs. LeRoy K.
Able, Mrs. Pearl Kellogg, Mrs. O. L,
Mrs.
Phillips, Mrs. O. J. Whdtcomb.Black-weJay T. Conway, Mrs. C. N.
and Misses Marion Blaekwell,
Evelyn Shuler and Osceola Glass.
Last Tuesday evening Mrs. Tom
Hall riollwhtfullv entertained the
members of tjie Woman's auxiliary
to the O. R. C. a:id a few friends
at a party at her home on South
Tne evening was
Second street.
spent in playing games and a social
good time was enjoyed by those
A two course luncheon
present.
was served lata in the evening.
Those, present were Mesdames Al
McGaimont, w. A.
len, Hansbro,
Vogl,
Beck, Farrell, Murphy Smith.KellerDavis.
nineUhnrn.
av,Mf
man, Malllnson, Flynn, Pratt. Taylor, Martin, Atwater, Kinder and
Burns and Misses Genevieve Mur-phRuth and Ellen Farrell and
Edith Mnlllnson.
C. A. Whlted and E. H. Brlggs
vnT'tr-ncThnrsdnv morning from
Colorado Springs, where they
o
tmnnrtftnt ceremonial of
Ihe Dramatic Order of the Knights
new weanesuay.
of Khnrnssan.
Mr. Whlted was nlected on this oc
casion to the office or past, royai
visiter and Mr. Brlggs to that of
grand elener.
The tioonorlnn T.ltprar"- club met
with Mrs. Robert Tomllnson at her
home last Tuesday atternoon. uon
by current
call was answered
wro winckton irave an in
n.,nnfo
teresting paper on "Roman-- Paths";
nm
Airs. Sadler s paper on
Catacombs" was greatly enjoyed
paa
hv
followed
splendid
and was
per on "Taj Mahnl" by Mrs. A. B
Sears. At the close or me.
refreshments were
served by the hostess.
The regular meeting or tne inn
Reserves Division No. 1 was held In
Mia rout rnnm of tho high school.
session was
A very full business
hold and plans were discussed for
a hike to be taken to Ilalon peak
ci,iv.iv AiiHl 8 and there was
also a discussion of the mother and
banquet which will he
daughter
held in the latter part of April or
the first of May.
Mrs. M. Stowe president nr
on.i
Professional Wom
an's club was hostess to the club
nt a dinner last .Wednesday eventhe
ing. The next meeting will be sevregular business meetiVig and
eral matters of importance are to
be taken up.
The Coudre ciun met on
afternoon of last week with
riiarles Graham and will meetthis week witn tTrs. Dave Longston. The Coudre cluu is a sewing
club and one of the most pleasant
and social clubs of the city.
The division ot tne Rieinuuim
Aid held their annua; meeting on
Report
Thursday of last week.
onri nf thfl work of the dif
.a
of of
election
ferent divisions and
ficers was held, Tne social pan
of the evening was the presentation nf th nlnv "The Old Mald'i
Convention." which wasi delight
fully presented.
n iimlaim ltv rlellehtful social
evening was the party given by
the Grand International Auxiliary
to the B. of L. r ana r;. on i nurs-da- evening at the Odd Fellowhall. A large crowd of people.
members of the different orders,
of tho
responded to the invitation
i...liaA nn,l einloverl n full eveniner
of games, cards and dancing.
An Interesting excursion to in"
old Clifton house ruins was made
lout .ar.lr nv Ihp. memhers of the
civlo class of the high school, with
Miss Jlaoei IDlgier as teucner. ouine
twenty persons made the trip by
S.

Receives Three Broken Ribs
and Severe Cut on Arm
Sundav Morning: Escape
With Life Is Marvel.

Civil cases on the district court
docket will bo heard, beginning
Wednesday of this week, by which
time it is expected that the criminal docket will bo finished. Cases
requiring jury trial will be heard
first and civil cases which do not
require a Jury will complete tho
session.
Fourteen civil cases are on the
docket for Jury trial and are set
for the following dates:
Wednesday, April 12:
12367 L. B. Putney, Inc., vs.
Dolcelo Romero; Hininis & Botts.
Geo. S. Kloek.
Plaintiffs ask for
jury.
Thursday, April 13:
JSU47 C M. Carr vs. Joo Bur
gess; T. A
liucrson, a. i luui-net- t.
Defendant demands Jury.
M. Carr vs. Joe Burgess; T. X. U'ilkerson, A. T. llan-net- t.
Defendant desires jury.
13128
John Hendricks vs. D.
V.
Grantham: W. M. Clayton,
Stennls, Jr. Plaintiff waives jury.
Friday, April 14:
13060
Central Printing Co. vs.
County Commissioners: L. F. Lee,
deE. P.. Garcia.
Defendant
mands Jury.
13:
Saturday. April
12900
Frank Scheck, etc., vs.
R. D. Bernard; Ileacock & Giigs-bDefendant
H. B. Jamison.
demands jury.
E. C. Dunn vs. O. W.
13224
Johnson; Downer & Keleher, H.
B. Jamison.
Defendants demand
Jury.
Monday, April 17:
1 2548
Luis Candelario vs. Max
Gutierrez, et rl; Renehan & GilDefendbert, Rodey & Rodey.
ants demand Jury.
Tuesday, April IS:
12613;
Francis Frencear vs.
&
Candeleria
Griogo; Heaeock
DefendGrlgsby, If. B. Jamison.
ant asks for jury.
Wednesday, Ajnil 10:
11804
Andres Romero vs. Felipe Herrera, et al. N. B. Field.
M. J. Melmick. Marron & Wood.
Plaintiffs' Jury.
Thursday. April 20:
12846
Matt Itndf vllch vs. Joe
Pleso; Marron & Wood, A. T.
Hannett.
Plaintiff jury.
Friday, April 21:
15026
ConstrucSouthwestern
tion Co. vs. C. VV. Clark; Marron
& Wood.
Plaintiff waives Jury.
Defendants' jury.
13033
Esther R. Marques vs.
Elias AWerete: Miron & Wood,
Heaeock & Grigsby.
Plaintiffs'
Jury.
Saturday, April 22:
13059
Claude Hutto, Adrar.,
etc., VS. W. T. Murphoy; II. B.
DeJamison, Marron &. Wood.
fendants' Jury.
.
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Once Pride of German Merchant Marine Will Be
Converted Into Palatial
MOVING PICTURE FUNNIES
Ship.
Trans-Atlant-

y

.

NTED

W&'fy
W3t
SmXI

RUTHERFORD & GOEBEL

pE
.STEM.

Mouse.

'

.TV

Ess

MM-f-

' WE BR1)

l&

GENERAL
CONTRACTORS
517 S. Broadway. Phone

e

'

tATCHINS SONS
KINP0PHTREE

.

trans-Atlant-

Holland-Amerlca-

Cut out tVie picture
sides. Then carefully
line 1 Its ntlre length.
ted line 2. and so on.
underneath
section
When completed turn
you'll find a surprising
the pictures.

heat,

fold dotted
Then dotFold each

--

C. II. CONXKTl,

accurately

over and
result. Save

the state-ste- am
hot and cold
In

M. 'U.

I.

Stern BIdg.

Tel.

FOGG,
--

SHOE REPAIRING
40c
40c

FINE HAND MADE
"SHOES AND BOOTS"
Work Guaranteed.
Free Call and Delivery.

O.

Osteopathic Specialist.
2033-701-J.

The Jeweler Rightway Shoe Shop
127.
218 S. Second

EXPERT WATCH MAKING.
Engraving,- Jewelry Repairing-Opposit-

.
e

ALL STAR FEATURES CO. Presents

A Romance of the West in the Early Days.
ADDED ATTRACTIONS:

"MIRACLES 6F THE JUflOLE"

REGULAR PRICES.

Theater

h.

VMANMAQTIN

PAQDON
MY
FRENCH.

that broken window I

Pounds, $11.00
Weights Guaranteed
Is Why We Lend, Others Follow
2.000

A fADCE COMEDY

Fine Shoe Repairing

WJD

"POLLY

"

SIDNEY OLCOTT

IMioiiC S88--

DISTRIBUTED

Well Country Camp

ADDED ATTRACTION:

"COUNTRY
A

DAHLIAS
varieties

BV

COLDWYN

For Convalescent Tiibomilars
In tho mountains. Kates $12.50
per week. For reservations
Phone 490-- J

I have a few fine

IN TWE PANTRY
-

CARPENTER'EDWARD
'
DIR.SCTED6V
CWILDS

Johnson Coal Co.
N. First

K.ENDALL

MESSMOR.E

Gallup Lump Coal

DOO

TO 11 P. M,

LAST TIME TODAY

:

9

1

CONTINUOUS

glass. Albnnueroue Lumtier Co. p
Norm First. I
Phono 421.

Two-Pa-

CHICKERS"

Comedy Featuring LOUISE FAZENDA
REGULAR PRICES.

rt

in

different colors left. Better
order early to get dahlias from
1

me. R. F. Bloom,
fill. Plume 2167-J- .

O.

Box

iiPIIE Cleaners
DYERS AND HATTERS
RUG CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. i(h and Gold

FEEL SAFE AND COMFORTABLE
By having at least one ton of coal in your cellar.
The very Dest in
Gallup, Dawson and Canon City Coal

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
PAINTING and DECORATING
Dono By

4 PHONES
5
will not regret having a ton In your bin.

You

GEO. C. MORRIS
All work

Virginia

1217
guaranteed. Call
1693--

Blvd

Phone

Phone

Of GOOD FUEL

FORof RENT
our office with
Nice

PRIVILEGES OUR SUGGESTING:

part
FOR SALE

window.

Large Oak Office Table.
CHARLES G. ZAPF & CO.
Phone H40
Second & Gold.

"THE ART SHOP"

ORDER CERRILLOS
THE

SATISFACTORY,

PHONE 91

Learn to Dance
nt tho

ARMSTRONG ACADEMY
West Gold
207
Satisfaction Guaranteed

FOUND

real place
clothes cleaned
Give us a trial.
BILL'S
215 S. Second.

to

.

get

youi

and pressed.

snop,

Phone
Prompt Service.

480.

Five rooms of furniture to go to the highest bidder. Note the
following articles to be sold: Brass Bed. Springs and Mattresses, Leather Davenport, Library Table, Iron Bed and
Springs, $200.00 Moore's Base Burner', and it is a beauty;
Dressers, 10 Dining Chairs, leather upholstered; Dining Tabie.
Rocker, upholstered In
Mahogany
large Leather Rockers,
leather; $85 Singer Sewing Machine, same as new; Parlor Suite,
Phonograph, Sanitary Cot, Commode, two 4 Beds, Stand
Tables, Dishes, Cooking Utensile and many other articles not
mentioned on account of space.
Now, If you wunt house furnishings, don't miss his sale.
These goods are all in Al condition and have never been used
by sick. Get this date fixed in your mind; also the place and
time, and come and bring your friends. Everything must go
regardless of price.

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

GUY'S TRANFER
Phone 371
324 South Second.
Sunday Flcnics a Specialty

COAL
,

LAUNDRY CO.

OFFICE ROOMS

Phones 148 and 449.

Excellent Locution
Light, water, heat and janitor
service Included.

...

.

115

South

-

WOOD
$Ktf COCOCCifc
SUGAR1I K 1- - SWASTIKA
All Sizes.
Best Prices.

NEW STATE COAL CO.
PHONE 35
,
Exclusive Agent for Swastika and
Sugurlio Coal,

t

LIVESTOCK
AGRICULTURAL

GALLUP
'

V

Dyeing, nats
Dry Cleaning,
Rugs
Cleaned nnd Blocked,
latest process.
cleaned
by

HAIIH

QQj
COAL CO.

Today, April 10th, at 417 West Fruit
Ave. Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.

MODERN

OF QUALITY"

ECONOMICAL

AUCTION SALE

THE IMPERIAL
"THE LAUNDRY

EGG

Opposito Postofflce.
Have you seen our new veils,
the new mesh, the new chin
veil. Also new vesties and coland the
lars, beads .ear-rinnew floral Jewelry.

Fourth.

Ladies' Half Soles. .' .75c
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
90c
Men's Half Soles
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
City Electric Shoe Shop
213 South Second St.

EVENTS

CURRENT

Postofflce.
118 Sontb

"

The Man Hunter

Let Us Send a Man!
To replace

A

Men's Rubber Heels
Ladles' Rubber Heels

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Tem-pleto-

Wood-wort-

four

on all

HERSELF.
TEACHER
Seattle, Wash., April 9. Miss
Bertha Bracken, a teacher, shot
herself in the left breast wllh a
pistol while seated in the choir
loit of the First Baptist church
hero tonight. She wan rushed to
a hospital where she is believed
Phone 567-to be dying. The shooting took
place during the evening church
Free Call and Delivery
AND service while the congregation
wus sinking a hymn,
.Work Done While You Wait
SHOOTS

rooms

water all outside rooms. .
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, 14 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single ana
double S3.00.

i)

Ryn-dam- 's

1S0S--

ELMSHOTEL
Finest

LAST TIME TODAY

."

-l

ic

(Bt Tha Aorlated I', mm.)
New York, April !. The LeviaGerthan, once the pride of the
man merchant marine, later a
thousands
transport that carried from
Euroof doughboys to and
was
today
battlefields,
pean
for
ploughing tho Atlantic, tobound
conbo
Newport News, Va.,
verted into a palatial Amcrice 1
liner.
ev.it Interfered with the sailing
schedule of the giant vessel, idle
for more than two years, ana
her skipper. Captain w. J. Bernard, was forced to cast anchor
when about five miles off Am
brose channel. It was nearly noon
before the fog lifted sufficiently
to allow her to proceed south
ward.
Her departure was without
nereinonv. On account of
the early hour, comparatively few
persons saw ner great grey mm
gliding majestically through the
haze down the Hudson. A few
passing craft opened their whistles in farewell salutes.
beTho Leviathan's
engines
haved perfectly. She carried a
crew of 67. Otf Quarantine, the
Leviathan passed the Ryndam of
line, in
the
bound from Rotterdam. The
over the
leaned
passengers
rails and cheered, the band played the Star Spangled Banner and
her colors were dipped. The Leviathan dipped her flag in ac
and a few moknowledgement
ments later was swallowed in the
mist.
It will take a small army of
workmen in the Virginia shipyards more than two years to
put the Leviathan into condition
again.

IRTHEATRE

OUR KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE

pay good prices for fire- arms such as Rifles. Shot
Must be in
Guns, Pistols.
Acondition,
213 South First Street
We

e.

camp-fir-

interestingly told the old stories and traditions of the place and gave the
young people some idea of tho
early days.
Miss Marlon Blaekwell and Miss
Winnifred Shuler have been the
Inspiration for several small functions. Mrs. Pearl Kellopg entertained at dinner on Saturrtoy noon,
Mrs. J. T. Conway
on Sunday
noon and Miss Oceola Glass at
tea.
Sunday night
They will also
be the guests at the Business and
Professional
Women's club this
week.
Tho Sorosis club devoted its
meeting on Friday afternoon to
Mrs, M. G. Smlgelow
travelogs.
delightfully told of her visit in
Holland; Mrs. A. H. Darden talked
on a trip to the Yellowston park
and Mrs. A. B. Irby told of historic Mount Vernon. Mrs. J. C.
Kepner furnished music at the beand
Misses
ginning
Dorothy
Brooks and Medra Bayne favored
the club with two selections at the
close of the meeting. Tea was
served by Mrs. Merrill, chairman
of the program committee.
The Monday Progress club met
Monday evening at the club rooms
of the Business and Professional
Women's club with Miss Maurine
Kennedy as hostess. The paper of
the evening, "The Life of Mater-llnckwas gtveti try Miss Kennedy. The club will devote the next
few meetings to the study of some
of Maeterlinck's plays.
Mrs. tferman Shirk entertained
the Social club at her home on
North Third street Friday afternoon. A delightful time was had
Delicious refreshments
by all.
were served by the hostess. Those
were:
Mesdames Palmer
present
Mason, Fred Durie, Paul Ellis.
Robert Messener,
Ben
Lyttle.
Emery Hunter, Lawrence Bergen.
Harold Crask, R. W. Hlckey; visitors were Mesdames Frank
N. W. Burns, W. S. Bergen.
L. E. Wood worth, V. T.
The fiub will meet with
Mrs. Palmer Mason next week at 1
232 Ponil avenue.
The American Yeomen held a
very successful entertainment on
Friday evening at odd Fellows'e
hall. One hundred and twenty-fivwere present to enjoy the
program nnd entertainment provided. Tho nrogram consisted of
snng, recitations nnd selections by
the Yeomen orchestra of six pieces
Yeomen, their friends and families
were invited.
Delicious refresh
ments wre served and a social
time was enjoyed by all present.
W. A. Chapmnn

US

-

Wichita, Kans., is on the way to town

a picnic supper around the

PERSONAL NOTES
OF THE STATE

TRAIN HITS AUTO

A CAR OF RED

'April 10, 1922

-

AND
LOAN
Second.

CO.

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

